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Abstract

A measurement of the structure function F��x�Q
�	 of the proton is presented in the

kinematic range of Q� between ��
� and �� GeV� and Bjorkenx between ��� ����� and
� � ����� The measurement is performed using data recorded with the H� detector at
the ep storage ring HERA in ����� In the winter shutdown ������� the H� detector
was upgraded with a new calorimeter �Spacal� and a new drift chamber �BDC�� These
components are used in this analysis for the �rst time� One of the main topics of this
thesis is the energy calibration of the Spacal calorimeter� With the help of the new
detector components the precision of the measurement of F� is improved compared to
previous results by roughly a factor of � in the Q�range between ��� and ��� GeV��

Kurzfassung

Die Arbeit beschreibt eine Messung der Strukturfunktion F� des Protons im kine
matischen Bereich von ��
� � Q� � �� GeV� und ��� � ���� � x � � � ����� Die
Messung beruht auf Daten� die im Betriebsjahr ���� mit dem H� Detektor am HERA
Speicherring aufgenommen wurden� Im Winter ������� waren ein neues Kalorimeter
�Spacal� und eine Driftkammer �BDC� im H� Detektor installiert worden� Diese Detek
torkomponenten werden in dieser Arbeit erstmals verwendet� Ein Schwerpunkt dieser
Arbeit liegt auf der Energiekalibration des Spacal Kalorimeters� Mithilfe der neuen
Detektorkomponenten wird die Pr�azision der Messung von F� im Vergleich zu fr�uheren
Ergebnissen im Bereich von ��� � Q� � ��� GeV� um einen Faktor � verbessert�
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Introduction

The scattering of leptons o� nuclei� and later nucleons� has been for many decades one
of the key measurements in the exploration of the structure of matter� As early as in
the late sixties� measurements at SLAC led to the discovery of the spin�� constituents
of the proton which came to be identi�ed as quarks� In the Quark Parton Model the
sum of the momentum distributions of the quarks in the proton is directly related to
the structure function F��

In the following years Quantum Chromodynamics �QCD	 was developed as the �eld
theory of strong interactions� In QCD the quarks interact via exchanged gauge bosons
called gluons which� together with sea quarks� carry about half of the proton momen
tum� At su�ciently large momentum transfer� Q�� the coupling between quarks and
gluons is small� allowing the description of the scattering processes in perturbation the
ory� Perturbative QCD is able to describe the relative behavior of the parton momen
tum distributions under variations of Q� by virtue of evolution equations� Throughout
the seventies and eighties the predictions of QCD have successfully been tested in
a series of experiments continuously extending the kinematic range� Since� with in
creasing beam energy� the electron beams used in the early experiments at SLAC and
Fermilab� became more and more di�cult to produce� muon beams became a natural
choice� Furthermore� neutrino nucleon scattering experiments have been pursued� Un
til ����� data with excellent precision� covering a wide kinematic range down to values
of Bjorkenx � ���� and up to Q� � ��� GeV�� have been produced in particular at
SLAC �eN	 and by the BCDMS� NMC and E��� ��N	 as well as CCFR and CDHS
��N	 Collaborations at CERN and at Fermilab� These data have been and continue
to be the basis for deep insights into the structure of the proton and for improvements
in the understanding of QCD�

The electron proton collider HERA at DESY� Hamburg� follows this long tradition
of Deep Inelastic Scattering experiments� At HERA both� electrons and protons are
accelerated and collide at a center of mass energy of ��� GeV allowing to resolve
the structure of the proton down to distances of � ����� m� Compared to former
��xed target� experiments� where the nucleons probed by the leptons were at rest �in
the laboratory frame	 the center of mass energy is larger by more than one order of
magnitude� HERA therefore provides a unique facility for the study of the structure of
the proton in a new kinematic regime allowing measurements of the structure function
down to values of Bjorkenx � ���� at values of Q� � ��� GeV��

Experimentally� the structure function is extracted from the double di�erential ep cross
section measured as a function of x and Q�� At the two colliding beam experiments
ZEUS and H� not only the scattered lepton but also the hadronic �nal state is mea
sured giving rise to alternative methods to reconstruct the event kinematics and to

�



�

control possible systematic e�ects� Being fully inclusive the measurement of F� makes
use of the full event statistics and is thus least a�ected by statistical uncertainties� Fur
thermore� the results of the inclusive measurement can be interpreted in QCD without
theoretical assumptions on the exact behavior of the hadronic �nal state� As early
as in the �rst year of HERA operation� ����� a signi�cant rise of the structure func
tion towards small values of x was discovered� The dynamical behavior of the data
was found to be well described by the DGLAP evolution equations which are based
on perturbative QCD� However� the discrimination of di�erent theoretical models and
the precise determination of the parton distributions requires high precision� In the
small x regime at HERA in particular the distribution of gluons in the proton can be
determined� The continuous increase of the HERA luminosity has reduced the statis
tical uncertainties� In order to gain further precision it is necessary to optimize the
detector performance and to control and minimize the systematic uncertainties of the
measurement�

In the winter shutdown ������� the H� detector was upgraded� The detector compo
nents which cover the region of small electron scattering angles �� ��� relative to the
electron beam	 were replaced by a new lead � scintillating�ber calorimeter of spaghetti
type �Spacal� and a Backward Drift Chamber �BDC�� The new components improve
the detector performance in particular for events with Q� � ��� GeV� and extend the
accessible� kinematic range to Q�values of � ��
� GeV� and x � ����� In addition
to a better energy and angular resolution the main improvements lie in the possibility
to measure the hadronic �nal state and in the suppression of beam background on the
�rst trigger level with the help of an excellent time resolution�

For the measurement presented here data are used which were recorded with the H�
detector in ����� the commissioning year of the Spacal and the BDC� In the context
of this analysis the behavior of the new detector components is explored in detail for
the �rst time�

This thesis is organized as follows� Chapter � provides an introduction to the theory of
Deep Inelastic Scattering and QCD� The physics objective of the analysis is motivated
by relating theoretical developments to recent experimental results� The experimental
environment of the H� Detector is covered in chapter �� A description of the most
crucial detector components and the data acquisition is given� Special focus is put on
the technical features of the new Spacal Calorimeter� Chapter � contains a detailed
description of the energy calibration of the Spacal� In chapter � the measurement of
the structure function is described� Besides a detailed discussion of the event selection
based on the identi�cation of the scattered electron in the Spacal a main topic of this
chapter is the determination of the photoproduction background� Furthermore� a �rst
investigation of QED �nal state radiation is performed� Finally� in chapter �� the
result of the measurement is presented� The structure function F� and the total virtual
photon proton cross section are compared to model predictions currently available to
describe the HERA data in the smallQ�region�

�with data of nominal interaction point position�



Chapter �

Deep Inelastic Scattering

Inclusive cross section measurements have proven extremely fruitful for the under
standing of the structure of matter� The relation of experimental results to theoretical
concepts is most direct in the case of inclusive measurements where only the scattered
lepton is measured and all possible hadronic �nal state con�gurations are summed
over� Historically� by the time of the sixties� measurements of elastic electron pro
ton scattering had led to the determination of the nucleon form factors which in the
nonrelativistic limit describe the charge distributions and the magnetic moments of
protons and neutrons�

The notion of �Deep Inelastic Scattering� �DIS	 was coined with the advent of high
energy data recorded at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center �SLAC	� as of �����
when events with a very large energy loss of the scattered electron were observed� The
famous result of these data was that the deep inelastic structure function F� showed
very little dependence on the transferred fourmomentum squared� Q�� between the
electron and the target� but depended only on the variable x which in the parton
model can be interpreted as the fractional momentum of the struck proton constituent�
Such a scale invariant behavior� simply called �scaling�� had been predicted by Bjorken
already in ���� ���� The simplest explanation for scaling was given by the parton
model� assuming the proton constituents to be free and pointlike partons� Almost
immediately� in ����� the �Quark Parton Model� �QPM	 was established identifying the
partons with the spin�� quarks ���� In the Quark Parton Model the structure function
F� is related to the sum of the parton momentum distributions x � qi�x	 weighted with
the square of their electric charge ei�

F��x	 �
X
i

e�ixqi�x	� ����	

In the years to follow Quantum Chromodynamics �QCD	 was developed as the �eld
theory of strong interactions between quarks and gluons� QCD solves the conceptual
puzzle of the partons which� on the one hand are permanently bound in the proton
and� on the other hand behave like free particles� introducing a scale dependent ��run
ning�	 coupling constant which is large at small Q� ��con�nement�	 and logarithmically
vanishes towards large Q� ��asymptotic freedom�	�

�



� CHAPTER �� DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING

Until the late eighties various �xed target experiments were performed at center of
mass energies up to �� GeV providing a wealth of data by which the structure of the
proton could be constrained very precisely for values of x � ���� and Q� � ��� GeV��

At the ep storage ring HERA the center of mass energy is increased by one order of
magnitude to a value of � ��� GeV� An entirely new kinematic regime of Deep Inelastic
Scattering is thus opened up� extending down to values of x � ���� and Q� values of
up to ����� GeV�� At HERA� besides the scattered electron� the hadronic �nal state
is also measured allowing the use of di�erent independent methods to reconstruct the
event kinematics� The HERA research program also covers detailed studies of the
properties of the hadronic �nal state� A concise review of HERA physics can be found
in ����

In this chapter the variables describing the event kinematics of inclusive deep inelastic
scattering processes are explained �section ���	 and the relations between the measured
double di�erential ep cross section and the structure functions are de�ned �section ���	�
A brief outline of the interpretation of the structure function F� in the framework of
QCD is given �section ���	� The present theoretical understanding of ep scattering is
confronted with recent experimental results in section ���� In this context� the objective
of the presented measurement is discussed �section ���	�

��� Event Kinematics

The process of inclusive electron proton scattering� ep� lX is visualized in �g�����a	�
The interaction between the electron and the proton� to lowest order in the single boson
exchange approximation� takes place via an exchanged gauge boson� The exchanged
boson carries the fourmomentum q� and p stands for the fourmomentum of the incom
ing proton� The fourmomenta of the incoming and the scattered lepton are denoted
by k and k�� respectively� The system X with the fourmomentum p� represents the
hadronic �nal state� i�e� the particles produced in the breakup of the proton�

A distinction is made between two classes of events� namely Neutral Current �NC	
events� e�p � e�X� with a neutral virtual photon or Z� exchange� and Charged

Current �CC	 reactions� e�p�	�

� X� with a W� exchange and a neutrino as outgoing

lepton�

At �xed beam energy the event kinematics is unambiguously de�ned by two of the
three Lorentz invariant variables�

Q� � �q� � ��k � k�	� ����	

x �
Q�

�p � q ����	

y �
p � q
p � k ����	



���� EVENT KINEMATICS �

�a	

e��k	

p�p	

X�p�	

e�� ��k�	

�� Z��W�

Q� � �q�

�b	

Proton Remnant

Struck Quark

e�� ��k�	

�� Z��W�

q�xp	

e��k	

Figure ���� �a� Schematic representation of inclusive electron proton scattering ep� lX in
the single boson exchange approximation� The four�momenta of the incoming and scattered
lepton are k and k�� respectively� The incident proton four�momentum is p� p� denotes the four�
momentum of the hadronic �nal state X � The exchanged boson carries the four�momentum
q� �b� Representation of ep scattering in the Quark Parton Model� Here the virtual photon
interacts with a free pointlike �quark��parton and the remaining partons ��spectators	� do
not undergo any interaction� In the in�nite momentum frame the incident momentum of the
�Struck Quark	 is given by xp�

Q�� x and y o�er the following suggestive interpretations� Q� denotes the negative
fourmomentum squared of the exchanged boson� i�e� its virtuality� In the limit of
Q� � � the exchanged photon is called real and its life time becomes large� At a
given Q� the distance d resolved at �xed x can be estimated following the Heisenberg
uncertainty relation d � j�qj � � yielding d � �Mpx�Q

�� Thus� with increasing Q�

the virtual boson probes smaller and smaller distances d within the proton� For the
maximumQ� kinematically possible at HERA a value of � ����� m is obtained� In the
in�nite momentum frame� i�e� in a frame where the incident proton energy is very large
compared to the proton massMp� x is interpreted as the fraction of proton momentum
carried by the struck quark �see �g� ����b		� y gives the fraction of the incident electron
energy transferred from the electron to the proton in the proton rest frame� i�e the
fractional electron energy carried by the virtual photon� Since the transferred energy
is absorbed in the �nal state of the proton� y quanti�es the inelasticity of the event�

It is convenient to de�ne two further quantities�

s � �k � p	� ����	

W � � �q � p	�� ����	

s denotes the square of the ep center of mass energy� W gives the center of mass energy
of the photon proton system which is equal to the invariant mass of the hadronic �nal
state� At the HERA beam energies� Ee � ���� GeV for electrons and Ep � 
�� GeV
for protons� the masses of the incident particles can be neglected� yielding the following



� CHAPTER �� DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING

relations�

s � � � Ee �Ep ����	

W � �
�� x

x
�Q�� ���
	

In this approximation the kinematic variables x� y and Q� are related via the center of
mass energy s�

Q� � sxy� ����	

��� Inclusive Cross Section and Structure Functions

The cross section of the NC process ep� eX is written as

	 � L��W
�� � �����	

In this equation the leptonic tensor L�� describes the interaction between the electron
and the exchanged virtual boson� The hadronic tensor W�� accounts for the scat
tering of the exchanged boson with the proton� For single photon exchange L�� is
precisely calculable in QED� W�� is unknown because it contains the internal structure
of the proton which is as yet not calculable and must therefore be determined from
experiments�

Using Lorentz invariance and current conservation one can� reduce W�� into three
structure functions Fi�x�Q�	� obtaining

d�	e
�p

dxdQ�
�
�
��

xQ�

�
y�xF��x�Q

�	 � ��� y	F��x�Q
�	� �y � y�

�
	xF��x�Q

�	

�
� �����	

A detailed derivation of this formula can be found in ���� The term xF� describes
the parity violating contribution from Z� exchange and interference terms between �
and Z� exchange� It is negligible at low and moderate Q� due to the large mass of
the Z� �M�

Z� � ��� GeV�	 and becomes measurably large at large values of Q�� At
Q� � ��� GeV� the contribution is smaller than ����� Consequently� neglecting the
term xF� for low and moderate Q�� the equation �����	 can be reformulated as

d�	e
�p

dxdQ�
�
�
��

xQ�

h
���� � y	 � y�	F��x�Q

�	� y�FL�x�Q
�	
i

�����	

where FL � F� � �xF�� �����	

This expression is called Born cross section�

The ep scattering processes can be viewed as interaction of a �ux of virtual photons
with the proton�� Virtual photons� having an e�ective mass� may have transverse

�The concept of a virtual photon �ux is suggestive in particular at small x �x� ����� where the
life time� t 	 ���
Mpx�� of the exchanged virtual photon in the proton rest frame is large compared
to the interaction time with the proton ���



���� OUTLINE OF QCD �

as well as longitudinal polarization� The double di�erential ep cross section can be
decomposed accordingly�

d�	e
�p

dxdQ�
�  �y	

�
	T �x�Q

�	 � ��y		L�x�Q
�	
�

�����	

�  �y		e���p�x� y�Q
�	 �����	

where  �y	 � �	���y�y�

��Q�x

describes the photon �ux� and ��y	 � �	��y

���y�y�

is the photon
polarization�

	T and 	L respectively correspond to the cross sections of transversely and longitudi
nally polarized photons with the proton� They add to the total virtual photon cross
section

	tot��p � 	T � 	L� �����	

At small x� in the HERA regime� 	T and 	L are related to the structure functions as

	T � 	L �
�
��

Q�
F� �����	

	L �
�
��

Q�
FL� ����
	

The ratio R of 	L and 	T is de�ned as

R �
	L
	T

�
FL

F� � FL
� �����	

Due to its relation to longitudinally polarized photons� given in equation ����
	� FL is
called Longitudinal Structure Function� Equation �����	 shows that the sensitivity of
the cross section on FL is kinematically suppressed with y�� At low y � ��� the e�ect
of FL on the extracted value of F� is therefore negligible �� ��	�

��� Outline of QCD

QuantumChromodynamics �QCD	 is the �eld theory of the strong interactions between
quarks and gluons� A detailed discussion of QCD can be found in ���� In QCD each
quark can appear in three di�erent states called colors �red� green� blue	� The strong
interaction between quarks is mediated by gluons which carry both a color and an
anticolor at the same time� Due to this property gluons are able to couple to gluons
�selfcoupling	� This is in contrast to QED where photon selfcoupling does not occur�

�It should be emphasized that the de�nition of a virtual photon �ux is somewhat arbitrary since
the de�nition is only constrained in the photoproduction limit �Q�

� �� in which the real photon
�ux must be described� i�e� limQ��� �

tot
��p�Q

��W �� 	 �tot�p �W
�� must be satis�ed� In this thesis the

so�called Hand convention �� is used�
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In QED� due to screening e�ects from vacuum polarizations� the coupling constant �
increases slowly with increasing Q�� In QCD the self coupling of gluons works in the
opposite direction producing antiscreening which leads to a logarithmic decrease of
�S�Q�	 with increasing Q� called �running of �S�Q�	�� The behavior of �S is described
by the renormalization group equation and the QCD function

�
��S��	

��
� �s � ��S	 � ��

�

��S �

�
�
�

��S �
�
��
�

��S � ��� �����	

with � � �� � �

�
Nf � � � �� � ��

�
Nf � � � �
�� � ����

�
Nf �

���

��
N�
f �

Nf is the number of quark �avors with mass less than the energy scale �� A solution
to equation �����	 is given as an expansion in inverse powers of ln�Q�	 as

�S�Q
�	 �

�


� ln
Q�

�

�
h
� � terms of higher order in ln�Q��!�	

i
� �����	

! de�nes the strength of the coupling and must be determined experimentally� It is
of the order� of ��� MeV ���� Equation �����	 is valid where Q� is large compared
to !�� It accommodates the running properties of �S with Q� between the region of
asymptotic freedom �S � � as Q� � 	 and con�nement where �S is large and the
partons are tightly bound in the proton�

The QCD factorization theorem states that the interaction can be split into two in
dependent regions� a perturbative ��short distance�	 part with su�ciently large mo
mentum scale and a nonperturbative ��long distance�	 part� In the perturbative part
the relative smallness of �S�Q�	 allows the expansion of solutions of QCD in a pertur
bation series of powers of �S�Q

�	� The nonperturbative part can in general only be
determined experimentally� Formally� factorization means that the structure function
F� can be expressed as a convolution of a coe�cient function C i

� calculable in QCD
and the parton distribution functions fi which are speci�c to the probed hadron but
universal as regards the probing particle�

F��x�Q
�	 � X

fi�q��q�g

Z �

x
dy C i

�

�
x

y
�
Q�

��
�
��F
��

� �S��
�	

�
fi�y� �F � �	� �����	

The factorization scale parameter �F de�nes the boundary between the perturbative
and nonperturbative regions and � is the renormalization scale parameter used to
absorb divergent parts of the perturbation series�
In a physical interpretation factorization means that the structure function F� is com
posed of two contributions� namely a probability density fi�y	 of �nding a parton with
fractional proton momentum y in the proton and a coe�cient term C i

��
x
y
	 �
�� C i

��
x
y
	

describes how a parton with fractional momentum x evolves from radiative processes

�The exact measured value depends on the renormalization scheme� i�e� the chosen convention�
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o� the initial parton and subsequently interacts with the exchanged virtual boson�
Since the longitudinal momentum of the radiated parton is always smaller or equal
to that of the parent parton� the integration in equation �����	 is restricted to the
interval x � y � �� In this picture F� at a given value of x can be viewed as receiving
contributions from all partons with a fractional momentum y 
 x in the proton�

Since F� is a measurable quantity it should be independent of scale parameters� This
means that the parton distribution functions fi must depend on the choice of �F and
�� i�e� the choice of the renormalization scheme� A frequently used scheme is the DIS
schemewhich is de�ned by the Quark Parton Model relation between F� and the parton
momentum distributions fi�x	� given in equation ����	�

F��x	 �
X
i�q��q

e�ixfi�x	� �����	

is satis�ed to all orders� i�e� CDIS
� �x	 � e�i ���� x	� The DIS scheme can be understood

as de�ning perfect freedom of the partons in the proton as conceptualized in the Quark
Parton Model� In this scheme all higher order processes are absorbed in the long range
parton distribution functions constituting the structure of the proton� Another scheme�
more useful for theoretical calculations� is the MS scheme where the above equation
holds to leading order �LO	 only� In NLO in the MS scheme� F� is also directly
connected with the distribution of gluons in the proton�

The change of the parton distributions as a function of Q�� i�e� their dynamical behavior
or evolution� is described by the DGLAP evolution equations���� ��� given in leading
order as�

dqi�x�Q
�	

d lnQ�
�

�S�Q
�	

�


Z �

x

dy

y

�
	X

j

qj�y�Q
�	P 	�


ij

�
x

y

�
� g�y�Q�	P 	�


ig

�
x

y

�
� �����	
dg�x�Q�	

d lnQ�
�

�S�Q
�	

�


Z �

x

dy

y

�
	X

j

qj�y�Q
�	P 	�


gj

�
x

y

�
� g�y�Q�	P 	�


gg

�
x

y

�
� �
The splitting functions Pij�x�y	 give the probability that a parton j with fractional
proton momentum y radiates a parton i with fractional parton momentum x�y� The
integration is restricted to x � y � � for the same reason as in equation �����	� The
splitting functions are calculable by perturbative expansion�

Pij�z� �S�Q
�		 �

�S
�


P
	�

ij �z	 �

�
�S
�


�
P
	�

ij �z	 � ��� �����	

In leading order the splitting functions read�

P 	�

qq �z	 �

�

�

�
� � z�

� � z

�
�

� ����� z	 �����	

�DGLAP stands for Dokshitzer� Gribov� Lipatov� Altarelli� Parisi�
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P 	�

qg �z	 �

�

�

h
z� � �� � z	�

i

P 	�

gq �z	 �

�

�

� � ��� z	�

z

P 	�

gg �z	 � �

��
z

�� z


�
�
�� z

z
� z��� z	 �

��

��
���� z	

�
� Nf

�
���� z	�

Here the de�nition
R �
� dx

f	x

	��x
�

�
R �
� dx

f	x
�f	�

	��x


is used ���� To date the splitting func

tions have been calculated to next to leading order �NLO	 ����

The formal derivation of the DGLAP equations involves the Leading Log Approxi
mation �LLA	 where terms of the form �nS � �lnQ�	n are summed to all orders� These
terms are leading because Q� is large by construction of the perturbative ansatz� It has
been shown ���� that the LLA summation is equivalent to a sum of gluon ladder dia
grams with decreasing fractional proton momentum x and strongly ordered transverse
momentum�

x � xn � ��� � x� �����	

Q� � k�T�n � ���� k�T��� ����
	

In the DGLAP approach x must be su�ciently large to ensure that terms of the type
ln���x	 of the splitting functions remain negligible� At low x it seems appropriate
to include leading powers of ln���x	 when accompanied by leading lnQ� terms� This
approach is called double leading logarithmic approximation �DLLA	� The summa
tion of ln���x	 terms independent of Q� and at �xed �S�Q

�	 has been developed by
BFKL� ����� In leading order BFKL predict a behavior of F� proportional to x�� with
� � ���� NLO calculations are still being pursued� In the limit of s�	� i�e� x� �� a
power behavior can not persist physically since the cross section must rise slower than
ln� s �Froissart bound ����	�

Theory leaves as yet a number of questions to be answered by the experiments� Here�
only the aspects most relevant to the present analysis are mentioned� The double
di�erential ep cross section and the structure function F��x�Q�	 is presently not cal
culable but can only be determined experimentally� Once the cross section is known
as a function of x and Q� in a given kinematic region the evolution equations can
be used for predictions of the cross section dependence outside the measured region�
Furthermore� the experimental results can be used to extract the parton distribution
functions fi which describe the structure of the proton as a function of x and Q�� High
precision F� data at HERA provide a means of determining in particular the gluon
density g�x�Q�	 and the strong coupling constant �S�Q�	 ����� As described above�
towards low x and low Q� the perturbative approach will reach its limit of applicability
and nonperturbative e�ects start to dominate� To date this region of transition� in
particular in the lowx regime� has not yet been explored in detail�

�BFKL stands for Balitski� Fadin� Kuraev and Lipatov�
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��� Recent Results

Measurements of F� using the HERA data recorded in ���� ���� ��� showed that the
next to leading order �NLO	 DGLAP equations describe the data in the wide range
from Q� � ���� GeV� down to the lowest measured values of Q� � ��� GeV� within
the achieved level of precision� This is illustrated in �g� ��� where data from HERA
�here the H� Experiment ����	 are presented together with results from earlier �xed
target experiments ���� �
�� F� is shown as a function of x in di�erent bins of Q�� A
strong rise of F� is seen towards the lowest values of x in all bins of Q�� The solid
line shows the result of the global H� QCD �t ���� ��� based on the DGLAP evolution
equation� QCD �ts are performed parametrizing the parton distributions as functions
of x at a given starting scale Q�

�� The parameters are �t to the data such that the
DGLAP equations and a set of additional constraints �e�g� QCD momentum sum rules	
are obeyed� In the H� �t ���� the data from H� and from �xed target experiments are
combined in order to achieve maximum possible precision�

The same results are presented in �g� ��� showing the total virtual photon proton cross
section 	tot��p as a function of W � in bins of Q�� The strong rise of F� towards low x
is re�ected here in the increase of the cross section with W �� Note that at low x the
relation W � � Q��x holds �see equation ���
		� The perturbative model by Gl�uck�
Reya and Vogt �GRV	 ����� based on the NLO DGLAP evolution equation� succeeds
in describing the behavior for all values of Q� 
 ��� GeV� �see also section ���	�

In addition to the previous �gure the plot contains the total cross section 	tot�p of
photoproduction events at Q� � �� In this region perturbation theory is not applicable�
The line through the data points at Q� � � represents a phenomenological model by
Donnachie and Landsho� �DOLA	 ���� following a Regge theory type ansatz� An
introduction to Regge theory can be found in ����� DOLA parametrize the energy
dependence of the cross section as

	tot�W �	 � A �W �	 �B �W ��� �����	

They predict � � ������� and � � ���
�
 from a �t to experimental data of hadron
hadron collisions� It turns out that the �p cross section measured at HERA ���� ���
obeys the same description�� At high energiesW the �pomeron� termB �W �� dominates
and describes the slow increase of the total photoproduction cross section with the
center of mass energy �see also section ���	�

It is obvious from �g� ��� that the energy dependence of the photoproduction data and
the data at Q� 
 ��� GeV� �DIS	 is strikingly di�erent� A measurement of the slope of
the ep DIS cross section as W �� at �xed Q� yields values of � � ��������� continuously
rising towards larger Q� ���� in contrast to � ���
 in the case of the photoproduction
data with Q� � ��

�The fact that the energy dependences of hadron�hadron and �p �as well as ��� cross sections
follow the same exponential behavior is often referred to as �pomeron universality��
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Figure ���� The structure function F� as a function of x in bins of Q�� The results of the H

Collaboration obtained from data recorded in 
��� 
�� are shown by the full points� The �xed
target experiments NMC 
�� �BCDMS 
��� are represented by open points �squares�� respec�
tively� The curves show the results of a NLO QCD �t which includes data for Q� � � GeV��
The dashed lines show the extrapolation of the �t to lower values of Q��
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Figure ���� The total virtual photon proton cross section as a function of W � for di�erent
bins in Q�� Open �full� squares denote results from the H
 �ZEUS� Collaboration ��� ����
At Q� � 
�� GeV� the curves describe the model by GRV ���� At Q� � � results from total
photoproduction cross section measurements are shown� The curve through these points
represents the parametrization by DOLA �
��
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How does the transition between DIS and photoproduction take place" How can phe
nomenological cross section models be related to perturbative QCD" These questions
are subject of much theoretical debate at present� Various model predictions have been
developed to predict the structure function in the region of small Q� and small x� A
measurement of the structure function F� and the energy behavior of the cross section
in the transition region at very low values of Q� may help to discriminate between the
models and to give constraints for further theoretical developments�

��� Objective of the Present Analysis

In the winter shutdown ����� at the H� Detector at HERA a substantial increase in
the detector acceptance for smaller scattering angles� and hence for smaller values of
Q�� was achieved with the installation of the new detector components �Spacal� and
�BDC� �see chapter �	�

In the commissioning year ���� two data sets were recorded� In addition to a sample
of data with standard ep beam positions ��nominal vertex data�	� a run dedicated to
the measurement of the transition region at low Q� was performed� Here� the position
of the main ep interaction region was shifted by the HERA machine by ��� cm along
the proton direction ��shifted vertex data�	� This way an acceptance in Q� down to
Q� 
 ���� GeV� was achieved allowing to explore the transition region at very small
values of x �x 
 � � ����	�� Both data sets have been used to measure the structure
function F�� The results of the shifted vertex data analysis have been published in �����
Details of the analysis can also be found in ���� ����

This thesis concentrates on the analysis of the nominal vertex data� Although these
data extend the kinematic region compared to results from earlier years� the main
objective of the measurement is not centered on the kinematic reach but rather on the
precise understanding of the new detector components� In the region of Q� between
� GeV� and ��� GeV� the experimental uncertainty of the results is improved compared
to former measurements by roughly a factor of ��

�The ZEUS Collaboration has presented results from ���� data measured with the new beam pipe
calorimeter �BPC� reaching down to Q� values of ���� GeV� covering a slightly di�erent range in
x �
��



Chapter �

The H� Experiment at HERA

In this chapter the experimental steps of the acquisition and reconstruction of deep in
elastic ep scattering events with the H� Detector at HERA are described� The electron
proton storage ring HERA is introduced in section ���� The detector components of
the H� Detector and the basic steps of the data acquisition are covered in section ����
Special focus is put on the new backward calorimeter Spacal which together with the
Backward Drift Chamber �BDC	 plays a central role in this analysis �section ���	� The
standard methods used to reconstruct the event kinematics are explained �section ���	
and the event simulation using Monte Carlo programs is sketched �section ���	�

��� The ep Storage Ring HERA

The Hadron�Elektron�Ring�Anlage HERA ���� was commissioned in ����� A schematic
view of the HERA ring is shown in �g� ���� HERA has a circumference of ��� km and
collides protons of 
�� GeV with ���� GeV electrons or positrons� During the �rst
years HERA operated with electrons until in ���� the operation with positrons was
established�� The lifetime of the positron beams is longer than that of electrons since
the positron beam repels the remaining �positively charged	 beam gas ions reducing
the beam gas interactions and thus the loss of particles� The HERA particle beams
are segmented in ��� bunch positions resulting in bunch crossing intervals of �� ns
corresponding to a rate of ���� MHz� In a typical run about ��� bunches are �lled with
about ���� colliding particles each� The remaining ��pilot� and �empty�	 bunches are
used for control purposes� The average longitudinal size of the proton bunches is about
�� cm leading to a Gaussian distribution of the interaction points along the beam axis
with a spread of �� cm�

HERA accommodates four high energy physics experiments� namely H�� ZEUS�
HERMES and HERA#B� H� �a in �g� ���	 and ZEUS �b	 are taking data of ep collisions
since ����� HERMES �c	 is operated since ���� and uses the electron beam only�

�In the following and throughout this thesis the incident and scattered lepton is referred to as
electron�

��
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Figure ���� Sketch of the ep storage ring HERA �right picture� at DESY� Hamburg� HERA
accommodates four experiments� H
 �a�� ZEUS �b�� HERMES �c� and HERA�B �d�� The left
sketch shows a zoom with the preaccelerator storage ring PETRA and linear preaccelerators�

Polarized electrons are collided with a polarized gas target �H�� deuterium� �He or
�He	� The experiment HERAB �d	 is a �xed target experiment which uses the halo
of the proton beam for collisions with tungsten wires� HERAB is presently being
commissioned and plans to measure CP violation in the decays of B� and B� as of
�����

��� The H� Detector

The H� Detector ���� was optimized to measure the energies and momenta of the par
ticles produced in deep inelastic scattering and to allow e�cient particle identi�cation�
A �dimensional sketch of the H� Detector is given in �g� ���� The detector is nearly
hermetic� its acceptance for scattered particles is limited only by the forward and back
ward beam pipe holes �near �� and �� 	�� Due to the di�erence between the beam
energies of protons and electrons the momenta of most scattered particles have a large
component in proton beam �forward	 direction� The geometry of the detector� conse
quently� is asymmetric� The graph �� shows the coordinate convention used by the
H� collaboration and in this analysis� The zaxis points to the �forward� direction along
the proton beam� The polar angle is de�ned with respect to this direction� Looking
backwards from the interaction point the xaxis points to the right towards the center
of the HERA ring�

The central detector components� described below� are embedded in a superconducting
coil � � which produces a homogeneous magnetic �eld of ��� T and an iron return yoke

�� � instrumented with streamer tubes for muon detection� In the forward direction

�Numbers in refer to �g� 
�
�
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� Beam pipe and beam magnets � Muon chambers

� Central tracking device �� Instrumented iron yoke

� Forward tracking device �� Forward muon toroid

� Electromagnetic LAr calorimeter �� Backw� calorimeter �Spacal	


 Hadronic LAr calorimeter �� PLUG calorimeter

� Superconducting coil ����
 T	 �� Concrete shielding

� Compensating magnet �
 Liquid argon cryostat

 Helium supply for � 
� Coordinate System

��

Figure ���� Schematic view of the H
 Detector� The di�erent detector components are
explained in the text�
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the measurement of muons is supplemented by the forward muon spectrometer� � and

�� � The following detector components are particularly relevant to this analysis�

 The Central Tracking Devices� � � in the region of ���� m � z � ��� m
comprise six coaxial tracking chambers�� Next to the beam pipe the Central
Inner Proportional Chamber �CIP	� a two layer multi wire proportional chamber�
is situated� It is surrounded by the Central Inner zchamber �CIZ	� With its
wires oriented perpendicular to the beam pipe the CIZ is optimized for the exact
measurement of the zposition of the tracks� The signal wires of the inner Central
Jet Chamber �CJC�	 are again parallel to the beam axis� The CJC� covers polar
angles between ��� and ����� The proportional chamber COP� the zchamber
COZ and the Central Jet Chamber � �CJC�	 analogously repeat this structure
in the outer part of the central tracking system�

CJC� and CJC� are optimized to measure tracks in the r�plane with a space
point resolution of ��� �m� Resolution along z is obtained by comparing the
signals read out at both wire ends� Better precision in z is provided by the
zchambers CIZ and COZ which have a resolution of typically ��� �m� The pro
portional chambers CIP and COP provide a fast signal �t��vtx	 used to distinguish
between successive beam crossings on the �rst trigger level�

 The Forward Tracking Device� � � accepts particles with polar angles be
tween �� � � � ���� It consists of three modules of drift and proportional
chambers �FPC	 and transition radiation detectors each�

 The Liquid Argon Calorimeter covers the region between �� and ����� It
consists of roughly ����� cells in two sections� an electromagnetic� � � and a

hadronic part� � � with lead and iron absorber� respectively� Particle energies are
measured by ionization of liquid argon atoms and subsequent charge collection�
An equivalent of � to 
 interaction lengths guarantees a measurement of hadronic
energies at a precision of �� ���� and a resolution 	�E of ����

p
E�

 The Backward Calorimeter Spacal� �� � is a lead � scintillating�ber calori
meter of spaghetti type� It covers the backward region� i�e� polar angles of ���� �
� � ����
�� As part of the H� Detector Upgrade Program ���� the Spacal was
installed in the H� detector in the beginning of ���� together with the drift
chamber BDC �see below	� BDC and Spacal replace the backward proportional
chamber BPC and the electromagnetic sandwich calorimeter BEMC ����� The
Spacal will be described in detail in section ����

 The exact position of charged particles entering the Spacal is measured by the
Backward Drift Chamber �BDC	 �near �� 	 ���� ���� The BDC is subdivided
into 
 octants consisting of � double layers which cover the polar angular region

�Since ���� a Silicon Strip Vertex Detector has been in place in addition�
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Figure ���� ��dimensional sketch of a BDC octant� The four double layers are rotated
relatively to each other by 

����� The beam axis is indicated by the dashed�dotted line�

of ���� � � � ������� Fig� ��� shows a �dimensional sketch of one BDC octant�
Each signal wire is contained in a separate cathode cell� For the inner �� cells the
wire distance is � cm and for the outer part it is � cm� In the transition region
between the two zones an intermediate cell with a width of � cm is situated�
The wires of the transition cells are situated between ���� and ���� cm in radius�
depending on the layer� In total� ���
 signal wires are azimuthally oriented in a
spiderweb fashion� i�e� perpendicular to the radius and to the beam pipe� This
geometry optimizes the spatial resolution of the polar scattering angle � which
is particularly relevant for the reconstruction of the event kinematics� Together
with the Spacal� the BDC is the essential device for the measurement of the
scattered electron in the present analysis �see also section ���	�

 The Luminosity System is sketched in �g� ���� It comprises two small calorime
ters� the electron tagger �ET	 and the photon detector �PD	� situated at z
positions of ����� m and ������ m� respectively� upstream of the H� Detector
in the HERA tunnel� Both detectors consist of crystal scintillation counters seg
mented in �� � �ET	 and �� � �PD	 cells of about �� � cm� size� The photon
detector is protected from low energetic synchrotron radiation by a leadcopper
absorber of � radiation lengths �F	 with a water $Cerenkov veto counter �VC	
which distinguishes events with particles interacting in the absorber from high
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Electron Tagger �ET�

EET � ���� GeV

Photon Detector �PD�

EPD � ���� GeV

H� Luminosity System

IP

Figure ���� Bremsstrahlung event measured by the luminosity system� The scattered electron
deposits 

�� GeV in the electron tagger �ET� upper left panel�� The photon energy of

��� GeV is measured by the photon detector �PD� upper right panel�� The lower picture
shows a sketch of the complete luminosity system� The upper central picture zooms the
details of the photon detection system consisting of the photon detector �PD� itself and the
�lter �F� and veto counter �VC� against synchrotron radiation�

energetic photons� The magnetic �eld of the electron beam optics bends the
charged electrons at momenta between �� and �� GeV into the electron tagger�
Thus� the signal in the electron tagger is devoid of background arising from high
energy photons� The luminosity is measured by counting BetheHeitler �BH	
bremsstrahlung events ep � ep� ���� �see also section ���	 detected by the co
incidence of a photon and an electron in the luminosity system� Since the cross
section of BH events is very large and well known from theoretical calculations�
the instantaneous luminosity can be calculated from the measured event rate tak
ing into account the detector acceptances� The systematic uncertainty achieved
with ���� data is ������ The average luminosity was ���� �b��s�� at typical
currents of �� mA and �� mA for protons and electrons respectively �����

In addition to the luminosity measurement the electron tagger is also used for
the identi�cation of photoproduction events �see section ��
	�

 The Time	of	Flight 
ToF� System consists of scintillation counters situated
at di�erent positions along the beam pipe� namely the Backward ToF �BToF�
at z � ���� cm	� Forward ToF �FToF at z � ��� cm� near � 	� the Plug ToF
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�PToF� at z � ��� cm� �� 	 and the veto walls �at z � ���� cm	� The time
resolution is at the level of ns and can therefore be used to reject beam induced
background arriving outoftime in the H� detector ����� For this purpose the ToF
counters are operated in veto mode on the �rst trigger level L�� The loss of good
events due to the L� ToF veto condition is of the order of �� �section ���	� In this
analysis� the PToF is also used for the determination of the vertex reconstruction
e�ciency �section ���	� The ToF system supplements the time sensitive electron
trigger of the Spacal discussed below�

 The H� Trigger System presently consists of four levels of event �ltering� L��
L�� L� and L�� In ���� L� was not yet operational� It was commissioned in �����

The �rst trigger level L� ���� is a dead time free system providing trigger decisions
after ��� �s� During this time the full event information is stored in pipelines� The
L� trigger conditions �subtriggers	 are based on simple logical combinations of
the trigger signals �trigger elements	 from the di�erent detector components� L�
accepts an event if at least one subtrigger condition is ful�lled� A natural trigger
rate limit is given by the capacity �bandwidth	 of the Read Out System� Facilities
to downscale the triggered rate �usually called �prescales�	 are implemented� The
rate of triggered physics events is optimized to meet the read out bandwidth by
imposing prescales to subtriggers with large background contributions� In order
to allow the determination of the trigger e�ciencies from the data a set of monitor
triggers is installed with loose �minimum bias	 trigger conditions� For later data
analysis the status of each subtrigger before ��raw�	 and after being accepted by
possible prescales ��actual�	 is recorded with each event�

L� validates the L� decisions using more complex algorithms within �� �s� At a
positive trigger decision the read out of the event is started� The full event infor
mation is digitized at the di�erent detector components� collected and transferred
to the trigger level L�� In ���� the actual event rate at L� ideally was about ��
Hz� corresponding to an averaged dead time of about �����

L� is a software �lter consisting of �� parallel processors�� With the complete
event information available the event selection algorithm can make full use of the
intrinsic detector resolution� About ��� of the events pass the L� selection cuts
and are written to tape� The output event rate is technically limited to about ��
Hz or ��� MBytes�s� For monitoring purposes� one out of ��� rejected events is
written to a separate data �le�

At L�� �nally� the full event reconstruction is performed� Calibration and correc
tion constants are applied to the data �see also section ����� for the example of
the Spacal	� The calibrated events are preselected and classi�ed in an analysis
dependent way� Nonclassi�ed events are rejected to reduce the data volume�

�Since ���� the rate accepted by L
 has been increased to �� Hz by data volume compression at
the front ends of the detector components and optimized background suppression of large events�

�Since ���� �� processors are active�
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Figure ���� Schematic view of the Spacal Calorimeter and the Backward Drift Chamber
�BDC� in the backward region of the H
 Detector�

Similar to level L� �� of the rejected events are stored for monitoring� Classi
�ed events are written on socalled Data Summary Tapes �DST	 which usually
provide the starting point for physics analyses�

��� The Backward Calorimeter Spacal

Since ���� the Spacal Calorimeter replaces the electromagnetic lead � scintillator sand
wich calorimeter BEMC and the BEMCToF system in the backward region of the H�
Detector� Detailed descriptions of the Spacal can be found in ���� �
��

In this section an outline of the Spacal performance is given� The Spacal detector
and the read out and trigger electronics are subsequently described in section �����
and section ������ The inclusive electron trigger is covered in a separate section ������
Finally� in section ������ the reconstruction of the energy and position of the scattered
electron from the raw data is explained�

Fig� ��� shows the geometric position of the Spacal Calorimeter in the backward region
of the H� Detector� The front face zposition is ���� cm� The Spacal has a dia
meter of ��� cm �see �g� ���	 and consists of two sections� an electromagnetic and a
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hadronic section with an active depth of �� cm each� With the Spacal the calorimetric
performance and the background suppression is improved in several aspects�

 The angular acceptance for scattered electrons has been enlarged to a polar angle
of ����
� with respect to the nominal interaction point� With this the kinematic
reach� extends down to values of Q� � ��
� GeV��

 Small cell sizes of �� � cm� cross section increase the sensitivity to the measure
ment of the shower shape� resulting in an improved spatial resolution of less than
� mm ���� and an enhanced e�
 separation power �� ���	 ����� Electromagnetic
particles can be separated above a distance of � to 
 cm� This allows to resolve
exclusive processes �e�g� the measurement of decay products of light mesons such
as 
� � �� ����	 as well as the measurement of QED �nal state radiation �see
section �����	�

 The Spacal has a very good homogeneity �see section ���	�

 The use of photomultiplier tubes �PMT	 and an electronic chain with extremely
low noise at a level of � MeV ����	 allows very low trigger thresholds and a reliable
reconstruction of very small energy deposits� The Spacal is therefore sensitive
to minimally ionizing particles� The PMTs provide a time resolution of better
than � ns allowing the construction of a TimeofFlight based inclusive electron
trigger �IET	� The IET provides the means to e�ciently reduce the proton beam
related background �see section �����	�

 Finally� with the installation of a hadronic calorimeter �replacing the former
BEMCToF system	 the measurement of hadronic energies in the backward region
of the H� detector is improved considerably� The longitudinal division of the
Spacal in two parts adds to the e�
 separation power �see section ���	�

The intrinsic performance parameters of the Spacal have been determined in test beam
measurements ���� ���� In the context of the present analysis the basic values are
remeasured using DIS events �see chapters � and �	� The results are listed in table ����
It is expected that in future with more experience an even better performance will be
achieved�

����� Spacal Detector Design

The electromagnetic part of the Spacal consists of ���� cells with an active volume
of ���� � ���� � ��� mm� each� A front view of this section is depicted in �g� ����
The cells are made of grooved lead plates and scintillating �bers with a lead � �ber
ratio of ������� �� stacked lead plates� each comprising ��
� �bers� form a �cellunit
�submodule	� The �bers have a diameter of ��� mm� They are of the type BICRON

�For data with nominal ep interaction point�
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Acceptance ���� � �e � ����
�

Energy Resolution �EM	 	E�E �����
p
E� ��

Energy Scale Uncertainty �EM	 ���� at ���� GeV

Energy Resolution �Hadrons	 	E�E � ����
p
E

Spatial Resolution 	R�R ��� mm
Time Resolution %t � � ns
Noise level %E � � MeV

Table ���� Performance Parameters of the Spacal measured in situ with data from the
commissioning year 
���� For the energy resolution for hadrons beam test results with
� GeV pions are quoted ����

Figure ���� Schematic front view of the Electromagnetic Spacal Calorimeter�
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Parameter Electromagnetic Section Hadronic Section
Fiber Diameter ��� mm ��� mm
Fiber Type BICRON BCF�� BICRON BCF��
Lead � Fiber Ratio ������ �����
Number of Cells ���� ���
Cell Volume ���� � ���� � �� cm� ���� � ���� � �� cm�

Radiation Length X� ���� cm ��
� cm
Interaction Length � �� cm �� cm
Moli&ere Radius ���� cm ���� cm
LeadFiber Density ��� g�cm� ��� g�cm�

PMT Type Hamamatsu R���� R������

Table ���� Technical parameters of the Spacal Calorimeter�

BCF�� and emit blue light with a peak value of ��� nm� In order to enhance the
light transmission� the �bers have a cladding of �� �m around the �ber core� The
core and the cladding have refractive indices of ��� and ���� allowing for total re�exion
up to an angle of ���� In addition the �bers are mirrored at the front face� An
attenuation length of about � m is achieved ����� A standard ��cellsupermodule is
composed of 
 submodules yielding a volume of ������ ������ ��� mm�� On the back
of the supermodule the �bers of each cell are bundled and guided to light mixers� A
small air gap between the light mixer and the �bers guarantees a wellde�ned light
transmission� The scintillation light of each cell is converted into an electric pulse
using photomultiplier tubes �PMT	� The �nemesh type PMTs ���� are operated in the
magnetic �eld of ��� T at an ampli�cation �gain	 of � ����

With a density of ��� g�cm� and an active length of �� cm the Electromagnetic Spacal
corresponds to ����� radiation lengths �X�	 and � hadronic interaction length ��	� The
Moli&ere radius amounts to ���� cm� The basic technical parameters of the Spacal are
summarized in table ����

The center of the Spacal contains the Insert� a module shaped to �ll the gap between
the main body of the Spacal and the beam pipe� The Insert is depicted in �g� ����
�� cells of di�erent sizes encircle four veto layers of 
 mm width� At the inner radius
�of ��� cm	 a tantalum frame shields against synchrotron radiation from the beam�
The veto layers are used to measure potential energy leakage into the beam pipe �see
section ���	�

The Hadronic Spacal ���� comprises ��� cells of ��� � ��� � ��� mm� providing an
equivalent of one nuclear interaction length� The �bers are of the same type as in the
electromagnetic section but have a larger diameter of ��� mm� With a lead to �ber
volume ratio of ����� the Hadronic Spacal is compensating� i�e� the fraction of detected
energy of hadronic and electromagnetic showers is almost equal�
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Shielding
Tantalum

Veto Layer

6.5 cm

5.7 cm

4.05 cm

16.2 cm

Figure ���� Schematic view of the cell geometry of the Insert module in the center of the
Electromagnetic Spacal�

����� Spacal Electronics

A charge integration of the photomultiplier anode signal of each cell is performed by a
preampli�er �active base	� The decay time constant of the resulting output signal is set
to �
� ns in order to avoid pileup e�ects� The signal is transported via �� m coaxial
cables into the front end electronics where it is split into three branches� the energy
read out� the time measurement and the trigger branches� A detailed description of
the Spacal electronics can be found in ���� ����

 Energy Read Out Branch� At the input of the read out branch the pulse is
shaped into a bipolar signal with a �positive	 peak value of �
� ns� The large
time constant ensures insensitivity of the measurement to the exact timing of
the read out and the bipolarity guarantees that the signal returns to the base
line after a �nite amount of time ���� �s	� The signal is fed through a delay line
�pipeline	� adjustable between ��� and ��� �s in steps of �� ns� and into a sample
and hold circuit� In case the event is accepted the signals are multiplexed by ��

cells and read by a peak sensing �� bit ADC� Two di�erent ADC channels are
used� with gains di�ering by a factor of �� in order to decrease the digital step
width of the ADC for low energy signals� Digital signal processors �DSP	 read
the ADC data and perform pedestal subtraction and zero suppression� Finally
the DSP produce a raw data energy bank which forms the input to the event
reconstruction on the trigger levels L� and L��

 The Time Measurement Branch signal is shaped to rise to its peak value
within � ns� For the time measurement the signals are fed into Constant Fraction
Discriminators �CFD	 with a delay of � ns and a fraction of ���� CFDs correct for
pulse height e�ects �slewing	 by reshaping the signals such that a �zero crossing�
of the pulse is obtained independent of the pulse height� The threshold is adjusted
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� �� �� ���ns�

Figure ��
� Typical time distribution of signals in the Spacal as measured by the TDC online
histogramming system� The left maximum corresponds to proton beam related background�
the right maximum shows the position of ep interactions� Note that no trigger or event
selection is performed�

very close to the noise level� In the case of the Spacal a full energy validation
can not be performed since the CFD output must be fast enough for use in the
trigger branch�

The CFD signal output is split into two subbranches� One signal is fed into
the TDC system for the time measurement� The TDC system provides time
information of all cells for the o'ine analysis� The other signal is used for the
time dependent eventbyevent steering of the TimeofFlight sensitive inclusive
electron trigger �see below	�

 The TDC system ��
� performs a cellwise time measurement� It provides
the time information for the o'ine analysis� In addition it is equipped
with a fast histogramming unit providing online rates and time spectra for
functionality checks and monitoring of the Spacal performance� A typical
online histogram of the time distribution measured in the Spacal is depicted
in �g� ��
� The distribution contains all signals arriving in the Spacal with
an energy above �� MeV given by the CFD threshold independent of the
H� trigger conditions� No event selection is performed� The left maximum
�around � to 
 ns	 is due to proton background traversing the Spacal directly
from �upstream�� The right maximum �around �
 ns	 contains good ep
interactions �and electron related background	� The relative height of the
maxima gives an impression of the proton background rate compared to
good ep events� The di�erence in time of �� ns roughly corresponds to
a path length di�erence of interacting protons and proton background of
�� ���� m�
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 The time information is also used to select intime events for the electron
trigger� Intime events are de�ned by an adjustable gate� called Timeof
Flightwindow ��ToFwindow�	 as follows� For a given Spacal cell the trigger
signal is fed into the ToFbranch of the Spacal trigger �see below	 if the
CFD signal is in coincidence with the ToFwindow� Otherwise it is fed
into the �AToF� ���AntiToF�	 branch� Typically the ToF branch is active
in the time window between 
 ns and �� ns relative to the HERA clock
and thus insensitive to proton beam related background �compare �g� ��
	�
After a switch to the ToF branch the standard AToF position is recovered
automatically ��� ns later�

 The Trigger branch ���� works with unipolar signals of �� ns time constant� It
produces analog energy sums� to be compared with adjustable trigger thresholds
separately for the ToF and AToF branch and for Hadronic and Electromagnetic
Spacal� The ToF branch is highly segmented� It basically comprises the inclusive
electron trigger �IET	 described in detail below� In the AToF branch coarse
energy sums are formed� serving for the positive identi�cation of outoftime
proton related background� The main purpose of the AToF trigger condition is
its use as a veto to be applied in combination with other detector components�

����� The Inclusive Electron Trigger

The inclusive electron trigger �IET	 of the Electromagnetic Spacal is segmented in
��� arrays of � � � neighboring cells �IETwindows	� The IETwindows overlap� they
are �sliding� in order to avoid e�ciency gaps at the borders of the windows which
would cause loss of events� In each window an analog sum of the intime �ToFbranch	
energies of the �� cells is separately built� Three di�erent discriminator thresholds�
IET � �� IET � � and IET � �� adjustable in the range between � ��� MeV and
� �� GeV� are used to evaluate the analog signal� If� inside a given IETwindow� the
signal exceeds one of the three discriminator thresholds a logical bit �cluster bit	 is set�
The Spacal trigger logic computes the logical �or� of all� cluster bits for each of the
three thresholds and encodes the result in a � bit trigger element sent to the central
H� trigger controller�� The design of the IET Trigger combines two assets�

 Spatial segmentation �sliding windows	� The segmentation in sliding windows
of only �� cells each allows to �coarsely	 localize the position of the scattered
electron at the �rst trigger level L�� Background can be e�ciently suppressed
using topological criteria�� Secondly� coherent noise e�ects are minimized since
the number of channels used in the analog trigger sum is small�

�Since ���� the central region and the outer part of the Spacal have been logically separated�
	The cluster bits are also available to the trigger level L
 for more detailed topological evaluation

of the event�

Since ���� a large variety of topological criteria are de�ned in particular on trigger level L
�
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 TimeofFlight sensitivity �ToFwindow	� The IET trigger is active during the
expected time of arrival of signals from good ep interactions only� Consequently
it is insensitive to outoftime proton background� An external outoftime veto
condition is therefore not necessary to �rst order�

����� Reconstruction of the Energy and Position of the Scat�

tered Electron in the Spacal

As mentioned above the reconstruction of the data is performed on the trigger level
L�� In this section the reconstruction algorithm for the scattered electron data in
the Spacal is brie�y sketched� Details about the Spacal reconstruction can be found
in ����� The cell energies are calculated by rescaling the raw data� described in DSP
counts� to obtain energy values in GeV� Potential gain variations of the photomultiplier
tubes in time are corrected using the correction factors measured by the Spacal LED
System ����� Calibration constants are applied to precisely adjust the cell energies�
A clustering algorithm assigns each cell to a local energy maximum ��hottest cell� or
�cluster seed�	� Cells with an absolute energy value of less than �� MeV are rejected���

 The cluster energy is given by the sum of the single cell energies inside a cluster�

 The precise shower position is reconstructed by determining the center of gravity
�rcog of the cluster�

�rcog �

PNcl

i�� w�Ei	�riPNcl

i�� w�Ei	
� ����	

Here i runs over all cells of a cluster and �ri is the position of the center of
the ith cell with the energy Ei� In general the best spatial resolution can be
obtained using a logarithmic weight function ���� with the weights following the
exponential decrease of the deposited energy with the distance from the center
of gravity� However� for the reconstruction of the ���� data� w�E	 is chosen as
w�E	 �

p
E �square rootweighting	 in order to reduce the sensitivity to noise

in the low energy tails of the cluster��� In this analysis the special shape of the
Insert cells is taken into account according to �����

 The lateral width of the shower is parametrized by the socalled cluster radius�
The cluster radius is de�ned as

Rcl �
�

Ecl

NclX
i��

Eij�ri � �rcogj� ����	

��Also negative energy values between ��� and ���� MeV are accepted� Negative energy values
arise from noise as well as �pile�up� e�ects ����

��Studies have shown that the level of noise in the ���� data is unexpectedly high �at the level of
� to �� MeV�� caused by software and hardware problems� A substantial reduction of the noise �to
the level of � MeV quoted above� has been achieved by maintenance of the Spacal electronics in the
shutdown ������
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With the help of the cluster radius electromagnetic and hadronic particles can
be separated to a large extent �see section ���	�

��� Reconstruction of the Event Kinematics

In deep inelastic ep scattering at HERA the energy and the angles of both the scat
tered electron and the hadronic �nal state are measured independently� providing four
kinematic quantities in the laboratory frame� namely E�

e� �e� Eh and �h� Two of the
four quantities su�ce to determine the Lorentz invariant variables x� y and Q� and
to unambiguously de�ne the kinematics of the lowest order ep scattering process �see
section ���	� Thus� the event kinematics is overconstrained�

The redundancy of the measurement can be exploited for two important purposes�
First and most importantly� detector resolution e�ects can be minimized by combining
the quantities measured with the least systematic uncertainty� and second� in�uences
from higher order e�ects can be detected and corrected by combination of di�erently
derived kinematic variables�

Before discussing the di�erent reconstruction methods the kinematic quantities are
brie�y introduced� E�

e and �e describe the energy and the polar angle of the scattered
electron� Eh and �h are derived summing over all particles of the hadronic �nal state�
�h is called the �jet angle� or in the parton picture the scattering angle of the struck
quark �see also �g� ����b		� It is de�ned as

tan
�h
�
�

(

p��h
����	

where p��h is the total transverse momentum of the hadrons and ( �
P

hadrons�E � pz	
is the di�erence between the energy and the zcomponent of the momentum summed
over all particles of the hadronic �nal state�

( � X
had
 �n
 state

�Ei � pz�i	 �
X

had
 �n
 state

Ei��� cos �i	� ����	

Adding the contribution E�

e � pz�e of the scattered electron one obtains

E � pz �
X

all particles

�Ei � pz�i	� ����	

Due to energy and momentum conservation E� pz � � �Ee � �� GeV before and after
the scattering� Thus� E � pz is sensitive to high energetic particles escaping through
the backward beam pipe hole� The measured value of E � pz is reduced by twice the
energy of the lost particles� This property is particularly useful for the detection of
events with bremsstrahlung photons �see section ���	 and low angle scattered electrons
in photoproduction processes �see section ��
	� Furthermore� E � pz can be used as a
constraint for calibration purposes �see section ���	�
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Method Q� y

e � � E�

e � Ee � cos� �e
�

����	 � � E�

e

Ee
� sin� �e

�
����	

JB
�
P
p��h	�

�� yJB
���
	

(

� � Ee
����	

(
p�
��e

�� y�
�����	

(

E � pz
�����	

DA
� � E�

e � sin�h � �� � cos�e	

sin�h � sin�e � sin��e � �h	
�����	

sin�e � �� � cos�h	

sin�h � sin�e � sin��e � �h	
�����	

Table ���� Relations for the reconstruction of the event kinematics using di�erent methods�

In the following the di�erent methods to reconstruct the event kinematics are presented
and their performance is discussed� Detailed descriptions of the methods and compar
isons can be found in ���� ���� In table ��� the basic relations for the calculation of Q�

and y are given� In all methods x is derived via the relation x � Q��ys �section ���	�

 The Electron Method �e in table ���	 exclusively uses the angle �e and the
energy E�

e of the scattered electron� The resolution in y depends on the precision
of the measurement of calorimetric energy and polar scattering angle as

y � �

y

�
�E�

e

E�
e

� ��e
tan����	

�
� �����	

Here� � stands for a quadratic summation of the terms� At high y the resolution
in y of the e method is superior to all other methods� Towards lower y the
resolution degrades as ��y� For the use of the electron method in the range of
moderate and small y the optimization of the detector resolutions is mandatory�
At y � ��� other methods are preferable� The resolution of Q�

e� at low Q�� depends
mainly on the precision of the polar scattering angle �e� Towards high Q� the
in�uence of the energy scale of the scattered electron increases� The kinematics
of the e method is directly a�ected by bremsstrahlung processes o� the incident
electron �QED initial state radiation� see section ���	 which lead to a reduction of
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the incident electron energy� and cause large migrations in the electron variables�
However� since this process is well known Monte Carlo simulations can be used
to correct for radiative e�ects�

 The Hadrons	Only Method� often called �Jaquet Blondel� �JB	 after its devel
opers ����� de�nes yJB and Q�

JB purely on the basis of the distribution of hadronic
energies and momenta as measured by the calorimeter or by both the calorime
ter and the tracking devices� At y � ��� the method provides a fairly precise
measurement of yJB� The resolution in y is proportional to the hadronic energy
resolution which degrades towards high values of y� The precision of Q�

JB is poor
due to the loss of hadrons with transverse momenta in the beam pipe� Besides
the good resolution of yJB at low y the hadronsonly method is to �rst order in
dependent of radiative corrections and it is the only possible method for charged
current events in which the outgoing neutrino is not detected�

 The ( Method� in contrast to the above methods� makes more e�cient use of
the redundancy of the measured variables� y� and Q�

� are derived in analogy to
the JB method� replacing the nominal electron beam energy� Ee� by the measured
beam energy� �E � pz	��� and the hadronic transverse momentum by the trans
verse momentum of the scattered electron� The ( method has a good resolution
in a wide kinematic range� The resolution of y� is given as

��� y	

�
�(

(
� �E �

e

E�
e

� ��

tan����	

�
� �����	

At small y the resolution behaves like the hadronsonly method since ��
�
is the

dominating contribution� With increasing y the decrease of the term ���y	 par
tially compensates the rise of ��

� � At large y where the contribution from hadrons
to E � pz becomes comparable to the electron� the �uctuations of the measured
hadronic energies start canceling between the nominator and denominator in
equation �����	�

Replacing the nominal electron beam energy by the measured value of ( the
( method implicitly accounts for losses of incident electron energy due to QED
initial state radiation �section ���	�

In this analysis y� is determined using a combination of central tracks and
calorimeter cells� The momentum measured from tracks is included if the trans
verse track momentum is less than ��� MeV� An isolation criterion is used to
avoid counting the energy in calorimeter cells originating from a track already
taken into account�

Generally� x� can be derived in two di�erent ways since s can be computed from
either the recalculated beam energy or the nominal beam energy� Here� the latter
way is chosen using s � � �Ee � Ep�
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 The Double Angle Method �DA	 uses the polar angles of the scattered elec
tron �e and the hadronic �nal state �h� It provides reasonable resolution at
medium y ����� � y � ���	� Towards very low and very large values of �e and
�h both Q� and y resolutions degrade as ��e

sin �e
� ��h

sin�h
� The double angle method

is therefore less precise at small values of Q� where the electron scattering an
gle is large and outside the region of moderate y where the angle of the struck
quark approaches �� or �
�� respectively� However� using angles only� it is to
�rst order independent of the overall energy calibration and can therefore be
used for calibration purposes �section ���	� The energy of the scattered electron
is reconstructed from the two scattering angles via the relation

EDA �
Ee � sin �h

sin �h � sin �e � sin��e � �h	
� �����	

��� Event and Detector Simulation

The properties of the measured data can be regarded as a convolution of pure physics
event characteristics with the intrinsic detector resolutions� Monte Carlo simulations
�MC	 of the physics processes and the detector behavior are used to reproduce the
measured data with the aim of disentangling the two contributions� Consequently�
the Monte Carlo calculations are divided into two parts� the Monte Carlo generator
and the detector simulation� The pure physics process is simulated on generator level
according to a given theoretical model� As the result of the MC event generation the
fourmomenta and identities of all particles in the �nal state are known� In a second step
the generated events are fed into the detector simulation program �H�SIM ����	 based
on GEANT ����� The detector response is computed taking the detector geometry
and the resolution of the di�erent detector components into account� The correct
description of the detector material is crucial� The simulation of the detector response
depends not only on the correct description of the active detector material but also
on the understanding of dead material e�ects� Interactions of the initial particles with
dead detector material may in particular lead to preshowering processes� Incorrect
description of these processes may in turn cause problems in the understanding of
detector e�ects �see section ���	� The detector simulation requires by far the largest
amount of computing time and makes the mass production of Monte Carlo events
di�cult�

The simulated Monte Carlo data are reconstructed in the same way as the measured
data in order to allow the use of the same analysis chain� In the present analysis two
speci�c generator programs are used� namely DJANGO ��
� for the simulation of deep
inelastic scattering events and PHOJET���� for the estimation of the photoproduction
background�

 The generator DJANGO is based on HERACLES ���� and LEPTO ����� HERA
CLES simulates electroweak processes taking into account leptonic and quarkonic
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radiative corrections to �rst order O��	 as well as oneloop corrections �see sec
tion ���	� The x and Q� dependence of the generated cross section can be chosen
using parametrizations of parton densities available in the PDFLIB �����

LEPTO provides the fragmentation of the scattered quark� In the present analysis
the Color Dipole Model as implemented in ARIADNE ���� is chosen because of its
good description of the hadronic �nal state measurements ����� The hadronization
step is computed using the Lundstring model as implemented in JETSET �����

DJANGO does not generate events with a large rapidity gap� Possible in�u
ences on the �nal result have been investigated using the Monte Carlo generators
RAPGAP ���� and DIFFVM �see section ���	�

The cross section assumed for the generation of the DIS events is chosen according
to the GRV parametrization ���� �see section ���	� The simulated event sample
used for the analysis of the nominal vertex data corresponds to an integrated
luminosity of ��
� nb�� ��
� nb�� with Q� � � GeV�	� For the shifted vertex
data analysis a set of events was generated using the MRSD�� description ����
since at small Q� �by construction	 GRV is unrealistically small �see section ���	�
MRSD�� is used at very small values of Q� �Q� � ����GeV�	 and high y �y � ���	�

 PHOJET ���� simulates all components of the total photoproduction cross sec
tion� Detailed descriptions of photoproduction processes can be found in ��
��
PHOJET incorporates both soft and hard hadronic processes� The soft processes
are modelled using Regge phenomenology while the hard processes are calculated
using perturbative QCD with leading order matrix elements� The hadronization
is performed by the Lundstring model in JETSET ���� and the �ux of quasireal
photons is generated using the generator IJRAY �����

PHOJET allows to distinguish between di�ractive and nondi�ractive events�
Nondi�ractive events classify as resolved photon or direct processes� Di�ractive
events� mediated by exchange of a colorless object� may appear in four di�erent
categories� as sketched in �g� ���� There are elastic processes �EL� �p � V p
where V � ��� �� �	� Photon Di�raction �GD� �p� Xp	� Proton Di�raction �PD�
�p � V Y 	� Double Dissociation �DD� �p � XY 	� The di�ractive contribution
to the photoproduction cross section is of the order of ���� In this analysis
the distinction of the di�ractive components turns out to be relevant for the
estimation of the photoproduction background �section ��
	 since the four classes
have strongly di�erent event signatures� The �gure is taken from ���� detailed
explanations can be found in �����

For the detector simulation of the photoproduction background events a socalled
�Turbo� program is used� Turbo preselects potential background event candidates
for the simulation and rejects events with no high energetic particles in the back
ward region� With Turbo a reduction in the number of events to be simulated
by roughly a factor of � is achieved� thus saving computing time and data stor
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Figure ���� The four classes of di�ractive processes are sketched� From left to right Elastic
processes �EL�� Photon Di�raction �GD�� Proton Di�raction �PD� and Double Dissociation
�DD��

age media� The simulated event sample used for the analysis corresponds to an
integrated luminosity of ��� nb���
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Energy Calibration

With the installation of the Spacal in the H� Detector in Spring ���� an extensive
calibration and adjustment program was set up leading to continuous improvements in
the detector performance� The initial energy calibration was obtained by the iterative
application of several independent methods� exploiting the photoelectron statistics of
the photomultiplier tubes with the help of the LED system ���� ��� and using cosmic
muons ����� proton beam halo muons ���� as well as 
� decays �����

The energy calibration pursues two main objectives� namely the relative equalization of
the response of the calorimeter cells and the determination of the absolute energy scale�
The relative equalization of the calorimeter cells is necessary in order to achieve a ho
mogeneous detector response and optimum energy resolution� The absolute calibration
is vital for the correct reconstruction of the event kinematics and internal consistency
between di�erent reconstruction methods� The aim is to maximize the accessible phase
space with good precision�

This chapter focuses on the �nal step of the energy calibration for the measurement
of the structure function F� of the proton� using scattered electrons in the �Kinematic
Peak� and the �Double Angle Method�� The calibration with scattered electrons pro
vides by far the most precise results� However� the rate of scattered electron events
in the Spacal decreases strongly with decreasing scattering angle � � �� cos� �

�
	� Thus�

the event rate at large radii is small� In ����� due to lack of statistics� only the inner
part of the Spacal could be calibrated with scattered electrons� The outer part of the
Electromagnetic Spacal� at radii above � �� cm� as well as the cells of the Hadronic
Spacal were calibrated using cosmic muon data�

In section ��� an introduction to the nature of the kinematic peak of scattered electrons
is given� The determination of corrections for each individual Spacal cell is discussed
in section ���� In section ��� the calibration procedure is presented� Events in the kine
matic peak are selected with the requirement that the inelasticity reconstructed from
the hadronic �nal state is small yielding a socalled �monochromatic� energy distribu
tion� The results of the calibration are cross checked using the double angle method
�section ���	� Investigations on the spatial homogeneity of the detector response and its

��
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Figure ���� The kinematic peak of the energy spectrum of the scattered electrons using
Monte Carlo simulated events �a� on generator level and �b� on reconstruction level�

linearity are brie�y summarized in section ���� Finally� the calibration of the hadronic
energies in the Spacal is presented �section ���	 and a summary is given �section ���	�

��� The Kinematic Peak

In epcollisions at low and moderate Q� �Q� ���� GeV�	 at HERA the energy distri
bution of scattered electrons has a characteristic shape with a prominent maximum�
commonly called �kinematic peak�� close to the electron beam energy of ���� GeV� This
is illustrated in �g� ����a	 showing a typical energy distribution of scattered electrons
in a Monte Carlo simulation of ep DIS events on generator level� i�e� without simulation
of the detector response �see section ���	� As its name suggests the peak originates
mainly in kinematic e�ects� Small in�uences arise from the parton distributions in the
proton and from calorimeter properties�

The shape of the energy spectrum can be understood by inspection of the cross section
dependence on the inelasticity y� Equation �����	� given in section ���� can be rewritten
as

d�	

dQ�dy
�
�
��

Q�y

�
��� � y	 �

y�

� �R

�
F��x�Q

�	� ����	

The structure function F� itself is comparatively �at in the entire kinematic region
accessible �see section ���	� Therefore� at su�ciently small values of y the cross section
rises proportionally to ��y� It does not diverge since in the limit of y � �� or x� ��
F� � �� The ��y dependence translates into the energy behavior via the relation

�

y
�

Ee

Ee � E�
e sin

�� ��	
� ����	

The above equations show that the cross section becomes large in the region of Ee �
E�

e sin
�� ��	� Formally� the same result can be derived from equation ����	 by virtue of a
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�Jacobian	 transformation of variables 	�y�Q�	� 	�E� �	� In fact the kinematic peak
appears more and more pronounced towards smaller Q� since here the phase space
corresponding to the region where the electron is scattered with roughly the beam
energy increases� This is also visualized in the context of section ��� in �g� ����

The width of the kinematic peak obtained from the calorimetric measurement of the
scattered electron is mainly due to the resolution of the calorimeter� The relatively
sharp true energy distribution ��g� ����a		 is widened as soon as detector e�ects are
taken into account ��g� ����b		� Note that due to the nonsymmetric shape of the true
energy distribution the maximum of the reconstructed distribution appears slightly
shifted towards lower energies� Secondary in�uences on the shape of the peak may
arise from energy losses due to dead material in front of the detector as well as possible
leakage e�ects etc�

Being predominantly of kinematic origin the position of the kinematic peak is in good
approximation independent of the structure function� Monte Carlo simulations are
used to predict the exact position and shape of the kinematic peak measured in the
calorimeter as a function of the scattering angle and the detector resolution� The
residual in�uences from the behavior of the structure function can also be simulated
according to the current knowledge �see section ���	� In this sense the Monte Carlo
simulation can be viewed as providing data from an ideally calibrated detector� It
therefore provides a suitable reference for the calibration of the energy scale�

The energy calibration using kinematic peak electrons is based on comparisons between
Monte Carlo simulations and data� Correction factors are applied to the data such that
the measured position of the kinematic peak matches with the simulated expectation�
Once a certain precision is reached� secondary e�ects start dominating and the sim
ulated cross section and detector resolution must be tuned to optimally describe the
data� At this level of precision the measurement of the cross section becomes relevant
to the energy calibration� The calibration therefore consists of an iterative procedure
in which data and Monte Carlo simulations are successively brought to convergence�

��� Relative Calibration of the Calorimeter Cells

Typically �� to �� cells share the energy of the scattered electron as it produces an
electromagnetic shower in the calorimeter� Unfortunately� the details of the shower
development are not reliably simulated quantitatively� This is illustrated in �g� ���
showing the fraction of energy deposited in the hottest� i�e� the most energetic� cell
of the electron cluster for data and Monte Carlo simulation� The discrepancy visu
alizes that the parametrization of the shower development used in this Monte Carlo
simulation has not yet been tuned precisely enough� As a consequence the simulated
showers are too compact� and data and Monte Carlo simulation are not comparable
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Figure ���� Fraction of the electron energy carried by the hottest cell in the cluster in data
�points� and Monte Carlo simulations �solid line��

on the cell level �see also section ���	�� However� the impact on the energy calibration
is small as long as the total cluster energy �Ecl	� i�e� the sum of the cell energies in
the cluster� which in the measurement is identi�ed with the energy of the scattered
electron �E�

e	� matches between the Monte Carlo simulation and the data� The aim
is to determine the corrections of the individual cells such that the cluster energies in
data and simulation match�

In a general form the problem of the calibration can be described by a system of linear
equations where the coe�cients denote correction constants of the individual Spacal
cells� Such an approach was followed in ����� Another method of extracting calibra
tion constants of the individual cells is based on simultaneous �ts of the correction
constants to the expected energy distribution ����� The latter approach is technically
quite complicated and depends somewhat on the expectation of the shape of the energy
distribution�

In the following the �Method of the Hottest Cell� is used which� although being techni
cally much simpler� yields an equivalent precision� The correction factor ci for a given
cell i is de�ned as

ci �
hEMC

cl�i i
hEdata

cl�i i
� ����	

�The Monte Carlo simulation of the Spacal used in this analysis was tuned to beam test measure�
ments only� One of the reasons for the discrepancy between beam test and in situ measurements may
be the dead material in front of the Spacal causing preshowering e�ects which appear as widening of
the shower in the Spacal�
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where hEcl�ii is the electron cluster energy reconstructed in events in which the given cell
i is the hottest cell of the electron cluster� The correction factor is calculated using the
total cluster energy and assigned to the hottest cell in the cluster� Such a treatment
is based on the fact that the hottest cell contains the dominant contribution to the
cluster energy as is shown in �g� ���� The fraction of energy deposited in the hottest
cell amounts on average to about ��� of the cluster energy with a maximum at about

��� Consequently� the ideal correction factor of the hottest cell can be approximated
using the correction factor calculated from the cluster energy� It is� however� obvious
that miscalibrations of the neighboring cells in the cluster cause deviations of the
obtained correction factor from the ideal value� The e�ect is minimized by performing
iterations with recalibrated cell energies until the remaining correction constants are
small� The main disadvantage of this simple method is given by the fact that each event
can be used for the calibration of only one cell� namely the hottest� In addition the
convergence behavior of this method is rather slow and formally not fully understood�

��� Calibration Procedure

����� Event Selection

In the naive approach� outlined in the last paragraph� kinematic peak electrons are
selected in an interval around the electron beam energy �e�g� between �� and �� GeV	�
Background in this region originates mainly from proton gas interactions� It is sup
pressed by demanding that the cluster radius be less than ��� cm �see section �����	
and the measured TimeofFlight within �� and �� ns �see section ���	� With these
cuts typically an energy distribution similar to the distribution shown in �g� ����b	
is obtained�� The correction constant of the hottest cell is then derived from the ra
tio between the arithmetic mean values of Monte Carlo simulation and data� This
procedure is established for the routine calibration of the Spacal data� Neglecting the
discrepancies in the shape between data and Monte Carlo simulations the uncertainties
on the absolute energy scale amount to �#�� �����

Better precision can be gained by exploiting the fact that the event kinematics is over
constrained by the measurement of both the hadronic �nal state and the scattered
electron �see section ���	� Selecting events with the requirement that yJB � ���� the
fraction of events with electrons scattered at beam energy can be enhanced� This is
illustrated in �g� ����a	 which plots the true electron energy spectrum at generator
level of the Monte Carlo simulation with the cut yJB � ���� applied at detector level�
The distribution has a very sharp peak at the electron beam energy �compare with
�g� ����a		� The distribution is often called monochromatic since almost all selected
electrons have the same energy� The tail towards lower energies originates from ra
diative events where the energy of the incoming electron is reduced by radiating a

�The �gure shows the distribution without the energy cut�
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Figure ���� Monochromatic energy distribution of the scattered electron using Monte Carlo
simulations �a� on generator and �b� on reconstruction level selecting events at yJB � �����
In �b� a Gaussian function is �tted in the interval of �� GeV to �� GeV� The parameters of
the Gaussian are displayed in the �gure caption�

bremsstrahlung photon �see section ���	� Fig� ����b	 shows the same Monte Carlo sim
ulated events after detector simulation and reconstruction� The distribution is wider
due to the �nite detector resolution and can be described by a Gaussian function
above �� GeV� The Gaussian shape of the energy distribution results in the following
advantages for the calibration� compared to the naive approach�

 It allows a simple determination of the maximum independent of the radiative
tail towards lower energies�

 The in�uence of the simulated cross section is reduced� Cross section discrepan
cies between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation� do to �rst approximation
not a�ect the shape but only the normalization of the measured distribution�

 The width of the distribution allows an e�ective detector resolution to be deter
mined directly from the data� This information is useful to tune the Monte Carlo
simulation to a realistic description of the detector� Note that for the intrin
sic detector resolution the width of the underlying true monochromatic energy
distribution must be taken into account�

In order to make use of these advantages it is� however� necessary to investigate the in
�uence of the selection cut yJB � ���� on the result of the calibration� The distribution
of yJB is investigated in the following�
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����� Understanding the yJB Distribution

In �g� ��� the measured distribution of yJB is shown in a logarithmic scale for data and
Monte Carlo simulations� Here� all selection cuts of the structure function analysis as
given in table ��� are applied except the requirement of a reconstructed vertex �cut )
�� in table ���	� Events at log���yJB	 � � ��� are accumulated in the over�ow bin at
����� While at log���yJB	 � � ��� �corresponding to yJB � �����	 the distributions
match reasonably well� disagreement is revealed at smaller values of yJB� In this region
the data overshoot the Monte Carlo simulation�

One of the possible reasons for this behavior may be the fact that the simulation pro
gram DJANGO does not generate events at values belowWgen � � GeV �corresponding
to y � � � ����	� Wgen denotes the generated invariant mass of the hadronic �nal state�
Hence� lack of rate is inherent to the Monte Carlo simulation which due to migrations
may extend to relatively large values of yJB� The size of the e�ect is estimated by
double counting the simulated events in the region � GeV � Wgen � 
 GeV� The
resulting distribution� shown as a dashed line in �g� ����a	� indicates that the in�u
ence is quite large� It must be mentioned here that in the low Q� region a realistic
description of the cross section at very small values of W must take into account the
production of resonances together with the fact that F� vanishes in the limit of x� ��
i�e� W � mp� where mp is the proton mass� Double counting of events is thus only
justi�ed in the framework of this technical investigation�

Event migration to larger y can be identi�ed using the hadronic jet angle �h of the
scattered quark �equation ����	 in section ���	 in comparison with the equivalent quan
tity �e as reconstructed using the angle and the energy of the scattered electron�� The
distribution �h��e is shown in �g� ����b	� The tail towards small values of �h��e mostly
belongs to radiative events where �e is overestimated� Events with badly reconstructed
�h are situated in the tail towards large values of �h��e� The over�ow bin at a value
of � accommodates events with �h��e 
 �� The distribution shows that the �criterion
can be used to verify the measurement of the hadronic �nal state� Events which do not
obey the relation �h��e � � are rejected� The resulting distribution of yJB is shown
in �g� ����c	 for data and Monte Carlo simulations� Comparison with �g� ����a	 shows
that the rejected events originate from the region of low y� The fact that the fraction
of rejected events in the data is larger than in the Monte Carlo simulation indicates
that the migrations in data are larger than expected� The investigation shows that the
�criterion provides a handle to control possible in�uences on the calibration due to
discrepancies between the Monte Carlo simulation and the data in the low y region�
The calibration procedure itself� described in the following� is performed without the
�criterion �since it makes use of the measured electron energy	� The �criterion will
be used to cross check the result�

��e is obtained in a similar way as �h replacing the hadronic quantities in equation �
��� with the
same variables measured from the scattered electron� tan �e

�
	 ��Eeye

p��e

�
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Figure ���� �a� Distribution of log���yJB� in data �points� and DIS��p Monte Carlo simu�
lation �solid line�� Events with log���yJB� � 
��� are accumulated in the over�ow bin� The
dashed line shows the DIS��p Monte Carlo simulation double counting events with
� GeV � Wgen � � GeV� �b� The distribution �h��e is shown for data �full points� and
Monte Carlo simulations �solid line�� Events with badly reconstructed �h mainly appear in
the over�ow bin at a value of �� �c� Distribution of log���yJB� in data �points� and Monte
Carlo simulation for events with �h��e � �� Here� no double event counting is performed�
The hatched histogram represents the simulated �p background�
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Figure ���� Comparison of the monochromatic electron energy distribution reconstructed
for data �points� and Monte Carlo simulation �solid line� for two exemplary cells of the inner
region of the Electromagnetic Spacal� Events are displayed if �a� cell number ��� �b� cell
number 
� is the hottest cell of the cluster� respectively� Gaussian functions are �t separately
to the data �dashed line� and to the Monte Carlo simulation �solid line� yielding to sets of
�t parameters� The �t parameters displayed refer to the Monte Carlo simulation�

����� Calibration Procedure and Results

In the following the calibration procedure itself is described� Events are selected in
the region of ����� � yJB � ����� The requirement yJB � ����� is introduced in
order to avoid the uncertainties of the Monte Carlo simulation in the limit of y � ��
Background is rejected by demanding that the electron cluster radius be less than
��� cm �see section �����	� The �criterion is not applied� Monte Carlo simulated
events in the interval � GeV � Wgen � 
 GeV are doubly counted� A reconstructed
vertex is not required due to lack of track chamber acceptance for events with small
values of y�

The calibration is performed individually for the inner ��� cells of the Electromagnetic
Spacal� In the outer part of the Spacal� at radii larger than �� cm corresponding to the
region of Q� � �� GeV� the number of available events per cell is too small� to perform
a calibration cell by cell� In this region radial zones of � cm width� each segmented
in four quadrants in the azimuthal angle �� are calibrated in common� Each event
is assigned to the hottest cell of the electron cluster as described in section ���� For
each cell the maximum of the energy distribution in the data and in the Monte Carlo
simulation is determined by a Gaussian �t in the interval between �� GeV and �� GeV

�The cross section decreases as ��R� while the number of cells increases with R�� leading to a ��R�

behavior of the number of events per cell�
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yielding the correction factors� The procedure is iterated recalibrating the data in each
iteration until the remaining corrections are smaller than �����

The detector resolution is determined from the calibrated data� The result is used
to adjust the simulation of the detector resolution� In order to avoid a complete
resimulation of the Monte Carlo events additional smearing corrections Si are applied
to the simulated cell energies� They are given by the relation

Si �
q
	�i�data � 	�i�MC ����	

where 	i denotes the measured width of the monochromatic energy distribution of cell
i� Note that the simulated detector resolution can only be increased� Si is set to zero
if 	�i�data � 	�i�MC� 	i�MC amounts to ���

Fig� ��� depicts the �tted cluster energy distributions for data and Monte Carlo sim
ulations for two cells� In �a	 the distributions of data and Monte Carlo simulations
show good agreement in the detector resolution� in �b	 the simulation slightly under
estimates the resolution� The captions display arithmetic mean and �tted maximum
of both distributions� They agree to ���� or better� This shows that the result of the
calibration is independent from the way the maximum is determined �see also below	�

The result of the calibration is summarized in �g� ���� In �a	 the position of the
maximum of the energy distribution is shown for each of the inner ��� cells in the data
and in the simulation� The �uctuations at small cell numbers of the central region of
the Spacal correspond to cells of the Insert ��rst �� cells� see �g� ��� in section �����	
and the adjacent cells� Here� energy leakage into the beam pipe� inhomogeneities of
the detector response �see section ���	 and in�uences from the reduced size of the
Insert cells lead to a variation of the averaged measured energy at the level of ���
However� data and Monte Carlo simulations show the same behavior� The agreement
is quanti�ed in �g� ����b	 where the ratio of the data and the Monte Carlo simulation
as a function of the cell number is shown� In the statistically rich inner region �at small
cell numbers	 Monte Carlo simulations and data agree to ���� or better� In �g� ����c	
the measured detector resolution is depicted� The corrections to the resolution are
applied here� yielding good agreement between the data and Monte Carlo simulation
on a cellbycell level� Disagreement mostly appears in cells where the resolution in data
is smaller than of the simulated resolution of ��� Here� the Monte Carlo simulation
can not be adjusted properly� Note that the measured resolution only gives an upper
limit to the intrinsic detector resolution� In order to exactly calculate the intrinsic
detector resolution the distribution of the true electron energy must be taken into
account� Fig� ����d	 illustrates the systematic uncertainty of the determination of the
correction constants comparing between the position of the �tted maximum of the
energy distribution and the arithmetic mean as a function of the cell number� Both
methods agree very well showing the same dependence on the position as a function
of the cell number� This provides additional con�dence in the procedure� At large cell
numbers the deviations become larger due to statistical �uctuations�
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Figure ���� Electron energy spectra in Monte Carlo simulations �solid line� and data �points�
are compared for four di�erent regions of radius �columns� in di�erent intervals of yJB �rows��
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Figure ��
� The reconstructed electron energies in the data �points� are globally increased
by ���� relative to the standard calibration� The Monte Carlo simulation �solid line� is
unchanged compared to �g� ����
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Figure ���� The reconstructed electron energies in the data �points� are globally decreased
by ���� relative to the standard calibration� The Monte Carlo simulation �solid line� is
unchanged compared to �g� ����
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So far� events with ����� � yJB � ���� were selected for the calibration and used for the
presentation of the results� In order to ensure that the calibration is valid for the entire
kinematic region covered in the measurement of the structure function� the results will
now be compared to other regions in y� separately for four di�erent intervals of the
impact radius of the scattered electron in the Spacal� Each row of �g� ��� refers to one
interval of yJB and each column to a region of � cm width of impact radius �
 cm to
�� cm� �� cm to �� cm� �� cm to �� cm and �� cm to �� cm� respectively	� Monte
Carlo simulations and data are normalized to the number of events in the given plot�
The �rst row shows events at yJB � ������ Here one observes a small shift towards
larger energies of the data relative to the Monte Carlo simulation� This shift can be
explained by the lack of rate in the Monte Carlo simulation at very small values of
y �see above section �����	� The histograms in the second row contain events in the
interval ����� � yJB � ����� These events have been used for the calibration� It
is thus natural that data and Monte Carlo simulations agree perfectly� The sensitivity
of the calibration to the discrepancies between data and Monte Carlo simulations at
small values of y �see �g� ����a		 is investigated by selecting events from the same range
of y� but imposing the �criterion �h��e � � in addition� The result is shown in the
third row of �g� ���� Only the right edge of the distribution is a�ected by the selection
cut� Overall� and in particular on the left side� data and Monte Carlo simulations
agree reasonably well� This proves that the in�uence of the �criterion on the result
of the calibration is small� In the fourth row events with yJB � ���� are shown� A
subsample of these events� obtained by applying more restrictive selection cuts� is used
for the determination of the structure function �see chapter �	� Data and Monte Carlo
simulations agree very well�

The above investigations suggest a systematic uncertainty of the absolute energy scale
at the level of ���� to ��� In fact a value of ���� can be derived from the following
study� A test of the sensitivity of the distributions shown in �g� ��� against a �possibly
undetected	 global shift of the energy scale is performed by varying the energies in
the data by ������ For �g� ��
 and �g� ��� the scale in the data is increased by
����� and decreased by ������ respectively� In both �gures the distributions of the
Monte Carlo simulations are unchanged compared to �g� ���� The clear deterioration
of the agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulations in all radii and values of
inelasticity compared to the standard calibration proves that the systematic uncertainty
of the energy calibration is smaller than ����� For events with yJB � ���� the
deterioration is mainly visible at the right edge of the distributions� For shifted vertex
data a systematic uncertainty of �� has been achieved�

��� Double Angle Method

An independent check of the calibration is performed using the double angle method� In
this method the expected electron energy EDA is determined from the polar scattering
angle �e of the electron and the polar angle �h of the current jet �see section ���	�
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The angle of the struck quark is correctly determined in events where the undetected
fraction of transverse momentum of the hadronic �nal state is small� A large fraction
of events at very small values of y does not satisfy this requirement and has to be
rejected�
The most prominent properties of the double angle method are the following�

 It is� to �rst order� independent of the energy calibration since the kinematics is
reconstructed using angles only�

 The ratio of the predicted to the measured electron energy EDA�E
�

e shows a
peaked distribution �see �g� �����b		 providing high sensitivity to the absolute
energy scale�

 Since it is based on internal consistency between di�erent detector components
the double angle method is to �rst approximation independent of Monte Carlo
simulations and thus of assumptions on the structure function� However� a high
precision calibration can only be achieved with the help of the Monte Carlo sim
ulation since the in�uences from the detector resolution and acceptance must be
taken into account� A correct description of the hadronic �nal state is thus essen
tial� Furthermore the dead material in the detector must be properly simulated�
The calibration constant corrected by the Monte Carlo simulation is given as

cDA � hEMC
e �EMC

DA i�hEData
e �EData

DA i� ����	

 Towards very small and very large scattering angles of both the struck quark
and the electron the resolution of the double angle method degrades �see sec
tion ���	� At small values of Q� the double angle method is thus inferior to using
monochromatic peak events for the extraction of calibration constants�

The measurement of the two polar angles of the electron and the hadronic �nal state is
investigated comparing the calibrated data with the Monte Carlo simulation� Events
are selected with EDA � �� GeV and E�

e � �� GeV and a cluster radius of the scattered
electron of less than ��� cm� Fig� �����a	 shows the averaged relative deviation �E�

e �
EDA	�EDA of the calorimetric electron energy measured in the Spacal from the electron
energy calculated by the double angle method as a function of the jet angle �h� The
dependence of the relative energy deviation on the measured jet angle in the data is
reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation at the level of ����� The absolute size
of the deviation of � ���� is due to the systematics of the double angle method� It
indicates that the incident electron beam energy used for the calculation of EDA is
underestimated in both Monte Carlo simulations and data �see section ���	� Events
at low �h � ��� su�er from the limitation of the detector acceptance at small polar
angles �see section ���	� At large angles� both data and Monte Carlo simulations show
an increase of the average deviation of up to ���� at �h � ���� where the Spacal
calorimeter is situated� In order to reduce these in�uences on the calibration� events
are selected within a jet angle interval of ��� � �h � �����
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Figure ����� The average relative deviation �E�
e � EDA��EDA as a function �a� of the jet

angle �h and �b� of the electron angle �e for data �full points� and Monte Carlo simulations
�open points�� In �b� a cut on ��� � �h � 
��� is applied�

The selected events are used to investigate the dependence of �E�

e � EDA	�EDA on
the polar angle of the scattered electron� Fig� �����b	 shows that the Monte Carlo
simulation and the data behave very similarly� At angles above ���� a strong increase
of �E�

e�EDA	�EDA is visible� It indicates a shift of the measured polar angle from the
true value which is well reproduced in the Monte Carlo simulation�

In �g� ���� the ratio E�

e�EDA is plotted� globally averaged over all cells in the data
and in the Monte Carlo simulation� In �a	 the scale is decreased by ������ in �b	 the
default scale is used and in �c	 the scale is increased by ������ The �gures show clear
sensitivity to the miscalibrations and thus con�rm nicely the calibration obtained with
the monochromatic peak electrons�

The agreement on cell level between the two methods is shown in �g� ����� In �a	 the
quantity E�

e�EDA is compared for data and Monte Carlo simulation� Fig� �����b	 shows
a direct comparison between the correction factors obtained by the monochromatic
peak and by the double angle method� In �c	 the ratio of the two sets of correction
factors plotted in �b	 is shown� It represents the degree of consistency between the two
methods� While at small cell numbers both methods agree excellently� a small decrease
is visible towards larger cell numbers indicating systematic discrepancies between the
two methods at the level of ���� with a tail to ���� Finally� �d	 shows the projection
of �c	 onto the yaxis� The mean of the ratio quanti�es the discrepancy of the two
methods with respect to the absolute scale which proves to be negligible� The width�
given in the �gure as �RMS�� indicates that the uncertainty of the cellbycell calibration
is of the order of �����
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Figure ����� Distribution of the ratio between the electron energy measured in the Spacal
and calculated via the double angle method E�

e�EDA� The energy scale is varied for data
�points� by �a� ����� �b� �� �c� ������ The di�erence between the data and the simulation
is shown in the small diagrams below�

The investigations presented so far have shown that the calibration has led to an
uncertainty of the absolute energy scale of less than ���� for energies of the order of
�� GeV� This result is supported by the consistent results of two methods with di�erent
systematics� The intrinsic detector resolution was found to have an upper limit of ��
at �� GeV� With the �nal calibration it is now possible to investigate the homogeneity
of the detector� i�e� the spatial distribution of the detector response at distances smaller
than the size of a cell� and the linearity� i�e� the accuracy of the detector response at
lower energies�

��� Homogeneity and Linearity

As the result of the cell calibration the average response of the detector cells is equalized�
However� inside a given cell and at cell borders� the response may still vary considerably�
e�g� due to gaps without active detector material or due to damage of scintillation �bers
in certain areas� An investigation of the homogeneity in the scale of millimeters in the
central part of the Spacal was performed in ���� using scattered electrons of the shifted
vertex data sample� Here� the results are brie�y reported� Kinematic peak events were
selected in bins of ��� mm� width using the center of gravity of the scattered electron
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Figure ����� �a� The ratio E�
e�EDA is shown for MC �open points� and data �full points� as

a function of the number of the hottest cell� �b� Comparison between the correction factors
obtained using the double angle method �open points� and the monochromatic peak method
�full points�� �c� the ratio of the two sets of correction factors shown in �b� as a function of
the number of the hottest cell� �d� The projection of the ratio shown in �c��
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cluster �see section �����	� Inhomogeneities were generally found to be smaller than ��
increasing to the level of �#�� at the border between the main body of the Spacal and
the insert at values of x and y of �
 cm� The maximum inhomogeneity is localized in
the insert and amounts to ��� A prescription was developed which partially corrects
the border region and the gaps between the quadrant modules of the insert� In this
analysis the proposed corrections are applied�

Another important property to be studied is the relationship between the energy de
posited and the energy measured in the Calorimeter� In the simplest case this is a linear
relationship� In test beam measurements a maximum deviation from linearity of ����
was found for the Spacal ����� An in situ measurement of the linearity was performed
in ��
� using QED Compton events �see section ���	� Using the double angle method
presented above� the two angles of the scattered electronphotonsystem were used to
predict the energies of the electron and the photon� The data showed a maximum
deviation �EDA � Ecl	�Ecl of about ��� between the calculated double angle energy
and the energy measured in the Spacal at a cluster energy of 
 GeV� The corresponding
value found in the Monte Carlo simulation is ��� re�ecting known systematic in�u
ences� e�g� from the reconstruction of the angles as well as the dead material in the
detector� Relevant to the structure function analysis is the di�erence between the data
and the Monte Carlo simulation since it adds to the uncertainty of the energy scale�
For the measurement of the structure function �described in the following chapter �	
an uncertainty of the absolute energy scale of ���� at 
 GeV �� GeV	 and ���� ���	
at ���� GeV� with a linear interpolation between the minimum and maximum energies�
is assumed for nominal �shifted	 vertex data� respectively�

��� Energy Calibration of the Spacal for Hadrons

While electromagnetic showers develop by virtue of bremsstrahlung and pair production
processes� hadronic showers are dominated by the strong interactions between hadronic
shower particles and the nuclei of the detector material� As a consequence the fraction
of visible energy� i�e� the amount of energy detected in the calorimeter relative to the
energy of the incident particle� is di�erent for hadronic and electromagnetic showers�
Typically the detector response to hadrons is smaller than for electrons �
��e � ���	�
The aim is to measure the true energy deposited in each cell as precisely as possible�
Therefore electromagnetic and hadronic signals are treated di�erently� For the Spacal
the hadronic energy corrections were initially estimated in a Monte Carlo study yielding
values of ��� ����	 for the Electromagnetic �Hadronic	 Spacal� respectively ����� The
corrections are applied to the energy of all cells outside the cluster of the electron
candidate for both Monte Carlo simulations and data providing the starting point of
the following investigations�

The relative calibration of the cells of the Hadronic Spacal� as well as a large part of the
Electromagnetic Spacal �at radii r � �� cm	 was performed using cosmic muon data�
A detailed description of the data acquisition and the event selection of cosmic muons
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may be found in ����� While the resulting uncertainty of the relative cell calibration is
less than �� the uncertainty on the absolute energy scale is large� In fact for reasons
poorly understood the measured detector response to cosmic muons in the Spacal
di�ers considerably from the expectation� In the Electromagnetic Spacal the absolute
scale is known from kinematic peak events� The cosmic muons were used to transfer
the knowledge of the absolute scale to the outer region� For the Hadronic Spacal a
di�erent strategy must be used�

The energy scale of the Spacal is determined using the measured hadronic energy �ow in
ep DIS events� Energy scale corrections are applied to Spacal cells which do not belong
to the electromagnetic cluster of the selected electron candidate �see section ���	� The
energy in a given cell is not taken into account if the corrected cell energy is below the
noise cut of �� MeV� Hadronic energy �ow in the backward region of the H� detector
originates from events of large inelasticity y� Here� events with ye � ���� are selected
in order to enhance the average hadronic energy deposited in the Spacal� Note that ye
is independent of the hadronic energy scale� In �g� �����a	 the hadronic energy �ow
in both Hadronic and Electromagnetic Spacal is shown� Fig� �����b	 shows the total
energy in the Hadronic Spacal only� Reasonable agreement between data and Monte
Carlo simulation in the energy scale is found after adjustment of the data to the Monte
Carlo expectation in the following way� The energies in the cells of the Hadronic Spacal
are multiplied with a correction factor of ��� and� in addition� the hadronic energies in
both Electromagnetic and Hadronic Spacal are multiplied by a factor of �����

Fig� �����a	 shows that at small energies and also at large energies the data overshoot
the Monte Carlo simulation� This e�ect can not be traced back to the energy calibration
but rather indicates discrepancies in the description of the hadronic �nal state in the
Monte Carlo simulation��

The absolute energy scale is determined demanding that the inelasticity measured with
the hadronic �nal state yJB be on average balanced with ye as reconstructed from the
scattered electron� i�e� hyJB�yei � �� For the structure function measurement this
requirement is particularly important not only because the event kinematics must be
consistently described between di�erent reconstruction methods but also because the
event selection exploits the hadronic �nal state rejecting events at E � pz � �� GeV
�see section ���	� The relation between yJB and ye is investigated in �g� �����a	 for
events at yJB � ���� and ye � ����� The correlation between yJB and ye is visualized
by the contour lines� The plot shows that the ratio yJB�ye is constant independently of
the selected region of y� It can thus be used to determine the absolute scale of hadronic

�There are indications that at high y the Monte Carlo simulation underestimates the energy �ow
in the backward region but slightly overestimates the hadronic energy measured in the Liquid Argon
calorimeter �see also �g� �����c� and �d� in section ������ A possible explanation for the excess of the
Monte Carlo simulation at small energies is that the generator DJANGO does not simulate processes in
which the exchanged virtual photon is resolved� In resolved processes measured in the data a �photon
remnant� jet is formed in the backward region increasing the energy �ow in the data in comparison to
the Monte Carlo simulation ����
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Figure ����� �a� Data are used to plot yJBversus ye� The contour lines indicate the correla�
tion� For the calculation of yJB hadronic energies in the Spacal are multiplied by a factor of
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simulation� respectively�
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Figure ����� The systematic error of the hadronic energy calibration in the Spacal is deter�
mined using the E � pz distribution for events with ye � ����� The hadronic energy scale in
the data �points� is varied by ���� In �a� the energy is reduced for data by ��� In �b� the
data are unchanged and in �c� the energy is increased by ��� Also shown are the DIS��p
Monte Carlo simulation �solid line� and the simulated �p Background�

energies in the Spacal selecting events with ye � ���� In �g� �����b	 the distribution
yJB�ye is shown before and after application of a correction factor� The uncorrected
distribution has a maximum at about ���� The corrected distribution is obtained by
applying a correction factor of ��� to the energy of the hadronic �nal state measured
in the Spacal for both data and Monte Carlo simulation�

The correction accommodates di�erent e�ects which are not yet quantitatively disen
tangled� Apparently the corrections of ��� ����	 for the Electromagnetic �Hadronic	
Spacal �see above	 were underestimated� In addition to discrepancies in the simulated
Spacal response to hadrons� also energy leakage� i�e� the incomplete containment of
hadronic showers in the Spacal may play a role� A quantitative investigation of these
e�ects has been performed only in test beam measurements ����� As further possibly
contributing in�uences loss of energy in the dead material in front of the detector and
the relatively large noise cut of �� MeV should also be mentioned here�

The uncertainty of the absolute energy scale for hadrons in the Spacal is estimated
varying of the hadronic energies measured in the Spacal in the data by ���� A
suitable quantity for this test is E � pz since it has a comparably sharp distribution�
Events with ye � ���� are selected� The three distributions of E � pz obtained with
this sample for di�erent hadronic energy scales are depicted in �g� ����� In �a	 the
hadronic energy in the Spacal is reduced by �� in the data� in �b	 it is unchanged and
in �c	 the hadronic energy in the data is increased by ��� The variations lead to clear
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discrepancies between the Monte Carlo simulation and the data� From this it can be
concluded that the systematic uncertainty on the hadronic energy scale in the Spacal
is smaller than ���

��	 Summary

The results of the calibration presented in this chapter are summarized as follows�

 A precise calibration of the electron energy was achieved by the use of electrons
in the kinematic peak� The position and the shape of the kinematic peak mea
sured in the calorimeter is predicted with su�cient precision by Monte Carlo
simulations�

 The determination of the correction factors for each cell follows the prescription of
the method of the hottest cell in which the full electron cluster energy correction
is assigned to the hottest cell of the cluster�

 A calibration of high precision is performed using events in the monochromatic
peak� In this method kinematic peak events are selected with the additional
requirement yJB � ����� The systematic uncertainty on the resulting energy
scale is less than ����� For shifted vertex data a value of �� has been achieved�
The upper limit of the detector resolution at �� GeV is ���

 The result of the calibration is cross checked using the double angle method
yielding additional con�dence in the above results�

 Studies of the homogeneity and the linearity are reported� The homogeneity in
the inner part of the Spacal is found to be better than �� except at the border
to the Insert� Using QED Compton events the linearity is proven to be better
than ���� at particle energies of 
 GeV�

 The hadronic energy scale of the Spacal is calibrated� The relative calibration
of the cells was performed using cosmic muon data� The absolute scale of the
data is determined using the hadronic energy �ow in data and in Monte Carlo
simulated events imposing consistency requirements between the di�erent recon
struction methods� For the measurement of the hadronic �nal state in the Spacal
a correction factor of ��� is found� The uncertainty on the absolute energy scale
of hadrons in the Spacal is estimated to be less than ���

A quantitative discussion of the impact of a potential miscalibration of the energy scale
on the measurement of the structure function F��x�Q�	 will be given in section ����



Chapter �

Data Selection

The measurement of the structure function F� involves the determination of the double
di�erential ep cross section as a function of x and Q�� One of the main issues of the
measurement� therefore� is the selection of events in deep inelastic scattering and the
reconstruction of the event kinematics� For this purpose it is essential to identify the
scattered electron in the detector and to precisely measure its energy and its scattering
angle� Furthermore� it is necessary to determine the e�ciencies of the trigger and of
the event selection�

The chapter is organized as follows� In section ��� the method used in the present
analysis to extract the structure function from the data is described� A brief outline of
the DIS event selection criteria is given in section ���� In section ��� the run selection
criteria used to de�ne the analyzed data set are described� A suitable set of event trig
gers is selected and their e�ciency and integrated luminosity is calculated �section ���	�
The DIS event selection cuts are presented in detail in the sections ���� ��� and ����
The main background source� given by small angle ep scattering �photoproduction	�
is investigated in section ��
� In section ��� the in�uence of radiative corrections is
discussed� Monte Carlo simulation and data are compared for events with QED �nal
state radiation� Finally� the kinematic distributions are shown in section ����� The
results will be presented in chapter ��

��� Extraction Method of F�

As described in section ��� the structure function F� of the proton is de�ned with
respect to the double di�erential Born cross section� The Born cross section describes
ep scattering in the single photon exchange approximation to lowest order in � where
� is the electromagnetic coupling constant� Following equation �����	 F� is determined
via the measurement of the Born cross section� However� the measured events comprise
contributions to all orders in � and the Born cross section is thus not directly accessible
experimentally� Particularly large corrections originate from bremsstrahlung processes

��
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of real photons from the incident electron� A description of the most relevant radiative
processes is given in section ����

Expressing the radiative corrections as �RC�x�Q�	 the relation between the measured
cross section and F� can be written as

d�	

dxdQ�
� ��R	 � F��x�Q

�	 � �� � �RC�x�Q
�		 ����	

with the socalled kinematic factor

��R	 �
�
��

Q�x

�
��� � y	 �

y�

� �R

�
� ����	

In addition to containing kinematic terms � depends on R � FL�F� � FL� i�e� the
ratio between the cross sections of longitudinally and transversely polarized photons
as de�ned in section ��� by equation �����	� FL has not yet been directly measured in
the HERA regime� It has� however� been shown recently �
�� that the QCD model of
FL according to ���� 
�� is consistent with the data�� In this analysis the FL model by
Badelek� Kwiecinski and Stasto �BKS	 �
�� is used to extract F� from the measured
cross section� The model is based on the photongluon fusion process and has the
proper limit for Q� � � where FL should vanish as Q�� It predicts values of R between
��� and ��� in the measured kinematic region �see also table ���	� Equation �����	
shows that the sensitivity of the cross section to FL is kinematically suppressed with
y�� At low y � ���� the e�ect of FL on the extracted value of F� is therefore negligible�
It does not exceed � ��� anywhere in the kinematic range so far explored at HERA�

The measurement of the double di�erential cross section is performed in bins of x and
Q�� denoted as �x�Q� in the following� The uncorrected bin integrated cross section

is obtained from the number of events *N reconstructed in this bin normalized to the
integrated luminosity L�

*	�
x�Q�

�
Z
�
x�Q�

d�	�x�Q�	

dxdQ�
dxdQ� �

*N

L � ����	

From this the Born cross section is extracted by applying a set of corrections�

 First of all� background is subtracted� The main background sources of the
measurement are photoproduction processes� where the scattered electron escapes
through the beam pipe and part of the hadronic �nal state is misidenti�ed as the
scattered electron�

 The e�ect of the �nite detector resolution on the measurement of the angles
and energies of the scattered particles is taken into account by the acceptance
correction A�

�For a direct measurement of FL it is necessary to disentangle the contributions from F� and FL
to the cross section using measurements of the cross section at di�erent ep center of mass energies�
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 Loss or gain of events due to the behavior of the trigger and the event selection
cuts is calculated ��	�

 Finally� the radiative corrections �RC are applied�

The Born cross section integrated over the given bin is then

	�
x�Q�

�
Ndata �Nbg

L
�

A � �
�

�� � �RC	
� ����	

To obtain the di�erential cross section at a chosen point in x and Q� rather than a
bin integrated value the bin size and the cross section behavior inside the bin is taken
into account� The bin size correction transforms the integrated cross section into a
bin averaged cross section� Application of the bin center correction yields the cross
section at the chosen central values �xc� Q�

c	 of the bin� The bin center correction is
important since the cross section typically varies considerably inside a given bin� The
two corrections are contained in the following relation�

cbc �

d�	x�Q�

dxdQ� jx�xc�Q��Q�

cR
�

d�	x�Q�

dxdQ� dxdQ�

� ����	

In order to obtain F� from the double di�erential Born cross section the values of R
are assumed� The BKS model �
�� �see above	 used in this analysis predicts values of
R between ��� and ��� in the measured region �see also table ���	�

Monte Carlo simulations are used to estimate the background and to perform the
acceptance corrections� Deep inelastic ep scattering events are simulated using the
Monte Carlo generator DJANGO which includes �rst order radiative processes �see
section ���	� The detector simulation of DJANGO events thus contains the acceptance
corrections for both the detector resolutions and the radiative processes� The photo
production background is estimated using the generator PHOJET �see section ���	�

Provided that the Monte Carlo simulations correctly reproduce the data the complete
measurement of F� can be compactly accommodated in the following relation�

F��xc� Q
�
c	 �

Ndata��x�Q�	�Nbg��x�Q�	

NMC��x�Q�	

LMC

Ldata
� FMC

� �xc� Q
�
c	 ����	

NMC is the number of DIS events in the Monte Carlo simulation for the integrated
luminosity� the simulated cross section is given by NMC�LMC � Note that both R and
the bin center correction enter the formula in the relation between FMC

� given at the
central values �xc� Q�

c	 and the expected number of events NMC��x�Q�	� proportional
to the bin averaged cross section used in the Monte Carlo simulation�

The measurement is performed in an iterative procedure� For the �rst iteration the
behavior of FMC

� is assumed� The choice of a realistic behavior is preferable but not
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necessary� F� is then measured using equation ����	 by iteratively adjusting FMC
� � In

order to avoid the repeated simulation of events� the Monte Carlo simulated events are
reweighted corresponding to the measured cross section in each step of the iterations�
The �nal result of F� is obtained with a Monte Carlo simulation tuned to describe the
data in all aspects� In this analysis the parametrization of the global QCD �t to H�
data recorded in ���� and results from previous experiments with Q� 
 � GeV� is used
���� �see section ���	�

It should be emphasized that the use of the above relation ����	 is justi�ed only if
the Monte Carlo simulation reproduces the data with respect to detector acceptance
and e�ciency to good precision� One of the main issues of the analysis� therefore� is
to thoroughly compare the Monte Carlo simulation with the data and to prove good
consistency� In this analysis discrepancies between the data and the Monte Carlo sim
ulation are revealed in various respects� Most of them are traced back to inaccuracies
of the simulation of the new detector components Spacal and BDC� The discrepancies
are corrected where possible and assigned a systematic error otherwise�

The event selection criteria follow the aim of minimizing the systematic uncertainties of
the measurement� In general� two conditions must be ful�lled� namely a minimum loss
of good events and a maximum background rejection� A sketch of the event selection
criteria is given in the following�

��� Outline of the Event Selection

In this section an outline of the event selection criteria used in the present analysis is
given� The cuts are listed in table ���� The present analysis is based on data recorded
in ���� with nominal zposition of the ep interaction point �nominal vertex data	� As
mentioned in section ��� in the same year a set of data was recorded in which the
zposition of the ep interaction point was shifted by ��� cm �shifted vertex data	� The
latter data were analyzed and the results have been published ����� In the following and
throughout this chapter the shifted vertex data analysis is mentioned in parentheses
where substantially di�erent from the present analysis�

 The event selection is based on the identi�cation of the scattered electron� The
electromagnetic cluster in the Spacal with the highest energy deposit is selected as
the electron candidate� The minimum energy required for the electron candidate
is 
 GeV �� GeV	� The time of �ight of electron candidates in the Spacal lies
within the interaction time window of 
�� ns � t � ���� ns ����� ns � t � ���� ns	�

 The lateral size of the electron candidate� described by the cluster radius Rcl�
is less than ��� cm� The longitudinal size of the shower� estimated using the
energy Ee�had in the Hadronic Spacal behind the electron candidate� is smaller
than ��� GeV� Energy leakage into the beam pipe is suppressed by a cut on the
energy in the Spacal veto layer of Eveto � � GeV�
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cut ) Nominal Vertex Data Shifted Vertex Data
�present analysis	

� E�

e � 
 GeV E�

e � � GeV
� 
�� ns � t � ���� ns ���� ns � t � ���� ns
� Rcl � ��� cm
� Ee�had � ��� GeV
� Eveto � � GeV
� j%Rj � � cm
� jR%�j � ��� cm

 R� � 
�� cm
� E � pz � �� GeV
�� � reconstructed vertex
�� ��� cm � zvtx � �� cm �� cm � zvtx � ��� cm

Table ���� The DIS event selection cuts used in the two analyses with 
��� data�

 At least one reconstructed track is found in the BDC within a distance to the
electron candidate in the Spacal of less than � cm in radial and ��� cm in azimuthal
direction� The BDC track closest to the electron candidate is selected as the
electron track and used for the polar electron scattering angle �e� Events with a
radial impact point R� of the scattered electron in the Spacal of less than 
�� cm
distance from the beam axis are rejected�

 Events are rejected if the global quantity E�pz � �� GeV �equation ����		� This
cut suppresses photoproduction background and reduces the in�uence of QED
initial state radiation�

 Each selected event has a reconstructed vertex with a zposition within ��� cm
of the nominal interaction point� i�e� between ��� cm and ��� cm ��� cm and
��� cm	 for the nominal �shifted	 vertex data� respectively�

��� Run Selection

Full functionality of the detector must be guaranteed for the set of data used in the
analysis in order to achieve high precision for the measurement� Investigations have
shown that in ���� only the data recorded after the ��th of October safely ful�ll the
quality requirements� Before this date various hardware problems� connected with the
new installation of the backward detector components BDC and Spacal �e�g� trigger
ine�ciencies and spurious read out errors �
��	� lead to cross section uncertainties at
the �� level� too large for the analysis presented here� Runs recorded between ��th of
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October ���� and the end of the ���� run period ���th of November ����	 are selected�
In addition the following run selection criteria are imposed�

 HV alarm bits� All relevant components of the central detector� i�e� the in
ner tracking chambers CJC� and CIZ� the BDC� the Luminosity System� the
TimeofFlight counters and the Spacal and Liquid Argon calorimeters must be
operational� A given run is rejected if at least one of the HV alarm bits is on for
more than �� ����	 of the integrated luminosity recorded in this run in the nom
inal �shifted	 vertex data analysis respectively� For accepted runs the luminosity
is corrected accordingly�

 Events per luminosity� It is demanded that the integrated luminosity within
a run be larger than ��� nb�� in order to guarantee statistical signi�cance� The
number of selected events in each run must be approximately proportional to
the luminosity� A run is accepted if the number of good events does not deviate
signi�cantly �more than �	� where 	 denotes the statistical error of the number
of events in the given run	 from the overall averaged number of events per lu
minosity� This criterion mainly ensures the continuous functionality of the event
trigger�

 Stability of the energy response� The mean energy of the electron candidates
within each run must be within �	 of the global average�

 Beam tilts� The beam coordinates and the inclination of the beam axis relative
to the H� coordinate system de�ned by the central jet chamber CJC� are cal
culated for each run separately using the distribution of event vertices measured
with the CJC� For the shifted vertex data runs are rejected where the di�erence
from the mean beam tilt is large� i�e� if x�beam � � �����
 or y�beam � � ������
or y�beam � ������� No cut is imposed in the analysis of the nominal vertex data�

��� DIS Trigger Selection

The H� trigger system is described in section ���� In many runs the DIS event triggers
are considerably prescaled� The e�ective integrated luminosity collected with a given
trigger is thus reduced� The subtriggers used in this analysis are listed in table ���� In
column � of the table the subtrigger de�nitions are given� For each of the subtriggers
a minimum energy deposit in the Spacal is required� IET��� IET�� and IET�� refer
to di�erent thresholds of the Spacal IET trigger� providing full trigger e�ciency at
� GeV� 
 GeV and � �� GeV� respectively ����� The IET Spacal Trigger is described
in section ������ s�� s� and s� demand a coincidence between the IET trigger and a
combination of vertex trigger conditions� abbreviated here as t��vtx� s� and s� ask in
addition for the absence of theRZveto signal� TheRZveto is based on fast histogramming
of hits in the zchambers CIZ and COZ� It gives an estimate of the zposition of the
event vertex� Events with too many tracks pointing outside the interaction region
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Nominal Vertex Data Shifted Vertex Data
Subtrigger Prescales Lumi W Prescales Lumi W

min max nb�� min max nb��

s� IET � � � t��vtx � �RZveto � �� ����� ��� � � ����
 ����	
s� IET � � � � ����� ��� � � ����
 ����	
s� IET � � � �� ��
�
 ��� � � ����
 ���
s� IET � � �� � ���� ��� ������	 � ��� ���� ��

s� IET � � � t��vtx � ���� ���� �����	 � ��� ���
 ����	
s� IET � � � t��vtx � �RZveto � � ���� ���� ����	 � �� ����� ���

Table ���� Table of DIS subtriggers used for the nominal and shifted vertex data analysis�
Column � shows the subtrigger de�nitions �see text�� The minimum and maximum occur�
ring prescales and the e�ective integrated luminosity recorded with the respective subtrigger
including prescales are listed in columns � to �� and � to �� In columns � and 
� the event
weights �W � used in the trigger selection scheme are listed �see text�� Subtriggers with weight
values in parentheses are not used for the analysis� The luminosity values include the cor�
rection for the rejection of proton satellite events of ���� ������ for the nominal �shifted�
vertex data�

are rejected� In addition to the intrinsic ToF condition of the Spacal IET trigger� all
subtriggers require the absence of outoftime background signals� This condition is
realized using a background veto signal from the ToF counters FToF� PToF and BToF
and the Veto Wall �see section ���	� Columns ��� ���
	 of table ��� give an overview over
the prescales imposed on the di�erent subtriggers� The collected luminosity for each
subtrigger after correction of prescales and subtraction of satellite bunch contributions
is listed in columns � ��	�

����� Trigger E�ciencies

The largest amount of luminosity of nominal vertex data is collected by subtrigger s��
The subtriggers s� and s�� which have less restrictive conditions are more sensitive to
background and are thus higher prescaled� Unfortunately� s� has reduced e�ciency�
since a considerable fraction of good DIS events does not ful�ll the vertex trigger
requirements imposed on s��

The e�ciency of s� is calculated from the data using a sample of events triggered
independently of the Spacal� Events ful�lling the standard event selection criteria are
accepted for the trigger sample if at least one Spacalindependent actual subtrigger has
triggered the event� The e�ciency is then given by the ratio between the number of
events in the trigger sample where the �raw� subtrigger s� is on and the total number
of events in the trigger sample� The de�nitions of raw and actual subtriggers is given
in section ����

Fig� ����a	 shows the trigger e�ciencies for s�� s� and s� as a function of the logarithm
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Figure ���� �a� The subtrigger e�ciencies shown as a function of log���y� for the subtriggers
s� �open points�� s� �full points� and s� �triangles�� The black histogram indicates the
fraction of events lost due to the RZveto requirement� �b� The fraction of lost events due to
the ToF background veto is represented by the grey error band� Separately shown are the
contributions from BToF�or�PToF �open points�� FToF �solid line� and Veto Wall �dashed
line��

of the inelasticity y� s� is fully e�cient �� �����	 everywhere� except at the highest
values of y� Here� small ine�ciencies originate from the region very close to the beam
pipe due to gain adjustment problems of particular Spacal cells� The ine�ciency is
explicitly corrected individually for each analysis bin� The behavior of subtrigger s�
is determined using an event sample triggered with s�� The �gure shows the onset
of the events triggered with s� at log���y	 � ���� corresponding to y � ��� or an
electron energy of more than � �� GeV� The e�ciency of the vertex requirements of
subtrigger s� is determined using a sample of events triggered with s�� At high y� s�
reveals an e�ciency of ��� to ��� which decreases towards lower y down to a level
of ��� at y � ����� This behavior is expected since in events with low inelasticity y
the hadronic �nal state is oriented to the extreme forward direction and may therefore
miss the acceptance region of the tracking detectors� The black histogram depicts the
y dependent ine�ciency originating from the RZveto condition� It reaches a level of ��
at the highest values of y � ����

The fraction of events lost due to the background veto from the ToF counters �FToF�
BToF� PToF and Veto Wall	 is estimated�� For this purpose the dedicated subtriggers
s
� s�� and s�� are used� They consist of a Spacal IET � � requirement in coincidence
with a positive outoftime condition �inverted veto	 for the FToF �s
	� BToF �ored�

�The e�ciency of the timing requirement in the Spacal IET Trigger is implicit to the e�ciency of
s��
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with PToF �s��	� and the Veto Wall �s��	� The number of good events rejected by the
outoftime veto condition of the ToF counters is measured by counting the number
of events accepted by the opposite condition� i�e� a positive outoftime condition� In
�g� ����b	 the fraction of good events lost due to one of the ToF requirements is plotted
as a function of y� The contribution from the FToF �s
	 and the veto wall �s��	 are
both of the order of ����� The open points refer to BToF �ored� with PToF as measured
with s��� The size of the error bars is due to the large trigger prescales of s��� Within
the large uncertainty there is some indication that the loss of events due to BToF
�ored� PToF increases with increasing y� However� the total loss of events is estimated
assuming uncorrelatedness and constant behavior in y� The result of ���� � ���� is
represented in the �gure by the grey error band� The number of events measured in the
data is corrected accordingly� Another way to estimate the loss of good events due to
the veto requirements is to calculate the random coincidence between good ep events
and beam related background�

����� Trigger Selection and E�ciency Correction

The trigger selection is based on subtrigger s�� s� and s� are used to compensate
the ine�ciency of s� using the following prescription� All events �actually� triggered
by s� are accepted and assigned a weight of �� Events are recovered� i�e� accepted
nevertheless� if the �raw� subtrigger s� is not on and if either� �actual� s� is on� or�
�raw� s� is o� and �actual� s� is on� The weight of the recovered events is given by
the ratio of the luminosity collected with s� and the luminosity collected with s� and
with s� respectively� The values of the weights can be read o� column � ���	 in table
���� The advantage of the scheme is the following� The sample contains the whole
phase space of event topologies whereas a pure s� sample would be biased according to
the behavior of the vertex triggers� Full use is made of the available statistics� Thus�
e�ectively� the minimum bias trigger s� is used� Replacing s� by s�� s� by s� and s�
by s� one obtains the prescription for the shifted vertex data�

Loss of events due to the software �lters L� and L� has been checked and found
negligible in general��

��� Vertex Reconstruction

The position of the interaction vertex is measured using the central and forward drift
chambers� Events are rejected if no reconstructed vertex exists or if the reconstructed
zposition of the vertex is further than �� cm away from the nominal interaction point
�cuts ) �� and �� in table ���	� The cuts are motivated by three main reasons� Firstly�
the precise knowledge of the position of the interaction point is needed for the accurate

�For the shifted vertex data a small fraction �
�� of lost events has been actually detected where�
due to a mistake in the software at level L�� events exclusively triggered with s� were rejected� The
e�ect is compensated using subtrigger s� for the speci�c runrange�
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Figure ���� �a� Distribution of the z�position of the vertex in the data� Events outside
��� cm are rejected� �b� The vertex distribution in the data �points� and in the corrected
Monte Carlo simulation �solid line�� The dashed line shows the distribution of the uncorrected
distribution in the Monte Carlo simulation�

reconstruction of the event kinematics� In particular the zposition varies considerably
from event to event and� thus� directly a�ects the measurement of the polar scattering
angle � and the reconstruction of Q�� Secondly� the cut on the zposition is necessary to
restrict the data sample to the main interaction region for which reliable Monte Carlo
simulations are available� Finally� the cut is important to suppress beam induced non
ep background� The determination of the e�ciency of the vertex requirement is one of
the crucial points of the analysis presented here and will be discussed in section ������

����� Position of the Reconstructed Vertex

In �g� ����a	 the distribution of the zposition of the reconstructed event vertices is
shown as measured in the data� The solid line depicts a �tted Gaussian curve� All
selection cuts are imposed except the cut on the zposition of the vertex �cut ) ��
in table ���	� The latter cut is indicated in the �gures by the dotted line at ��� cm�
Outside this region nonGaussian tails are visible� They are partially due to proton
satellite bunches� Early and late proton satellites are shifted in time by ���
 ns with
respect to the main proton bunch and collide with the main electron bunch around
���cm� respectively� Other contributions come from events with a badly reconstructed
vertex or from beam wall or beam gas interactions�

E�orts by the HERA machine group to reduce in particular the late satellite bunches
lead to the asymmetry of the distribution� In addition L� trigger criteria �e�g� the PToF
veto	 and cuts in the H� event classi�cation are responsible for the rejection of late
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satellite bunches while early satellite bunches are kept for potential physics analysis�
The rejection of satellite bunches connected with zvertex values of more than �� cm
involves a correction of the integrated luminosity by ������ ���� ������� ��	 for
the nominal �shifted	 vertex data� respectively ����� This correction introduces the
main uncertainty on the overall normalization of the measurement� The values listed
in table ��� refer to the corrected integrated luminosity�

In �g� ����b	 the reconstructed zposition of the interaction point of the selected events
is shown in the data and in the Monte Carlo simulation� The simulated distribu
tion is corrected to the data using a zposition dependent weighting of the simulated
events assuming a Gaussian shape� Also shown is the uncorrected distribution� This
distribution was initially assumed for the simulation of the Monte Carlo events�

����� Vertex Reconstruction E�ciency

For the measurement of the cross section the loss of good ep events due to the vertex
existence requirement has to be quanti�ed� For this purpose the Monte Carlo simula
tion is compared to the data with respect to the vertex reconstruction e�ciency� The
vertex reconstruction e�ciency is de�ned as the ratio between the number of selected
events with a reconstructed vertex within �� cm and the total number of events from
ep collisions within �� cm� The determination is not straight forward� On the one
hand it is necessary to remove the vertex existence requirement� on the other hand the
zposition of the vertex should be known for all events� As soon as the cut is removed
events without a vertex from outside �� cm enter the event sample and thus spoil the
measurement� Beyond that� the fraction of nonep background events becomes sizable�

In former analyses the Central Inner Proportional Chamber CIP was used to identify
electron tracks of good events �
��� In connection with the BDC �formerly with the
BPC	 the zposition of the vertex could be reconstructed� However� this method works
only in the acceptance region of the CIP at scattering angles � � ���� �corresponding
to Q� � �� GeV�	� At lower values of Q� a vertex reconstruction independent of the
Central and Forward Drift Chambers is not possible�� The uncertainty of the slope of
the electron track measured in the BDC alone is too large to determine the zposition
of the interaction point �see section ���	�

For the low Q� analysis presented here� a di�erent strategy is developed� A backward
forward TimeofFlight criterion is imposed to select events within � �� cm around the
nominal vertex position�� It makes use of the time information of the PToF �forward	
and the Spacal �backward	� While the Spacal measures the arrival time of the electron
the PToF measures the timing of the proton undergoing the interaction� thus the z
position of the interaction can be estimated� Events are selected if the PToF time lies

�Since ���� the Backward Silicon Tracker �BST� is operational� It measures the electron track up
to an angle of � ���� at the nominal vertex position and thus provides a means to determine the
vertex position for low Q� events independently of the Central Jet Chamber�

�A detailed account of the use of Time�of�Flight conditions for background rejection is given in ����
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Figure ���� �a� The vertex reconstruction e�ciency is shown for the data �points� and for the
DIS��pMonte Carlo simulation �solid line� as a function of log���ye�� A sharp Time�of�Flight
cut on Spacal and PToF time is applied� The vertex reconstruction e�ciency without PToF
cut is shown as open points� �b� Ratio between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation
with �full points� and without �open points� PToF timing criterion�

in the range between �� and �� ns� In the backward region the time of the hottest cell
of the Spacal is required within �� and �� ns for the nominal vertex data� In the shifted
vertex data an o�set of �� ns is applied to the Spacal timing according to the increase
of the time of �ight� Unfortunately� the acceptance of the PToF is very limited �to
polar angles of ���� � � � ���� for the nominal vertex data	� Possible consequences to
the result will be discussed at the end of this section�

Fig� ����a	 compares the vertex e�ciency as a function of log���ye	 as determined for the
data and for the DIS��p Monte Carlo simulation� For log���ye	 � ����� i�e� ye � �����
it is at the level of �� to ���� In �g� ����b	 the ratio of the e�ciencies between the
data and the Monte Carlo simulation is plotted� The agreement in this region is better
than ��� Towards lower y the vertex reconstruction e�ciency severely degrades� This
behavior is expected since the hadronic �nal state of low inelasticity events is mostly
located in the extreme forward direction where the tracking detectors have limited
acceptance� The same behavior is observed for the e�ciency of subtrigger s� �see
above	� However� the discrepancy between the Monte Carlo simulation and the data
in this region is not understood� Possible reasons are an inappropriate description of
the hadronic �nal state properties and�or uncontrolled migrations of events in y� The
region of extremely low y �y � ����	 where the discrepancy is larger than � �� is
therefore excluded from the measurement of F� �see section ���	�

Ine�ciencies at larger values of ye are mainly caused by migrations of low y events
without a reconstructed vertex due to radiation of high energy bremsstrahlung photons
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from the incident electron� For these events with initial state radiation �ISR� see also
section ���	 the reconstructed value of ye is generally overestimated signi�cantly� The
step in �g� ����a	 at log���ye	 � ������ i�e� ye � ���� can be explained by the properties
of the event selection cut E � pz � �� GeV �cut ) � in table ���	� In events with
ye � ���� the electron energy alone is large enough to ful�ll the selection criterion
E � pz � �� GeV and all events are accepted�� Only in events with ye � ���� the
hadronic �nal state becomes relevant for the selection cut� In this region� ISR events
are typically rejected since the measured value of E � pz is small� Thus� the vertex
reconstruction e�ciency in this region is increased�

The in�uence of the PToF time requirement is investigated in the following� The vertex
reconstruction e�ciency is calculated without forward timing criterion� At the same
time the cut on the zposition is removed� Background is reduced as far as possible�
demanding that there be less than � tracks in the BDC around the selected electron�
The result is depicted by the open points in �g� ����a	 and �b	� respectively� The
reconstruction e�ciency is considerably reduced �by up to � ���	 especially at large
values of y� indicating that a large number of background events enter the sample as
soon as the vertex cut is removed�

Due to the fact that the angular acceptance of the PToF is limited the use of the PToF
requirement tightly constrains the event topologies accepted for the vertex e�ciency
determination� In particular di�ractive events with a �rapidity gap� where no activity in
the forward direction is measured� are completely rejected because� by de�nition� they
do not have any signal in the PToF �
��� A dedicated study of the vertex reconstruction
e�ciency of di�ractive events has been performed using Monte Carlo simulations �
���
This showed that in particular nondissociative di�ractive events �where the proton
stays intact	 producing low mass vector mesons ��� �� �	 are rejected due to the vertex
requirement� The in�uence on this measurement is smaller than �� in the region of
Q� 
 ��
� GeV� and can thus be neglected for the nominal vertex data analysis� At
the lowest values of Q� � ���� GeV� the in�uence amounts to ��� In the shifted
vertex data analysis the measured values of F� are corrected by up to ��� assigning
a systematic error of ��� on the correction�

��� Event Selection Using the Spacal

The event selection is based on the successful identi�cation of the scattered electron in
the Spacal� The proper electron identi�cation is essential for the correct reconstruction
of the event kinematics� A preselection using coarse electron selection cuts� as de�ned
by the H� event classi�cation scheme� is performed during the reconstruction of the
data� The �nal electron selection cuts as outlined in section ��� will now be described�

At least one electromagnetic cluster with an energy of more than 
 GeV �� GeV for
the shifted vertex data	 in the Spacal is required �cut ) � in table ���	� The cluster in

�At low Q� the relation y � ��E�

e�Ee holds in good approximation�
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Figure ���� The cluster radius Rcl is shown in the data �points� and in the DIS��p Monte
Carlo simulation �solid line�� �a� includes all events� �b� shows events with Q�

e � � GeV�

and ye � ����� The hatched histogram represents the simulated �p background� In �c� the
fraction of events accepted by the electron selection cut Rcl � ��� cm is plotted� The dashed
line shows the fraction of accepted true electron events as simulated in the DIS Monte Carlo�

the Spacal with the highest energy deposit is selected as the electron candidate� The
event is kept if the complete set of selection criteria as given in table ��� is ful�lled at
the same time�

The timing of the hottest cell of the electron cluster should be within a window of

�� �����	 and ���� �����	 ns for the nominal �shifted	 vertex data� respectively �cut ) �
in table ���	� This cut is designed to reject outoftime proton background which� due
to di�erent �ight path lengths� arrives earlier in the Spacal �see �g� ��
	� Applying all
other selection cuts the timing requirement rejects less than ���� of the events�

The cluster radius Rcl as de�ned in section ����� is required to be smaller than ��� cm
�cut ) � in table ���	� The cluster radius provides an estimate of the lateral width of the
shower and can thus be used to distinguish between electromagnetic and the broader
hadronic showers� In �g� ����a	 the distribution of Rcl is shown� All event selection
criteria are applied except the cut on the cluster radius itself� The distribution of the
simulated DIS Monte Carlo events was shifted by a factor of ��� in order to achieve
agreement at the right edge of the distribution where the selection cut is applied�
As is indicated in section ��� ��g� ���	 the description of the shower development in
the Monte Carlo simulation is not appropriate� Recent test simulations have shown
that reasonable agreement between the simulation and the data can be achieved by
tuning the sampling frequency of the shower development in the simulation �
��� In
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Figure ���� Distribution of the energy in the hadronic section of the Spacal behind the
electron candidate Ee�had is shown for the data �points� and the DIS��p Monte Carlo �solid
line�� �a� includes all events and �b� shows events with Q�

e � � GeV� and ye � ����� The
hatched histogram represents the simulated �p background� In �c� the fraction of events
accepted by the electron selection cut Ee�had � ��� GeV is plotted� The dashed line shows
the fraction of accepted events in the DIS Monte Carlo simulation�

order to study the region with small Q� and high y� where the contribution from
background is particularly large� events are selected with Q�

e � � GeV� and ye � �����
The distribution of Rcl for these events is depicted in �g� ����b	� Here the agreement
between the data and the corrected Monte Carlo simulation is slightly better than in
the overall distribution�

The behavior of the selection cut� Rcl � ��� cm� is investigated in �g� ����c	� Here� the
fraction of events accepted by the selection cut is depicted as a function of ye for the
data and for the DIS��pMonte Carlo simulation� The dashed line shows the fraction
of accepted true electron events as simulated in the DIS Monte Carlo� It is larger than
�
� everywhere� proving that the amount of lost DIS events is very small and that the
bulk of rejected events is due to photoproduction background�

The systematic uncertainty of the cut on the measurement of F� is estimated to be ���
of the fraction of electrons lost due to this cut according to the Monte Carlo simulation�
It is calculated separately for each analysis bin� The same prescription is used for the
uncertainty determination of all electron identi�cation cuts� A full summary of the
systematic errors is given in section ����

The energy �behind� the electron candidate in the Hadronic Spacal Ee�had in
side a cylinder of ���� cm should be smaller than ��� GeV �cut ) � in table ���	� This
cut is motivated by the fact that electromagnetic showers in general are completely
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Figure ���� The energy in the veto layers close to the electron candidate for DIS��p Monte
Carlo simulation �solid line� and data �points�� �a� in all events and �b� in events with
Q�
e � � GeV� and ye � ����� The fraction of events with Q�

e � ��� GeV� and an energy
deposit of less than 
 GeV is shown in �c�� The dashed line refers to the DIS Monte Carlo
simulation showing the fraction of electrons accepted�

contained in the Electromagnetic Spacal� In �g� ����a	 the distribution of Ee�had is
shown for all events� in �b	 events with Q�

e � � GeV� and ye � ���� are selected�
All selection criteria are imposed except the cut on Ee�had itself� Events with more
than � GeV are accumulated in the histogram at � GeV� In both distributions rea
sonable agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation can be observed�
However� the tails of the distributions indicate weaknesses in the understanding of the
shower development in the Spacal in particular for the photoproduction background
�see section ��
	� In �g� ����c	 the fraction of events accepted by the cut Ee�had �
��� GeV is shown� The behavior indicates that in particular at large values of y the
fraction of DIS events rejected is large� Such behavior is conceivable for DIS events
where a part of the hadronic �nal state is selected as the electron candidate or in the
case of overlap of the scattered electron and the hadronic �nal state�

The energy in the veto layers of the Spacal near the beam pipe� Eveto� measured
within a distance of �� cm from the electron cluster should not exceed � GeV �cut ) �
in table ���	� The distributions are depicted in �g� ����a	 and �b	 for all events and for
events with Q�

e � � GeV� and ye � ����� respectively� Both distributions are well
described in the Monte Carlo simulation� also in the far tail of the distribution and in
the over�ow bin� The �gures show that the number of events which leak electron energy
into the beam pipe is very small� This is due to the �ducial radial cut R� � 
�� cm�
described in the following section� In �g� ����c	 the fraction of events accepted by the
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Figure ���� The distributions of E�pz in the data �points� and in the Monte Carlo simulation
�solid line�� In �a� all events and in �b� events with Q�

e � � GeV� and ye � ���� are shown�
The hatched histogram represents the simulated photoproduction background� In �b� ISR
events are represented as a dashed line� In �c� the fraction of events accepted by the cut
E � pz � �� GeV is plotted for the data �points� and for the DIS��p �solid line�� DIS
�dashed line� and DIS Monte Carlo simulations excluding ISR events �dotted line��
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selection cut is shown as a function of ye� Here� only events with Q�
e � ��� GeV�

where the cut is relevant are used�

The value of E � pz should be larger than �� GeV �cut ) � in table ���	� E � pz
denotes the di�erence between the energy and the zcomponent of the momentum
summed over all particles� Its value gives an estimation of the containment of backward
going particles in the detector �section ���	� E � pz is measured by summing over the
energies of all calorimeter cells of the central detector� excluding the electron tagger
and photon detector �section ���	�

E � pz �
X
cells

E � �� � cos�i	� ����	

For the use as a selection cut no track information is taken into account� Fig� ����a	
shows that the distribution of events is peaked at the expected value of �� GeV ��
� � Ee	� All selection cuts are applied except E � pz itself� The excellent agreement
between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation proves a good energy calibration�
The tail towards lower values originates from photoproduction events� and events with
initial state radiation� This is more obvious in �g� ����b	 where E � pz is plotted for
events with Q�

e � � GeV� and ye � ����� Fig� ����c	 depicts the behavior of the
E � pz � �� GeV cut as a function of ye� The �gure shows� �rst of all� that the
selection cut is highly e�cient against �p background� Furthermore� the cut rejects
DIS events with QED initial state radiation and thus helps to reduce the magnitude
of the acceptance corrections due to radiative e�ects �see also �g� ���	� At the same
time the number of nonradiative events rejected is small�

��	 Measurement of the Electron Scattering Angle

using the BDC

The Backward Drift Chamber BDC is described brie�y in section ���� A detailed
detector description can be found in ����� The BDC provides precise information about
the position of the impact point of the scattered electron� The scattering angle � is
measured as the opening angle between the measured beam axis and the line connecting
the radial position R of the selected electron track in the BDC with the interaction
vertex�� The beam axis is determined individually for each run using the distribution
of reconstructed vertices measured in the CJC�

In this section a brief account of the angular measurement is given� It closely fol
lows ����� where the complete description of the use of the BDC for the measurement
of F� with the ���� data can be found� In section ����� the selection of the electron
track is described� Values for the angular resolution are given in section ������ The

�Note that in the following the radial distances are calculated in the z�plane of the center of gravity
of the corresponding shower in the Spacal�
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selected track is used for the event selection imposing BDC#Spacal matching criteria
and for a �ducial cut on the detector volume �section �����	� The �nal radial distribu
tion reveals a peculiar behavior of the data in a region of �� cm from the beam axis�
In section ����� possible reasons are discussed and a phenomenological prescription for
the treatment of the Monte Carlo simulation in this region is given�

��	�� Electron Track Selection

The hits measured in the eight layers of the BDC are combined to track candidates
by using a so called Kalman �lter ���� 
��� A track hypothesis is accepted if hits in at
least three out of eight BDC layers ful�ll a set of reconstruction criteria �see below	�

In a large fraction of events �������	 the scattered electron interacts with the dead
detector material situated between the interaction point and the BDC causing preshow
ering processes� In these events the number of reconstructed tracks in the BDC is
substantially increased� To �nd the electron track in the BDC is therefore somewhat
di�cult� The reconstruction algorithm used in this analysis typically reconstructs up
to about �� tracks within a cylinder of � cm around the impact point of the electron�
Only in about ��� of the events the number of reconstructed tracks in the BDC is less
than �ve� The latter events are called nonpreshowering in the following� The second
reason for the large number of reconstructed tracks is the BDC geometry itself� The
eight layers are situated within an overall distance of only ��
 cm in z and provide little
redundancy to resolve ambiguities of the hit positions�� The usual �� criterion using
the distance of closest approach between tracks and hits is therefore not su�cient for
an unambiguous track selection�

The solution used in this analysis is a generalized �� selection criterion ����� The idea
is to quantify the reliability of a given track but to avoid a sharp cut on pure BDC
information� The de�nition of ��sel is

��sel � ��BDC �

�
%�

	�

��

�

�
%�d��dz	

		d��dz


��

� ���
	

A track with a small ��BDC is selected if the track also points to the interaction zone�
The di�erence %� between the polar angle of the track measured in the BDC alone
and the polar angle of the straight line from the vertex to the measured BDC track
coordinate as well as the azimuthal slope d��dz of the track should not exceed the
calculated resolutions 	� and 		d��dz
� The �ve tracks with minimal�

�
sel are preselected�

All other tracks are rejected� Among these �ve tracks the track with the least distance
of closest approach to the Spacal center of gravity is selected as the electron track�

The BDC track �nding e�ciency� i�e� the probability of �nding an electron track within
� cm around the electromagnetic cluster in the Spacal is investigated ����� It amounts

	Ambiguities �mirror hits� are a characteristic of drift chambers due to the evaluation of the drift
times�
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to �
� in the central region within a radius of �� cm where the distance of the wires is
small �� cm	� and ��� in the outer part at radii above �� cm where the BDC cells are
larger �� cm	� The di�erence is mainly due to HV problems in the outer part which� in
the ���� data taking period� led to dead sectors� In the intermediate region between
small and large cells� the data reveal larger ine�ciencies of up to ��� The Monte
Carlo simulation has been tuned to reproduce the behavior of the data everywhere to
better than ��� For the intermediate region a �dependent e�ciency correction ���� is
applied�

��	�� Resolution and Systematic Shift of the Electron Angle

The radial resolution of the BDC was determined using tracks measured in the CJC
pointing to the electron cluster in the Spacal� Since the acceptance of the CJC restricts
this method to the region of � � ���� the results were transferred to the central region
of the BDC with the help of Monte Carlo simulations� For nonpreshowering events
a radial resolution 	R of ��
 mm is achieved� for preshowering events the resolution is
��
 mm ����� The simulated Monte Carlo resolution was adjusted accordingly�

In general the polar angular resolution 	�� is composed of three di�erent sources� namely
the uncertainty of the measurement of the zcoordinate of the vertex position� the error
on the position of the BDC in z and the radial resolution of the BDC itself� However� in
�rst approximation� the uncertainties in z are small compared to the distance between
the vertex and the BDC ���� cm for the nominal vertex data	 and can be neglected�
The angular resolution can then be estimated as

	� � 	R
zBDC � zvtx

����	

yielding a minimum value of ��� mrad for nonpreshowering events with nominal in
teraction points� Possible systematic shifts of the measured polar angle have been
investigated� The uncertainty is estimated to be less than ��� mrad ����� This value is
assigned as an experimental uncertainty to the measurement of F� with both shifted
and nominal vertex data�

��	�� BDC Event Selection Criteria

Events are selected if the electron track is found within less than � cm in radial distance
%R and ��� cm in azimuthal distance R � %� to the center of gravity of the Spacal
cluster �cuts ) � and � in table ���	� The asymmetry of the cut in %R and R � %�
accounts for the di�erence between the azimuthal and radial resolution �see below	�
However� it should be emphasized that the limiting factor of these cuts is the spatial
resolution of the Spacal�

Fig� ��
 shows the distributions of %R �a	 and R � %� �b	 between the BDC track
extrapolated to the Spacal plane and the Spacal center of gravity� The agreement
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Figure ��
� �a� Radial and �b� azimuthal distance between the Spacal center of gravity and
the BDC track extrapolated to the Spacal plane for the DIS��p Monte Carlo simulation
�solid line� and the data �points�� The hatched histogram shows the contribution from �p

background events�
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Figure ���� �a� The distance between the selected electron track extrapolated to the Spacal
plane and the Spacal center of gravity is shown for the data �points� and the Monte Carlo
simulation �solid line�� The hatched histogram shows the contribution from photoproduction
background� In �b� the fraction of events accepted is shown as a function of y for the data
�points� and for the DIS��p �solid line� and DIS �dashed line� Monte Carlo simulation�
indicating that the loss of events is due to the rejection of photoproduction events�
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Figure ����� �a� Fraction of events accepted by the �ducial cut R� � ��� cm for the data
�points� and the DIS��p Monte Carlo simulation �solid line�� The dashed line shows the
same distribution for the DIS Monte Carlo simulation only� �b� Radial distribution of se�
lected events for the data �points� and the Monte Carlo simulation �solid line�� The hatched
histogram shows the contribution from photoproduction background�

between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation indicates that the angular measure
ment is well controlled� Furthermore� no overall shifts are observed� The distribution

of the distance
q
%R� � �R%��	 is shown in Fig� ����a	� Here the cuts %R � � cm and

R%� � ��� cm are imposed� In addition to the angular measurement the trackcluster
matching requirement is useful for the suppression of photoproduction background
since uncharged particles �e�g� photons	 which do not produce a track in the BDC
are not accepted as electron candidates� The background rejection is illustrated in
�g� ����b	 where the fraction of events accepted by the trackcluster matching cuts is
plotted as a function of ye� Both the data and the DIS��p Monte Carlo simulation
decrease towards high y to the level of ��� while the DIS Monte Carlo simulation
shows full e�ciency �� ���	 everywhere�

Events are rejected if the distance between the electron track and the beam axis� R��
is smaller than 
�� cm �cut ) 
 in table ���	� The value of this �ducial cut roughly
corresponds to a polar angle of to ������ ���
���	 in the nominal �shifted	 vertex data�
respectively� The main goal of this cut is to minimize energy leakage into the beam pipe�
In addition the spatial resolutions of both Spacal and BDC signi�cantly deteriorate
very close to the beam pipe due to edge e�ects� Monte Carlo simulation and data are
treated consistently with respect to the kinematic acceptance if the �ducial cut is based
on the beam coordinates which are measured with the central jet chamber CJC� �see
also section ���	� It should not be based on detector coordinates� In this analysis the
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�ducial circular cut is not exactly centered on the beam axis but shifted relative to the
beam axis by ����� cm in x and ���� cm in y� The shift accounts for the o�set of the
averaged beam position relative to the detector acceptance and for inhomogeneities in
the Insert of the Spacal ��g� ���	�

The behavior of the cut is investigated using a sample of DIS events withQ�
e � ��� GeV�

above a radius of 
��� cm� The fraction of events with R� � 
�� cm is depicted in
�g� �����a	 as a function of ye� Fig� �����b	 shows the distribution of R� for the �nal
event sample where all selection cuts as listed in table ��� are applied� In the region
of �� cm to �
 cm the data and the Monte Carlo simulation can be seen to deviate
from the expected monotonic dependence� In the following section the reason for this
behavior is investigated�

��	�� Investigation of the Measured Radial Dependence of

Rate

The measured rate behavior at radii between �� and �� cm shown in �g� �����b	 is
not a property of the physics processes� but has to be traced back to detector and�or
track reconstruction problems� In this context former analyses can be referred to in
which such e�ects were also observed in a similar region using data recorded with the
proportional chamber BPC and the BEMC calorimeter in the year ����� Indications
of poorly understood # and hence inappropriately simulated # dead material e�ects are
reported �

�� In this section the problem is reviewed� It is found that various e�ects
given by the spatial variation of the dead material in the H� Detector as well as the
BDC geometry play a role� The discussion motivates a phenomenological prescription
for a more appropriate treatment of the Monte Carlo simulation in the problematic
radial region�

Fig� �����a	 shows the radial distribution as measured in the Spacal not using the BDC�
The distributions in the data and in the Monte Carlo simulation show no signi�cant
deviation� The �uctuations of the slope can be explained by the limited spatial reso
lution of the Spacal due to the �nite granularity of the Spacal cells� This granularity
e�ect is more pronounced in �g� �����b	 where the di�erence between the number of
events reconstructed in the Spacal and in the BDC is depicted as a function of the
radius� Below a radius of �� cm and above �
 cm the data and the Monte Carlo sim
ulation show good agreement� The structure at small radii re�ects the migrations due
to the cell granularity of the Spacal� They are correctly reproduced in the Monte Carlo
simulation� At large radii �in the region above �
 cm	 the granularity e�ect disappears�
It is averaged out over more cells of the Spacal� However� clear disagreement is visible
in the intermediate region� The �uctuations of the data around the expectation from
Monte Carlo simulation� shown in �g� �����b	� indicate that migrations of events rather
than losses are responsible for the observed deviation in the data� Nonnegligible losses
of events would appear in this distribution as a depletion of the rate distribution in
the Spacal� �g� �����a	� From �g� �����a	 and �b	 one may conclude that in a large
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Figure ����� �a� Radial rate dependence of the �nal event sample measured in the Spacal� �b�
Di�erence between the number of events measured in the Spacal and in the BDC at a given
radius� �c� Fraction of events with more than � reconstructed tracks as a function of the radius
measured in the BDC� �d� Average di�erence between generated and reconstructed radius
for the standard Monte Carlo simulation �open points� and a Monte Carlo simulation with
increased CIZ end��ange density �full points�� �e� Radial rate dependence of the �nal sample
after correction of the simulation as measured in the BDC� �f� Correction function �see text��
In �a�� �b�� �c� and �e� the data �Monte Carlo simulation� are indicated by points �solid
lines�� respectively� The hatched histogram shows the contribution from photoproduction
background�
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number of events the selected electron track in the BDC is reconstructed unexpectedly
far away from the impact point in the Spacal�

In �g� �����c	 the fraction of events with more than �ve reconstructed tracks is plotted
as a function of the BDC radius for the data and for the Monte Carlo simulation� The
�gure shows that the Monte Carlo simulation does not only globally underestimate the
number of reconstructed tracks� but also fails to reproduce the shape of the distribution�
While the data show a certain structure� the simulation predicts a �at behavior at the
level of ��� outside the region �
 cm � R � �
 cm� increasing to a level of ��� at the
radii between �� and �� cm� In this region the end�ange electronics of the tracking
devices CIZ and CIP are situated�

A test simulation is performed increasing the simulated density of the CIZ end�ange
electronics to yield an increase of the simulated radiation length by a factor of �� The
cuto� energy of photons �electrons	 in the simulation is � ���	 MeV� respectively�
Particles with smaller energies are not simulated� Fig� �����d	 shows the comparison
between the standard Monte Carlo simulation and the simulation with enhanced CIZ
end�ange density plotting the di�erence between the radial impact point on generator
level and after detector simulation and reconstruction as a function of the generated
radial impact point� Apparently� the increase of the density leads to a shift of the
selected electron track towards smaller radii� The average position of the center of
gravity in the Spacal was found insensitive to the amount of dead material �not shown	�

An explanation for the observed e�ect can presently only be given in a qualitative way�
A quantitative study is still going on�

�� The migrations are due to preshowering processes� The interaction of the scat
tered electron with the dead material leads to preshowering processes producing
a large number of particles with low energy �e�� e�� �	� In the Spacal these sec
ondary particles are contained in the electron cluster� Since the position of the
cluster is dominated by the high energy primary electron �center of gravity	 the
Spacal is largely insensitive to preshowering e�ects� In contrast� the present BDC
track reconstruction and selection scheme separates single particle tracks inde
pendently of the particle energy� Consequently� the probability to correctly select
the track of the primary electron decreases as the number of tracks increases�

�� The event migration is probably due to the geometry of the dead material and
of the BDC� One should separate three possible sources�

Moving from larger to smaller radii the amount of dead material sharply increases
around the radius of �� cm leading to a strongly increased number of tracks
��g� �����c		� As a consequence the spatial resolution drastically degrades with
decreasing radius leading to migrations of events predominantly towards larger
radii�

Another in�uence is given by the presence of the magnetic �eld which bends low
energy �O��� MeV		 particles produced in preshowering processes towards lower
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radii� This e�ect # together with the deterioration of the resolution described
above # leads to a depletion of the rate in the edge region in connection with in
creased rates towards both smaller and larger radii� The Monte Carlo simulation
presented above can not account for the full e�ect since photons with an energy
of less than � MeV are not simulated�

As a third source of migrations the geometry of the BDC should be mentioned�
At a radius of about �� cm the wire distance of the BDC changes from � cm at
larger radii to � cm at smaller radii� The transition is mediated by a cell of � cm
size� The track reconstruction e�ciencies as well as the quality of the tracks �in
terms of ��BDC	 may vary considerably between the inner and the outer region�
Thus� the probability to select a track through one of the inner cells may be
enhanced�

In summary� the radial distribution measured in the BDC shows migrations of the se
lected electron track towards smaller radii in the region between �� and �� cmwhere the
intermediate BDC cell is situated� The present explanation for this e�ect is preshower
ing in combination with the BDC track reconstruction and selection algorithm which
is sensitive to geometry e�ects of the dead material� In the Monte Carlo simulation
the amount of dead material appears to be underestimated signi�cantly�

Motivated by the above �ndings a correction function for the application to the Monte
Carlo simulation is determined� For impact points measured in the Spacal at a radius
between ����� and ���� cm a shift of the radial position of the electron track by up
to � mm is performed� The size of the shift is described by a third order polynomial�
depicted in �g� �����f	� The coe�cients can be read o� the �gure caption� The radial
distribution of the corrected Monte Carlo simulation shows reasonable agreement with
the data ��g� �����e		�

For the measurement of F� the Monte Carlo simulation is corrected following the above
prescription� The in�uence of the correction on the measurement of F� amounts to ��
at maximum and is included in the systematic error� It mainly a�ects the region in
Q� between �� and �� GeV�� In the shifted vertex data analysis the Q� region above
��� GeV� is a�ected and is therefore not included in the analysis�

��
 Photoproduction Background

Photoproduction ��p	 processes form the main background source to the DIS event
sample due to their huge cross section of � ��� �b ����� The total cross section of DIS
events� above Q� � � GeV� is smaller by roughly a factor of ���� A comprehensive
review on photoproduction can be found in ��
�� In �p events electron and proton
interact with very small momentum transfer Q� � ���� GeV�� i�e� by exchange of an
almost real photon with low virtuality� At small Q� the transverse momentum of the
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scattered electron is negligible compared to the longitudinal component� and the elec
tron passes down the backward beam pipe� However� a fraction of the photoproduction
events satis�es the electron selection criteria when the electron signature is faked in
the detector by particles from the hadronic �nal state�

Typical fake electrons can be produced by high energy photons� for instance from

� decays �
� � ��	� converting into charged particles �e�	 in the dead material
�preshowering	� Furthermore the overlap of charged hadrons with photons� for instance

� and �� can produce an electron signature in the detector� Also� purely hadronic
showers can be classi�ed as electromagnetic due to statistical �uctuations in the shower
development�

In this analysis the event generator PHOJET ����� described in section ���� is used
to simulate the photoproduction background� The aim will be to use the simulated
events to subtract statistically the photoproduction background from the data� A good
description of the background is important since it directly a�ects the �nal result of
the cross section measurement� It will be found that it is necessary to apply a set of
corrections to the PHOJET simulation of the photoproduction background in order to
describe the data�

This section is organized as follows� In section ��
�� the data are compared to the
Monte Carlo simulation of the photoproduction background using events with electrons
detected in the electron tagger� Agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo
simulation is achieved after application of a set of corrections to the Monte Carlo
simulation �section ��
��	� A consistency check between the data and the corrected
Monte Carlo simulation is performed and an estimate on the uncertainty of the �p
background subtraction is given �section ��
��	�

��
�� Tagged Electron Events

About ��� of the photoproduction background events in the DIS sample can be iden
ti�ed unambiguously as background when the true scattered electron is detected in
the electron tagger of the luminosity system situated at ��� m in the HERA tunnel
�see section ���	� Since tagged electrons are bent by the magnetic �eld of the HERA
machine the acceptance of the electron tagger strongly depends on the electron mo
mentum and thus on the inelasticity y� In �g� �����a	 the y dependence of the tagger
acceptance is shown� It is restricted to a narrow range of ��� � y � ����

Events are called tagged in the following if a minimum energy of � GeV is detected in
the electron tagger within the region of good containment of the electron shower� This
condition is supported requiring the trigger element ���� All DIS event selection criteria
as listed in table ��� are imposed except the cut on E � pz �cut ) � in table ���	� In
addition to the DIS event selection criteria it is required that the energy in the photon
detector be less than � GeV and that the value of �E � pz	tot be less than �
 GeV�


This statement holds for scattered electrons above energies of a few hundred MeV only�
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Figure ����� �a� Acceptance of the electron tagger as a function of y� �b� Distribution of
E � pz for tagged events summing all energies in the central H
 calorimeters� The energy
measured in the electron tagger is not included�

�E � pz	tot is given by the value of E � pz measured in the central detector adding the
contribution from the energy measured in the electron tagger� i�e�

�E � pz	tot � E � pz � � � Ee�tagger� �����	

These additional cuts serve for the rejection of BetheHeitler DIS overlap events which
form a background to the tagged photoproduction sample �see below	�

In �g� �����b	 the distribution of E � pz for tagged events is shown for data and
corrected PHOJET Monte Carlo simulation� For events where the electron is not
measured in the central detector but escapes through the backward beam pipe the
relation

P
�E � pz	 � � � Ee � yJB holds �section ���	� The distribution thus directly

re�ects the tagger acceptance��� It shows that the bulk of tagged electron events is
situated at relatively small values of E� pz and would be rejected by the cut E� pz �
�� GeV applied to the DIS event sample� Since the region with �nite tagger acceptance
and the signal region are kinematically somewhat separated� the background to the
F� measurement can not directly be determined from the selected sample of tagged
photoproduction events in the data� but must be extrapolated from the region of tagged
events at small values of y� i�e� small E�pz� into the signal region at E�pz � �� GeV�
The extrapolation is performed with the help of the Monte Carlo simulation�

In �g� �����a	 the distribution �E� pz	tot� as de�ned in equation �����	� is shown� The
distribution has a maximum around �� GeV as expected for events where the energy

��Note that for the exact calculation of the tagger acceptance from the photoproduction data the y
dependence of the photoproduction cross section has to be taken into account�
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Figure ����� Tagged electron data �full points� and corrected PHOJET Monte Carlo sim�
ulation �solid line� are compared� �a� distribution of �E � pz�tot where the sum includes
the energy in the electron tagger� For events with �E � pz�tot � �� GeV �open points� the
photon detector requirement is removed� In �b� the energy in the electron tagger� in �c� the
energy of the fake electron candidate in the Spacal and in �d� the polar angular distribution
of the fake electron candidate are shown� The dashed histogram represents the behavior of
the PHOJET Monte Carlo simulation before any correction�

of all particles is contained in the detector� The entries with �E� pz	tot � �
 GeV are
due to BetheHeitler �BH	 events �ep� ep�	 which overlap with DIS events and thus
ful�ll the electron selection criteria as given in table ��� �for BH events see section ���	�
Here� for events with �E�pz	tot � �
 GeV no requirement on the energy in the photon
detector is imposed� Due to the large cross section of BH processes the overlap rate
with DIS events is of the order of � ����� The �gure shows that the single event
values of �E � pz	tot in overlap events add to a value of �E � pz	tot of � �� GeV on
average� For the study of the photoproduction background using tagged events the BH
DIS overlap events are rejected by imposing the above described requirements� that
�E � pz	tot � �
 GeV and that the energy in the photon detector is less than � GeV�

In �g� �����b	 the energy distribution of tagged electrons is compared between the
data and the PHOJET Monte Carlo simulation� The simulated energy of the electron
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is recalculated using the generated electron energy and smearing it by a Gaussian of
����

p
E according to the energy resolution of the electron tagger� The tagger accep

tance ��g� �����a		 is accounted for using a ydependent event weighting� Fig� �����c	
and �d	 depict the energy and angular distribution of the �fake	 electron candidate
in the Spacal� respectively� The corrected Monte Carlo distributions match reason
ably with the data� The angular distribution reveals that the discrepancy between the
data and the uncorrected Monte Carlo simulation mainly originates from the region of
� � ����� In this region no measurement of the hadronic �nal state in photoproduction
has been performed so far� The corrections applied in this analysis to the PHOJET
simulation are described in the following section�

��
�� Corrections to the PHOJET simulation

The simulation of the fake electron candidate and the subsequent shower development
in the Spacal is only one aspect of the description of the hadronic �nal state in pho
toproduction processes� The background sample of tagged events presented above is
not at all suitable for an investigation of photoproduction processes� However� for the
purpose of the F� measurement the simulation is only required to e�ectively describe
the data distributions relevant for the statistical background subtraction� Therefore
a phenomenological treatment of the background simulation which may or may not
average over the possibly di�erent sources of any discrepancy is justi�ed�

Various combinations of event selection cuts have been applied to investigate the dis
crepancy between the simulated PHOJET photoproduction background and the data�
The most striking e�ect is found when the requirement that a reconstructed vertex ex
ists is removed� In �g� �����a	 the angular distributions of fake electrons in the data and
in the uncorrected PHOJET Monte Carlo simulation are compared� Here all selection
criteria for tagged events are imposed except the vertex requirement� The fact that the
distributions agree as soon as the vertex requirement is removed indicates discrepan
cies in the vertex reconstruction e�ciency� The overall normalization� i�e� the absolute
number of simulated events for a given integrated luminosity� is reasonably described�
The comparison with the number of events in �g� �����d	 where the vertex requirement
is imposed shows that in the data almost all events have a reconstructed vertex while
in the simulation a large fraction of events is rejected by the vertex requirement�

The total photoproduction cross section can be decomposed into four classes of di�rac
tive processes and a nondi�ractive part ���� �see section ���	� This classi�cation scheme
is also used in the PHOJET generator� In rough agreement with ���� the simulation
used in this analysis assumes the following relative contributions to the total photo
production cross section�

	ND � 	EL � 	PD � 	GD � 	DD � ���� � ���� � ��� � ���� � ���

However� the experimental uncertainties of these numbers are large ���� to ��� de
pending on the type of process	� Results achieved in the framework of a more recent
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Figure ����� �a� Data �points� and PHOJET Monte Carlo simulation �dashed line� are
compared with respect to the angular distribution of fake electrons for tagged events without
vertex requirement� �b� The same distribution with vertex requirement in the data �points��
the uncorrected PHOJET �dotted line� as well as the process weighted �dashed line� and the
fully corrected PHOJET �solid line�� �c� Distribution of �max in the laboratory frame for
the data �points� without vertex requirement and PHOJET with �dotted line� and without
�dashed line� vertex requirement� �d� Composition of simulated subprocesses as a function
of �max after correction� EL� DD� GD� PD stand for elastic processes� double dissociation�
photon dissociation and proton dissociation� respectively�

analysis �
�� motivate a modi�cation of the simulated cross sections� According to the
recommendations process dependent weights are applied to the simulated PHOJET
events� resulting in the following ratios of cross sections�

	ND � 	EL � 	PD � 	GD � 	DD � �
�� � ���� � ��� � ���� � ����

The overall normalization remains unchanged� The angular distribution of the fake
electrons obtained for the reweighted simulation is shown in �g� �����b	� Here� the
vertex requirement is imposed� The corrected distribution agrees signi�cantly better
with the data than the uncorrected distribution� This suggests that at large polar
angles �� � ����	 the description of the photoproduction background is very sensitive
to the choice of the relative magnitudes of the subprocesses of photoproduction�
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The behavior of the di�erent subprocesses is brie�y investigated as a function of the
maximum pseudorapidity �max� de�ned as

�max � � ln tan
+min

�
� �����	

where +min is the minimum measured polar angle of signi�cant energy deposit in the
detector �� ��� MeV for clusters in the Spacal	� Di�ractive and nondi�ractive pro
cesses have di�erent �max distributions� In photon di�raction �GD	 and elastic processes
�EL	 the proton stays intact and the forward region is devoid of energy ��rapidity gap�	�
Thus� the measured values of �max are small or negative� In proton dissociation �PD	
and double di�ractive �DD	 processes the proton breaks up� forming the proton rem
nant measured in the forward detectors and the value of �max is large� Nondi�ractive
processes� in general� have larger values of �max since there is no rapidity gap between
the scattered quark jet and the proton remnant�

Fig� �����c	 shows the �max distribution in the laboratory frame for tagged events
without vertex requirement compared with the uncorrected Monte Carlo simulation�
Contrary to the simulation the distribution of the data does not contain events with
extreme values of �max � ����� The vertex requirement can be seen to reject all
events with a large rapidity gap ��max � ����� i�e� +min � ����	� This value roughly
corresponds to the acceptance of the central jet chambers of the H� detector� In the
data events with a fake electron candidate at � � ���� still have a vertex� while in the
simulation this is not the case� The conclusion at this point is that the description of
the hadronic �nal state and the di�erent subprocesses of photoproduction and�or the
tracking chamber acceptance is not fully understood in the extreme backward region�

The above investigations show that the choice of the relative subprocess cross sections
has a large in�uence on the distribution of simulated tagged events� �g� �����b	� How
ever� a satisfactory description of the data has not been achieved yet� The remaining
discrepancy is e�ectively removed by a simple weighting of the nondi�ractive com
ponent� This appears justi�ed because a lack of events in the simulation is visible in
particular at large values of �max ��g� �����c		 where the nondi�ractive contribution is
dominant� The chosen weights W are described as a linear function of the angle of the
fake electron as W � ����fake electron� ����	 � ����� The maximum �minimum	 applied
weights are limited to a value of ��� ���
	� respectively� Since the nondi�ractive contri
bution to the total cross section is of the order of � ��� an increase of the number of
events by ��� is expected at large values of �� The e�ect of the correction is displayed
in �g� �����b	� The solid line shows the angular distribution of the fake electron in the
PHOJET Monte Carlo simulation including both the process dependent reweighting
of the di�ractive components and the correction of the nondi�ractive events� Reason
able agreement between the data and the simulation is achieved� In �g� �����d	 the
decomposition of the di�erent di�ractive and nondi�ractive processes is shown as a
function of �max for the corrected simulation� All selection criteria� including the vertex
requirement are imposed� Comparisons of the corrected distributions with the data are
also shown in �g� �����b	 and �g� �����
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Figure ����� DIS events with inverted cut on the cluster radius ��� cm � Rcl � � cm for
the data �points� and the DIS��p Monte Carlo simulation �open points�� The corrected �p
background simulation is represented by the hatched histogram� In �a� the distribution of
E � pz is shown� �b� and �c� depict the distributions of ye and Q�

e � �d� shows the z�position
of the reconstructed vertex�

��
�� Consistency Check with Rejected Events

So far� the normalization of the Monte Carlo simulation has been investigated using
tagged events� The main uncertainty in the determination of the photoproduction
background is given by the extrapolation from the region of the tagger acceptance at
moderate values of y to the signal region corresponding to high y using the Monte
Carlo simulation� In this analysis� additional uncertainties arise from the discrepancies
and corrections of the Monte Carlo simulation� In the following a consistency check
independent of the electron tagger requirement is performed�

An event sample with a large contamination from photoproduction background is se
lected by demanding that the cluster radius Rcl be larger than ��� cm and less than
� cm� All DIS selection criteria except the cut on E � pz and the cluster radius Rcl

�cuts ) � and ) � in table ���	 are imposed� As shown in section ��� the fraction
of DIS events with Rcl � ��� cm is small� thus the photoproduction contribution is
enhanced� The cluster radius is to �rst order independent of the event kinematics or
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topology� Consequently� the events selected here have properties very similar to other
photoproduction events in the DIS sample�

Data and corrected DIS��p Monte Carlo simulation are compared in the range of
ye � ���� where the photoproduction background becomes signi�cant� Fig� �����a	
shows the distribution of E � pz to which the data and the �p�DIS Monte Carlo
simulation agree reasonably well� The simulated contribution from photoproduction
amounts to more than ��� of the event sample and thus provides good sensitivity to
mismatches between the photoproduction background in the data and the Monte Carlo
expectation� In �g� �����b	 and �c	 the distributions ye and Q�

e are shown� respectively�
and in �d	 the distribution of the reconstructed event vertex is shown�

In general the Monte Carlo simulation agrees very well with the data� The most
prominent discrepancy is visible in �g� �����b	 in the bin of ���� � ye � ���� Here
the simulation undershoots the data by approximately ���� For the measurement of
F� an uncertainty of ��� is therefore assigned to the normalization of the subtracted
photoproduction background�

��� Radiative Corrections

The Born cross section from which the structure function F� is extracted describes ep
scattering to lowest order perturbation theory as shown in �g� ���� In contrast� the
experimentally measured cross section includes all orders of electroweak interaction
diagrams� For the correct extraction of the structure function F� from the measured
cross section it is therefore necessary to correct for contributions from higher order
processes� A detailed description of radiative corrections can be found in �����

����� Outline of QED Radiation

The largest contributions to the correction arise from QED processes to �rst order in ��
where a bremsstrahlung photon is radiated from the electron or the proton� and from
QED vertex corrections� Depending on whether the photon is radiated from a quark in
the proton or from the electron one can distinguish between �quarkonic� and �leptonic�
photon radiation� Relative to leptonic radiation quarkonic radiation is suppressed by
the quark charge squared and the inverse of the quark mass squared� Interference
terms including also box diagrams of � and Z� exchange� contribute less than ��
to the correction� Self energy corrections due to vacuum polarizations are usually
absorbed in the running of the QED coupling constant �� At low and moderate values
of Q� � ��� GeV� �as in this analysis	 weak interaction diagrams can be neglected since
their matrix element is suppressed by the squared masses of the interaction bosons Z�

and W� in the propagator term�

The leptonic photon radiation processes signi�cantly dominate the corrections� They
are described in the leading logarithmic approximation by the two Feynman diagrams
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Figure ����� The most relevant Feynman diagrams of the process ep � ep�� �a� initial
state radiation� �b� �nal state radiation� P �p�� e�k� denote the four�momenta of the incident
particles� X�p��� e�k��� ��K� refer respectively to the hadronic �nal state� the scattered
electron and the radiated photon� q� �q��� q���� give the four momentum squared of the
virtual photon �electron��

in �g� ���� �a	 and �b	 commonly called initial state radiation �ISR	 and �nal state
radiation �FSR	 respectively� p� k� p� and k� denote the fourmomenta of the incoming
proton and electron� and the outgoing hadronic �nal state and the electron� q is the
fourmomentum transfer carried by the virtual interaction photon and q�� q�� refer to
the fourmomenta of the inner electron lines� The fourmomentum of the radiated
photon is denoted by K� The cross section of photon radiation becomes particularly
large for collinearly radiated photons due to singularities in the kinematic limits of
the fourmomentum distribution� Experimentally one distinguishes between di�erent
event classes in the detector �����

 Bethe	Heitler Processes� Due to the singularity of the matrix element in the
limit of q� � �� q��� q��� � m�

e most radiative events have both electron and
radiated photon scattered at very small angles� The case of elastic scattering
�in the limit of y � �	 is called the BetheHeitler process �BH	 ����� Due to
the small scattering angles� both electron and radiated bremsstrahlung photon
as well as the proton disappear through the beam pipe� The BH cross section is
very large # the part visible in the acceptance of the luminosity system amounts
to � �� mb ���� # and can be calculated within QED in the relativistic limit
to very high accuracy� For this reason BH events are used as the reference for
the H� luminosity measurement using the electron and photon detectors in the
HERA tunnel �see also sections ��� and ��
	�

 In QED Compton Processes the negative momentum transfer squared �q� of
the virtual photon is small compared to jq��j and q��� of the radiated �real	 photon
# electron system� The QED Compton signature is given by two electromagnetic
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clusters in the backward region which are coplanar �%� � �
��	� In elastic and
most inelastic QED Compton events the rest of the detector is empty so that no
tracks are reconstructed� Since in this analysis a reconstructed vertex is required
the background from QED Compton events is negligible�

 InRadiative DIS Events a photon of high energy is radiated from the incoming
or outgoing electron� Due to the singularities of the matrix element at q�� � � and
q��� � � photons are dominantly radiated collinear with the electrons� The four
momentum transfer� Q�� of the virtual photon is large enough ��q� � Q� � �	
for the electron to be detected in the main detector� Radiative DIS events are
therefore contained in the selected DIS event sample� For the Born diagram the
kinematics calculated at the electronphoton vertex �leptonic	 and the proton
photon vertex �hadronic	 are equal� In contrast� the kinematics of radiative events
are reconstructed di�erently depending on the chosen reconstruction method �see
section ���	� Since leptonic radiation is dominant the electron method has the
largest corrections to the measured cross section ��RC � ��� at ye � ���	� The
loss of electron energy due to the radiation of an �undetected	 photon results in
an overestimation of ye and thus in the migration of the event towards larger
values of y and Q� compared to the true underlying event kinematics� Hadronic
reconstruction methods are mainly a�ected by the quarkonic corrections which
are at the level of ��� In this analysis the Monte Carlo generator program
DJANGO ��
� is used to correct the measured cross section to the Born level�
DJANGO accounts for the radiation of a real photon to lowest order in � in both
ISR and FSR processes �see section ���	�

Experimentally� radiative events can be de�ned as ISR or FSR on the grounds that the
radiated photon is predominantly collinear with the electron� In initial state radiative
events the bremsstrahlung photon typically escapes through the backward beam pipe
and is not detected in the central detector� The de�nition used in the context of
the investigation presented in section ����� follows the information about the �mother�
particle of the photon available on the generator level of DJANGO� An event is classi�ed
as ISR �FSR	 if the radiated photon originates from the incident �scattered	 electron�
respectively� The cuto� energy for the simulation of radiated photons is �� keV�

Analytical programs� in particular the package HECTOR ����� have been used ���� to
investigate the description of radiative processes and the resulting radiative corrections
implemented in DJANGO� The total systematic error amounts to �� due to theoretical
uncertainties in the in�uence from higher order processes which are not implemented
in DJANGO as well as quarkonic corrections� At Q� � ���� GeV� �measured in
the shifted vertex data analysis	 an error of �� is assigned due to uncertainties of
the structure function F� and R at very small Q� and the absence of soft photon
exponentiation in DJANGO �����
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����� Investigation of QED Final State Radiation

While in ISR processes the radiated photon escapes from the detector� �nal state ra
diated photons typically appear in the vicinity of the scattered electron in the electron
detector� Former analyses� using the BEMC calorimeter� have neglected the in�uence
of FSR events� Due to the granularity of the BEMC electron and photon were generally
measured in the same cluster� Separation of the two clusters was only feasible above
an opening angle between electron and photon of ��� corresponding to a distance in the
BEMC of roughly �� cm ����� In contrast� the granularity of the Spacal and the cluster
algorithm used allows to separate clusters above a distance of � cm� This is shown in
�g� �����a	� where the fraction of simulated events with two electromagnetic clusters
classi�ed as FSR is plotted as a function of the distance between scattered electron
and radiated photon in the Spacal plane� At � cm the onset of the cluster separation is
visible� This value roughly corresponds to the minimum distance between the centers
of nonneighboring cells in the electromagnetic Spacal� The fraction of events below
� cm is due to events where electron and photon appear in the same cluster and the
second cluster is produced by the hadronic �nal state� With the improved single par
ticle separation of the Spacal the fraction of measurable FSR processes is signi�cantly
increased compared to former measurements� Since the kinematic reconstruction of
the events is based on the electron identi�cation� the separation of the electron and the
FSR photon leads to migrations to smaller values of Q� and x� It is therefore necessary
to investigate whether the Monte Carlo simulation correctly describes the distribution
of events with separated electron and photon candidates�

Events are selected with at least two electromagnetic clusters in the Spacal� In addition
all standard DIS selection criteria as given in table ��� are imposed� The cluster with
the second highest energy is assumed to belong to the radiative photon� The photon
candidate must have an energy of at least � GeV and a cluster radius of less than ��� cm�
No track requirements are imposed� Apart from the two electromagnetic clusters the
Spacal is required to be empty� events are therefore rejected if the total energy in the
Spacal �Electromagnetic � Hadronic section	 outside the two electromagnetic clusters
is larger than ��� GeV� The contribution from initial state radiative events is reduced by
applying a cut on E�pz � �� GeV� The contamination from backward hadronic energy
�ow is suppressed selecting events in the kinematic region of moderate inelasticities
���� � yJB � ���� In this region photoproduction background is negligible� In FSR�
contrary to QED Compton� electron and photon are typically situated in the same
azimuthal hemisphere� In the framework of this technical study events with %� � ���

are rejected� Note that most QED Compton events are rejected due to the vertex
requirement� Fig� �����b	 depicts the distribution of the energy sum of the electron
and photon clusters for the selected events� The contribution from nonradiative events
in the selected sample where at least one of the two electromagnetic clusters is produced
by the hadronic �nal state is very small� The energy distribution of the second cluster
is shown in �g� �����c	� Finally in �g� �����d	 the distance between the electron and
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Figure ����� �a� Fraction of FSR events with two separate electromagnetic clusters in the
Spacal as a function of the distance between the photon and the electron as determined from
the Monte Carlo simulation� �b� The sum of the electron and the photon energy in the
data �points� and in the Monte Carlo simulation �solid line�� The dark hatched histogram
shows the true FSR contribution as classi�ed on Monte Carlo generator level� The light
hatched histogram refers to events classi�ed as ISR� �c� Energy distribution of the second
electromagnetic cluster� �d� Distribution of the distance between the electron and the photon
candidate�

the photon in the plane of the Spacal is depicted� In �c	 and �d	 the sum of the energies
of the electron and the photon are required to be larger than �� GeV�

In summary� it has been shown that the process of QED �nal state radiation can be
resolved with the Spacal� The investigations prove that the Monte Carlo generator
DJANGO describes the data within the present level of precision� The fraction of
resolved FSR events in the DIS sample is of the order of ����� The total fraction of
FSR events in the DIS sample amounts to ��� roughly� In the selected region of phase
space FSR events form the main contribution to the cross section for events where two
electromagnetic clusters are present�
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���� Kinematic Distributions

In this section the selected event sample is presented by showing the fundamental
kinematic distributions used in the measurement of the double di�erential cross section
and the structure function F�� For the distributions shown all cuts of table ��� are
imposed� In addition events with yJB � ���� are rejected� The latter cut is used to
suppress the region where the Monte Carlo simulation does not reproduce the vertex
reconstruction e�ciency of the data �see section ���	� Data and Monte Carlo simulation
are normalized to the integrated luminosity�

In �g� ���
�a	 the distribution of the energy of the scattered electron is shown� in
�g� ���
�b	 its polar scattering angle �e� The upper edge of the �e distribution is due
to the �ducial cut on the detector acceptance at a radius of 
�� cm �see section ���	�

One of the reconstruction methods used in this analysis to derive the Lorentz invariant
quantities Q� and y is the electron method �section ���	� The distribution of Q�

e is
shown in �g� ���
�c	� Events with Q�

e larger than �� GeV are accumulated in the
over�ow bin� The distribution of ye is presented in �g� ���
�d	� Since events with
yJB � ����� corresponding to log���yJB	 � ���� are rejected the distribution of ye
rapidly decreases towards smaller values� The long tail is due to the di�erent behavior
of ye and yJB� The sharp edge at a value of ����� is due to the energy cut of 
 GeV
for the scattered electron�

An alternative reconstruction method used in this analysis is the ( method� The
distributions of Q�

� and y� are shown in �g� ���
�e	 and �f	� respectively� The sharp
drop in the distribution of log���y�	 at a value of ���� re�ects the cut yJB � ����� At
high values of y� the energy cut of 
 GeV is visible as a comparably soft threshold� In
both reconstruction methods x is calculated via x � Q��sy�

Fig� �����a	 shows the distribution of the ratio y��ye� The tail at low values mostly
contains ISR events where ye is overestimated� The tail at high values is mainly due to
the detector resolution� The agreement between the data and the DIS��pMonte Carlo
indicates that the hadronic �nal state is reasonably well reproduced in the Monte Carlo
simulation� Furthermore� it gives con�dence that the resolutions of both y� and ye are
well understood and that the calibrations of electromagnetic and hadronic energies are
consistent� This is particularly important for the use of the ( method� Fig� �����b	
shows the ratio of the transverse momenta of the scattered electron and the hadronic
�nal state p��h�p��e� Good agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo simulation
is found� The large width of the distribution is due to the fact that the data sample
is dominated by events with low Q�� Since the transverse momenta in such events are
small on average already small �uctuations of the measured energies can have a large
e�ect on the ratio�

Details of the hadronic �nal state distributions in the simulation are brie�y investi
gated� The individual share of hadronic energy between the di�erent detector compo
nents is measured and the relative contribution to the measured value of y� is plotted�
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Figure ���
� Data �points� and DIS��p Monte Carlo simulation �solid line� are compared
using di�erent kinematic quantities� �a� shows the energy distribution and �b� the polar
angle of the scattered electron �e� �c� and �d� depict the distributions of Q�

e and log���ye��
respectively� as reconstructed using the electron method� In �e� and �f� the kinematic variables
Q�
� and log���y�� obtained with the � method are shown� In all �gures the hatched histogram

represents the simulated photoproduction background�
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Figure ����� Data �points� and Monte Carlo simulation �solid lines� are compared with
respect to the measurement of the hadronic �nal state� �a� shows the ratio y��ye� �b�
depicts the ratio of the transverse momenta of the hadronic �nal state and the scattered
electron p��h�p��e as determined using the calorimeters� The hatched histogram represents
the simulated photoproduction background� In �c� and �d� the contribution to the measured
value of log���y�� is shown� �c� The overall distribution is shown by �full points�� Also
shown are the contributions from the di�erent detector components� namely the Liquid Argon
Calorimeter �full squares�� the Spacal �open points� and the track chambers �triangles�� In
�d� the relative contribution of the Liquid Argon Calorimeter �full squares�� the Spacal �open
points� and the track chambers �triangles� are shown� The solid lines in �c� and �d� represent
the respective distributions obtained by the Monte Carlo simulation�
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Fig� �����c	 shows the distributions of log���y�	 from the di�erent detector compo
nents� Note that here the cut on yJB � ���� is removed� The contributions measured
in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter� in the Spacal and in tracks are obtained by weighting
each event according to the fractions of y� measured in the respective detector compo
nent� Fig� �����d	 shows the relative fractions of y� in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter�
the Spacal and tracks� In the Spacal substantial contributions from hadrons are seen
at values of y� � ��� continuously rising towards larger values� Discrepancies at
the few percent level appear in the region of very low y and at high y� Note that
discrepancies at this level are to �rst order not important to this analysis since the
measurement depends only on the description of the total distribution of y�� The fact
that at high y the measured hadronic energy �ow in the Spacal is larger than expected
in the simulation is possibly due not only to an imperfect simulation of the hadronic
�nal state on generation and�or simulation level� but also to the underestimation of
preshowering processes in the Monte Carlo simulation� The scattered electrons are
typically accompanied by a �halo� of low energy particles which may form clusters in
the Spacal separate from the electron cluster� These clusters are counted as hadronic
and thus increase the fraction of y� measured in the Spacal� Note that the energy
calibration is not directly a�ected as long as the same cluster algorithm is used in both
the calibration procedure and in the analysis�

���� Summary

In this chapter the event selection has been presented� The selection criteria� based on
the identi�cation of the scattered electron� are discussed in detail and the measurement
of the polar angle of the scattered electron is described� Comparisons of the data with
Monte Carlo simulations are performed� Substantial corrections to the Monte Carlo
simulations are found necessary in particular in the description of the radial distribution
measured in the BDC and of the photoproduction background� The tuned Monte Carlo
simulation has been proven to agree well with the data� In conclusion� the detector
response is well understood� allowing a precise extraction of the structure function
F��x�Q�	 as presented in the following chapter�



Chapter �

Measurement of the Structure
Function F��x�Q

��

In general� the structure function F��x�Q
�	 is measured by determining the Born cross

section in bins of x and Q�� In section ��� the particular method chosen in the present
analysis is described� In this method the tuned Monte Carlo simulation is used to
describe the properties of the detector and to account for all necessary corrections to
the data� The investigations performed in the previous chapter have shown that the
corrected Monte Carlo simulation is in good agreement with the data� According to
equation ����	 the structure function F� will now be extracted from the data�

In section ��� the analysis bins are de�ned� A summary of the systematic uncertainties
is given in section ���� The result of the measurement is presented in section ����
Finally� the structure function F� and the total virtual photon proton cross section are
compared with previous results and with model predictions �section ���	�

��� Dening the Analysis Bins

It is necessary to de�ne the binning� i�e� the intervals in the kinematic plane of x
and Q�� in which the measurement of the double di�erential cross section and F� is
performed� In general� the binning should be chosen such that the following criteria
are optimally satis�ed�

 The correlations between di�erent bins should be minimized� In order to limit
the number of events migrating in and out of the bin� the bin size should be
chosen to be larger than the detector resolutions �Q� and �x�

 The number of selected events in a given bin should be large enough to keep the
statistical error smaller than the systematic error�

 Most systematic uncertainties �such as the energy calibration of electron and
hadrons� the detector resolution� trigger and vertex reconstruction e�ciency

���
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Figure ���� Kinematic plane of x and Q�� The binning used for this measurement is shown
by the diamonds� The points denote the chosen central values of the bins� Full �open�
points indicate the bins where the electron �� method� is used respectively� The hatched
histogram shows the region of the measurement with shifted vertex data� Also shown are
lines of constant electron energy E�

e� polar angle �e and inelasticity y�

etc�	 scale with y rather than x� Since the precision of this analysis is dominated
by systematic uncertainties it is preferable to choose a y � Q� binning which
allows the width of the bins to be adjusted to suit the experimental conditions�

Consequently� in this analysis a y�Q� binning is chosen with increased bin size towards
smaller values of y according to the deterioration of the yresolution� The bin width
and the central values in Q� are chosen as in previous analyses of the H� collaboration
���� ��� in order to allow for easy comparisons�
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Fig� ��� shows the kinematic plane as a function of Q� and x in a logarithmic scale� The
region of detector acceptance for the data recorded in ���� is illustrated by the lines
of constant polar angle� The hatched area indicates the kinematic region explored
in the measurement with shifted vertex data which reaches up to polar scattering
angles of ��
�� The acceptance region for the data with nominal vertex position is
limited to polar angles below ����� The grid indicates the boundaries of the bins
used in this analysis� The central values chosen for the measurement are marked by
points� Full �open	 points refer to bins where the electron �(	 method is used for the
reconstruction of the event kinematics �see section ���	� In the region with y 
 ����
the electron method is used while at smaller values of y the ( method is preferred� No
measurement is performed in the region where y at the bin center is smaller than �����
In this region the vertex reconstruction e�ciency is not completely understood �see
section ���	� The error bars for each bin illustrate the resolutions �Q� and �x of the
respective reconstruction method as determined using the Monte Carlo simulation of
nonradiative events� Towards smaller values of y� i�e� larger values of x� the expected
signi�cant deterioration of the resolution �x is visible�

Also shown are lines of constant energy of the scattered electron� Events with an
electron energy of ����� GeV are situated at a value of x � ������ �� Ee�Ep	�
independent of Q�� Also shown is the line of ���� GeV scattered electron energy�
Towards small values of Q� the x values corresponding to this energy decrease� thus
opening up a large region of phase space between this energy and the beam energy�
The projection of this region onto the energy of the scattered electron appears as a
prominent enhancement around the electron beam energy� known as the kinematic
peak �see section ���	� In this region a small variation of the electron energy implies
a large di�erence in the value of x� Thus� the resolution �x�x of the electron method
severely deteriorates when approaching the beam energy �see section ���	�

The magnitude of the migrations of events between di�erent bins can be quanti�ed by
the �acceptance� and the �stability�� The calculation of these quantities is performed
using the Monte Carlo simulation of nonradiative DIS events�

 The stability denotes the fraction of simulated events which are reconstructed in
the same bin as they were generated in� In �g� ��� the stability is shown as a
function of y� At large y the stability of the electron method is clearly superior�
rapidly deteriorating towards low y� i�e� large x� At small values of y the (
method is in general more stable� Here� also bins are shown which are excluded
from the measurement of F�� The combination of the two reconstruction methods
for the measurement ensures that the stability is larger than ��� in all analysis
bins�

 The acceptance is de�ned as the ratio between the number of events actually
measured �reconstructed	 in a given bin and the number of events generated
according to the cross section in this bin� The acceptance can become larger
than unity due to migration e�ects� Fig� ��� depicts the acceptance as a function
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Figure ���� The �stability	 �de�nition see text� as a function of y in di�erent bins of Q� for
the electron method �full points� and the � method �open points�� The dark �light� hatched
area indicates the region of y where the electron ��� method is used for the measurement�
The bins outside the hatched area are not included in the �nal result�

of y for the two reconstruction methods� the electron and the ( method� A �at
behavior is observed for both methods� In the bins used in the measurement the
acceptance deviates by less than ��� from unity� This behavior is mainly due
to the cut on E � pz � �� GeV �Cut ) � in table ���	� By removing this cut
the fraction of events with initial state radiation in the event sample is strongly
increased �see also �g� ����c		� For ISR events the reconstructed value of ye� as
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Figure ���� The �acceptance	 �de�nition see text� as a function of y in di�erent bins of Q� for
the electron method �full points� and the � method �open points�� The dark �light� hatched
area indicates the region of y where the electron ��� method is used for the measurement�
For the bins where the electron method is used the acceptance is shown for a sample of
simulated events with the cut E � pz � �� GeV removed �triangles�� In the �gure points
with an acceptance of larger than 
�� are manually set to 
���

reconstructed using the electron method� is overestimated� leading to an increased
acceptance in the region of the measurement rising towards large values of y�
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��� Systematic Errors

The di�erent sources of systematic uncertainty� which have been discussed in detail in
the sections ��� # ��
� are summarized�

�� The absolute energy scale of the scattered electron is known to the level
of ���� for electrons scattered with ���� GeV and ���� at 
 GeV �section �����	�
For the shifted vertex data the uncertainty is �� at ���� GeV and �� at � GeV�
The resulting uncertainty on the measurement of the structure function F� is
estimated by increasing and decreasing the absolute energy scale of the electron
assuming a linear behavior of the energy scale uncertainty between ���� at 
 GeV
and ���� at ���� GeV� Fig� ����a	 shows the in�uence of a downward miscali
bration within the energy scale uncertainty on the measured cross section as a
function of ye� In the medium yerange the uncertainty is at the level of � to
�� rising sharply to the level of �� at the smallest values of ye� Note that at
y � ���� the ( method is used for the measurement which is less sensitive to
miscalibrations of the electron energy�

�� The hadronic energy scale of the Spacal is calibrated to better than ��
�section ���	� The energy scale of hadrons in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter is
known to �� ����� Fig� ����b	 shows the in�uence of a potential overestimation
of hadronic energies in the Spacal by �� on the measurement of F� using the
electron method� It is less than �� and mainly arises from the selection cut on
E � pz � �� �cut ) � in table ���	�

�� The trigger e�ciency is determined from the data �section ���	� In general
it is above ���� Small extra corrections at the level of �� are applied for some
of the bins at high values of y� especially at small Q�� corresponding to the very
inner region of the Spacal� The losses due to the ToF veto conditions used on
the �rst trigger level L� amount to �� � ����� Ine�ciencies due to potential
problems of the event �ltering software at the trigger levels L� and L� are found
negligible �� ����	�

�� The vertex reconstruction e�ciency is measured� The Monte Carlo simu
lation reproduces the data to better than �� �section ���	 in the region above
ye � ����� This value of �� is assigned as a systematic error to the result of F�

in all bins of the measurement�

�� The BDC electron track �nding e�ciency is larger than �
� ����	 in the
inner �outer	 region� This behavior is reproduced in the Monte Carlo simulation
to better than �� �section �����	 �����

�� Potential angular misalignments leading to shifts of the measured polar scat
tering angle of the electron �e are smaller than ��� mrad �section ���	 ����� The
resulting uncertainty of the measurement of F� is illustrated in �g� ����c	�
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Figure ���� Deviation of the measured cross section as a function of ye if �a� the electron
energy is miscalibrated within the energy scale uncertainty by ����� at ���� GeV and �����
at � GeV� �b� the hadronic energy scale in the Spacal is miscalibrated by ���� �c� the polar
angle of the scattered electron is shifted by ���� mrad� �d� Uncertainty introduced by the
selection cuts� Explicitly shown are the in�uences of the selection cuts Ee�had �dashed line�
and E � pz �dotted line�� Separately shown is the e�ect of the �ducial cut �dashed�dotted
line��

�� In the radial region between �� cm � R � ��cm additional uncertainties
on the scattering angle arise due to spatial variations of the dead material and�or
BDC detector problems in the transition region of the BDC �section �����	� The
systematic error is estimated using the di�erence of the F� result obtained with
the corrected and the uncorrected Monte Carlo simulation� It amounts to �� at
maximum and a�ects the bins with Q� 
 �� GeV� only�


� The uncertainty of the electron selection e�ciency is determined for the
selection cuts ) � # � as listed in table ��� �see also section ��� and ���	� It is
calculated using the DIS Monte Carlo simulation as ��� of the fraction of events
lost due to the respective cut� For the E�pz cut only the nonradiative events are
taken into account� Fig� ����d	 shows the combined uncertainty from all electron
selection cuts� The largest contributions to the uncertainty come from the cut on
the hadronic energy behind the electron candidate in the Spacal Ee�had � ��� GeV
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and the cut on E�pz � �� GeV� Separately shown is the in�uence of the �ducial
cut R� � 
�� cm� This cut is relevant only for the Q� bins below � GeV��

�� The uncertainty on the photoproduction background subtraction is es
timated to ��� �section ��
	� Only the bins at large y are contaminated by
photoproduction background of more than ��� In no bin is the contribution
larger than ��� of the DIS signal� The resulting uncertainty of the measurement
of F�� consequently� is smaller than �� everywhere�

��� The beam induced background in the �nal event sample is estimated to be
less than ���

��� The theoretical uncertainty on the amount of QED radiative correc	
tions is below �� �section ���	� For bins with Q� � ���� GeV�� measured in
the shifted vertex analysis� a systematic error of �� is assigned due to uncertain
ties of hadronic as well as higher order corrections which are not simulated in
DJANGO� The error also accommodates possible in�uences from the region of
very low Q� where the structure function is unknown ���� �section ���	�

��� A global normalization uncertainty arises from the error on the measurement
of the integrated luminosity and the correction for the rejection of proton satellite
bunches� In this analysis it is ���� �����	 for the nominal �shifted	 vertex data
���� �see also section ���	�

The systematic uncertainties of each analysis bin can be divided into a correlated and
an uncorrelated component� The distinction is relevant in particular for the use of
the results in QCD analyses and phenomenological parametrizations of the data� In
general� the correlation of the systematic errors between di�erent bins is di�cult to
estimate� However� since possible miscalibrations a�ect di�erent bins in a similar way
the uncertainty of the absolute energy scale �listed above in the paragraphs � and �	
and potential shifts of the angular measurement �paragraph �	 are assigned to the
correlated systematic error while all other systematic uncertainties are taken to be
uncorrelated� The total systematic error is obtained by adding the correlated and the
uncorrelated components in quadrature�

The statistical error includes both the data and the Monte Carlo simulation� The
number of events which satisfy the full set of selection cuts as given in table ��� is
������ ���
�	 in DJANGO �PHOJET	� respectively� compared to ������ in the data�
The �gures indicate that the statistical uncertainty could be reduced by the use of a
larger number of simulated events�� In particular the lack of simulated photoproduction
events is an important source to the uncertainty of the measurement in particular at
large values of y�

The total experimental uncertainty is obtained by adding the systematic and the sta
tistical errors in quadrature�

�The corresponding values of integrated luminosity are given in the sections 
�� and ����
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��� Results

The proton structure function F� is evaluated at the central values x and Q� of each bin
using equation ����	� Fig� ��� shows the result of the measurement� F� is presented as a
function of x in di�erent bins of Q� between ��
� GeV� and �� GeV�� separately for the
electron and for the ( method� The error bars represent the statistical error only� The
agreement of the two systematically di�erent methods shows that the experimental
uncertainties of the measurement are well controlled� The comparison is in particular
sensitive to possible miscalibrations of the energy scale and wrong estimations of the
radiative corrections� The curves show the parametrization of F� obtained from the
global H� QCD �t ���� �see also section ���	� This parametrization is used for the
description of the structure function in the Monte Carlo simulation� For very small
values of x �x � ����	 and for Q� � � GeV� the F� values of the parametrization are set
constant� Due to the excellent agreement of the data with the assumed parametrization
further iterations are not necessary�

The �nal result is obtained using the electron method for the region with y 
 ���� and
the ( method for the bins with ���� � y 
 ����� The division of the bins between
the two methods are shown in �g� ���� Points with y � ���� are not displayed since at
low y the vertex reconstruction e�ciency is not su�ciently well described in the Monte
Carlo simulation �see section ���	�

Fig� ��� shows the �nal result of the measurement of F�� The error bars represent
statistical and systematic errors added in quadrature� The global normalization un
certainty of ���� is not included� Also shown are the results of the H� Collaboration
from the measurements of the ���� shifted vertex data ���� and of the data recorded in
���� ���� 
��� In the region with Q� � ��� GeV� the ���� result was obtained from the
data with shifted vertex and with radiative events� The measurement with the ����
shifted vertex data covers the Q� range between ���� and ��� GeV�� extending the
kinematic reach compared to the ���� measurement by roughly a factor of � in Q�� In
the region of overlap the results of the three measurements are in general in very good
agreement� However� in the low Q� region this analysis tends to yield smaller values of
F� than the measurement with the ���� shifted vertex data but is in good agreement
with the H� QCD �t �see �g� ���	� At the largest values of y the measurement is
dominated by the uncertainty of the photoproduction background determination� In
the region of Q� between ��� GeV� and ��� GeV� the experimental uncertainty of the
results of this analysis is reduced by up to a factor of � compared to previous measure
ments� The improvement is mainly due to a reduced uncertainty of the energy scale
and of the angular measurement achieved with the new backward detector components
BDC and Spacal and an increase of integrated luminosity by roughly a factor of �� ��	
compared to the ���� �����	 measurement with the shifted vertex data respectively�
With the improved precision the measurement provides a powerful constraint for fur
ther development of low Q� models �see section ���	 and for the determination of the
parton densities and the coupling constant �S from QCD �ts ���� ����
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Figure ���� The structure function F� as a function of x in di�erent bins of Q� measured
from the nominal vertex data recorded in 
���� Compared are the results obtained with the
electron method �full points� and with the � method �open points�� The error bars represent
the statistical error only� The solid line shows the H
 QCD �t 
���

Fig� ��� shows the ratio between the result of the present measurement and the H�
QCD �t ����� The �gure allows to directly compare the statistical and the systematic
uncertainties between di�erent bins in x and Q�� Furthermore� it demonstrates the
agreement between the present measurement and the H� QCD �t� The precision is
particularly high in the region of Q� between ��� and 
�� GeV� at moderate values of
x� Towards the lowest x values the uncertainty increases� This is mainly due to the
uncertainty in the determination of the photoproduction background�
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Figure ���� The proton structure function F� as a function of x in di�erent bins of Q�� The
result of this analysis �full points� is compared with previous H
 analyses with the shifted
vertex data recorded in 
��� �triangles� ��� and the nominal vertex data recorded in 
���
�open points� 
�� ���� The error bars represent statistical and systematic errors added in
quadrature� A global normalization uncertainty of 
��� is not included�

The result is tabulated in table ���� The proton structure function F��x�Q�	 and the
e�ective virtual photon proton cross section 	e���p �see equation �����		 are given for the
central values Q� and x� The corresponding values of y and W are listed also� The
points with W � ��� GeV are obtained with the ( method� 	e���p is scaled by the
kinematic factor k � Q����
��	� Thus� the di�erence between F� and k	e���p directly
demonstrates the in�uence of R the values of which are also listed� The values of R
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Figure ���� Ratio between the result of the present measurement and the H
 QCD �t 
���
The inner error bars denote the statistical uncertainty� the full error bars correspond to the
systematic and the statistical errors added in quadrature�

are taken from the model given in �
��� The statistical error �stat� the uncorrelated
systematic error �uncor and the total systematic error �sys are listed together with the
total experimental error �tot which contains statistical and systematic errors added in
quadrature� Not included in the error is the normalization uncertainty of ���� of the
luminosity measurement �see section ���	�
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Table ���� Table of the results of the F� measurement using data with nominal vertex
recorded in 
���� k � Q����	�
�� The experimental error �tot is split into the statistical
error �stat and the systematic error �sys� The points with W � 
�� GeV have been analyzed
using the � method� Further details are explained in the text�
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��� Comparison with Models

In this section the F� data measured with the H� Detector that have been presented in
the previous section are discussed and comparisons with results from other measure
ments� namely results from �xed target experiments at larger values of x and results
obtained with the Beam Pipe Calorimeter �BPC	 of the ZEUS collaboration are per
formed� Furthermore� di�erent parametrizations and models are shown which have
been proposed to predict the F� data in the HERA regime at small values of x� A
recent review of the models can be found in ���� Each of the three models� chosen here�
represents a speci�c theoretical ansatz which is brie�y described in the following�

 The model by Donnachie and Landsho� �DOLA	 ���� has already been mentioned
in chapter �� Following a Regge type ansatz it successfully describes the energy
behavior of the photoproduction data at Q� � � �see also �g� ���	� The same x
behavior �� x��	 is assumed for all values of Q� below �� GeV�� The DOLA cross
section can be interpreted as the contribution from nonperturbative processes
at nonzero Q��

 The model of Gl�uck� Reya and Vogt �GRV	 ���� is exclusively based on pertur
bative QCD and the assumption that at a scale of Q�

� � ���� GeV� the parton
distributions are valencelike� Valencelike means that the probability of �nding a
parton in the proton with a momentum fraction x vanishes towards small values
of x� The dynamical behavior of the DGLAP evolution equations in NLO is used
to predict the structure function F� at larger values of Q

� �see also section ���	�
The model is valid in a Q� region with su�ciently large evolution distance from
the starting scale Q�

�� The model is compared to the data for values of Q
� larger

than ���� GeV��

 The model of Badelek and Kwiecinski �BK	 ���� combines the concept of vector
meson dominance ���� with perturbative QCD� Assuming a smooth transition
from the perturbative to the nonperturbative regime the prediction of the struc
ture function F� is parametrized as

F��x�Q
�	 � FVMD

� �x�Q�	 �
Q�

Q�
� �Q�

FQCD
� �x�Q� �Q�

�	 ����	

where FVMD
� �x�Q�	 contains the sum of the vector meson production cross sec

tions for the light mesons with masses M�
V � Q�

�� Q�
� de�nes the boundary

between VDM behavior and perturbative QCD� Q�
� is set to ��� GeV

�� Thus� the
sum runs over the three lightest vector mesons �� � and �� FQCD

� �x�Q� �Q�
�	 is

taken from perturbative QCD models such as that of GRV at a rescaled value of
x � �Q��Q�

�	��W
��Q��M��Q�

�	� At small Q
� the perturbative contribution

is suppressed with Q���Q�
� �Q�	�

Fig� ��
 shows the F� data as a function of x in di�erent bins of Q�� In addition
to the H� data results from the �xed target experiment E��� ��
� are displayed in
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Figure ��
� The proton structure function F� as a function of x in di�erent bins of Q�� The
result of this analysis �full points� is shown together with the H
 measurements using the

��� shifted vertex data �triangles� ���� the 
��� data �open circles� 
�� ��� and results from
the �xed target experiment E��� �squares� ���� The curves represent the parametrizations
by DOLA �
� �solid line�� BK ��� �dashed line� and GRV ��� �dashed�dotted line� and the
H
 QCD �t 
�� �dotted line��

the �gure� All models consistently describe the �xed target data at high values of x�
However� di�erences arise towards small values of x� The DOLA model assumes a weak
x dependence of F� and undershoots the HERA data in all bins of Q�� Towards the
lowest Q� the discrepancy becomes smaller as the xdependence of the data weakens�
The GRV model describes the data in the region with Q� � � GeV� acceptably� showing
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that in this region perturbative QCD is well applicable� Towards smaller values of Q�

approaching the starting scale Q�
� � ���� GeV� the GRV model fails to describe the

data� In this region the valencelike behavior becomes dominant� forcing F� to be small
at small values of x�

In contrast to GRV and DOLA the BK model describes the behavior of the data rea
sonably well in the full kinematic range between ���� and �� GeV�� The �g� ��
 shows
that at � GeV� � Q� � 
�� GeV� both GRV and BK are very similar� Both models
slightly overestimate the data at the smallest values of x� Here� the parametrization
obtained with the H� QCD �t to the ���� data ���� gives a more realistic description
of the data than the model predictions� Towards values of Q� below � GeV� the GRV
model is seen to deviate from the data while the BK model continues to give a reason
able description� In this region in the BK model the contribution from perturbative
QCD to the cross section decreases and the VDM component becomes dominant� The
comparison of the models with the data suggests that� at the present level of theoreti
cal understanding and experimental precision� the onset of the transition region to the
nonperturbative regime can be localized in the region of Q� � � GeV��

In order to allow a direct comparison of the DIS data with photoproduction measure
ments at Q� � � the F� results are expressed as a total virtual photon proton cross
section 	tot��p according to equation �����	� Fig� ��� shows the behavior of 	tot��p as a
function of W in di�erent bins of Q�� The low energy data and the data from the
ZEUS Beam Pipe Calorimeter �BPC	 ��
� are given by the authors at slightly di�erent
Q� values� For the direct comparison the results are propagated to the values indicated
in the �g� ��� using the phenomenological parametrization of Abramowicz� Levin� Levy
and Maor �ALLM	 ���� which has been designed to describe all HERA data including
the photoproduction measurements� The �g� ��� illustrates the increased kinematic
reach achieved with the new lowQ� data which essentially cover the gap between the
former DIS data �at Q� 
 ��� GeV�	 and the photoproduction measurements �com
pare with �g� ���	� The slope of the cross section decreases in a continuous way as
the photoproduction limit at Q� � � is approached� corresponding to the �attening of
the x dependence of F�� In the �g� ��� the same model predictions as in the previous
�g� ��
 are compared with the data� In addition� comparisons of the BK model and the
DOLA model with the photoproduction measurements at Q� � � are performed� The
BK model� describing the data with Q� 
 ���� GeV�� is seen to overshoot the data in
the photoproduction limit while the DOLA model which underestimates the data with
Q� 
 ���� GeV� is in perfect agreement with the data at Q� � ��

The Q� dependence of the data is investigated in �g� ���� showing the e�ective virtual
photon proton cross section 	e���p as given in equation �����	 in di�erent bins of W � All
data are corrected to theW values given in the �gure using the ALLM parametrization�
Also shown are the photoproduction data at Q� � � and the measurement made with
the ZEUS BPC which covers theQ� range between ���� and ���� GeV�� As already seen
in the previous �g� ��� the BK model does not describe the data in the photoproduction
limit but predicts a cross section which is too large by roughly ���� In comparison�
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the DOLA model undershoots all data with nonzero Q� while at Q� � � it describes
the data well� The BPC points with ���� and ���� GeV� appear to lie between the two
model predictions�

The di�erence of the nature of scattering processes in the DIS regime # governed by
perturbative QCD # and photoproduction # as described by Regge type parametriza
tions # can be illustrated particularly well when considering the behavior of the total
virtual photon proton cross section 	tot��p scaled with Q� as a function of Q� �shown in
�g� ����	� According to equation �����	 	tot��p � Q� � �
�� � F�� At su�ciently large Q�

the structure function F� is scale invariant� i�e� to �rst order constant with Q�� and
only depends on x �see chapter �	� In the region of scale invariance the proton appears
as composed of point like free partons� At small Q� scale invariance breaks down� Here
the strong coupling constant �S becomes large and nonperturbative e�ects become
dominant� In the limit of Q� � � F�� and thus 	tot��p � Q�� decreases as Q�� Fig� ����
shows the scaled cross section as a function of Q�� The photoproduction data are plot
ted at an arbitrarily chosen Q� value of ������ GeV�� In the region of Q� � � GeV�

the scaled cross section is� to �rst order� independent of Q� and only depends on W �
In this region QCD perturbation theory holds� as explained above� Towards smaller
Q� the scaling of the cross section breaks down� In this region nonperturbative e�ects
become dominant�

In summary� the data have been compared to three qualitatively di�erent models�
The GRV model� representing perturbative QCD� describes the data at Q� values
above � � GeV�� The DOLA model� based on Regge theory� correctly describes the
photoproduction cross section at Q� � �� However� it fails to reproduce the data in the
DIS region with nonzero Q�� The BK model� assuming a smooth transition between
the perturbative and nonperturbative regime does describe the DIS data but is not
correct in the photoproduction limit where it grossly overestimates the cross section� In
conclusion� presently� no model describes the data in the full kinematic range including
the photoproduction measurements��

�After this thesis was completed a parametrization was published ���� which� based on the general�
ized vector dominance model� appears to describe all HERA data between Q� 	 � and Q� � ��� GeV��
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Figure ���� The total photon proton cross section �tot��p as a function of W in di�erent bins
of Q�� The cross sections are multiplied with the factors indicated in the �gure� The results
of this analysis are shown by full points� Open points �triangles� refer to results by the H

Collaboration with the 
��� �
��� shifted vertex� data respectively� Also shown are results
from E��� �squares� ��� and NMC �diamonds� 
�� as well as the measurements of the total
�p cross section by the Collaborations H
 �cross� ��� and ZEUS �diamond� ���� The data
measured with the ZEUS Beam Pipe Calorimeter �BPC� ��� are shown by stars� The curves
represent the models by DOLA �solid line�� BK �dashed line� and GRV �dashed�dotted line�
and the H
 QCD �t �dotted line��
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Figure ����� The e�ective photon proton cross section �e���p as a function of Q� in di�erent
bins of W � Also shown are the photoproduction results at W � 
�� GeV by the ZEUS
Collaboration �diamond� and at W � �
� GeV by the H
 Collaboration �cross�� The ZEUS
BPC data points are also depicted �stars�� The curves refer to the models DOLA �solid�� BK
�dashed� and GRV �dashed�dotted��
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Figure ����� The total photon proton cross section �tot��p scaled with Q� as a function of Q�

in di�erent bins of W � Also shown are the photoproduction results by H
 �cross� ��� and
ZEUS �diamond� ��� and the ZEUS BPC data points �stars� ���� The curves refer to the
models DOLA �solid�� BK �dashed� and GRV �dashed�dotted��



Summary

A measurement has been presented of the proton structure function F��x�Q�	 in the
Q� region between ��
� and �� GeV�� The analysis uses data recorded with the H�
detector in ����� the commissioning year of the new backward detector components
Spacal and BDC� In the region of Q� between ��� and ��� GeV� the experimental
uncertainty is reduced compared to previous measurements by roughly a factor of ��

The energy calibration of the new Spacal calorimeter is described in detail� The elec
tromagnetic energy scale is determined from scattered electrons using two independent
methods� The resulting uncertainty on the electromagnetic energy scale of the Spacal is
estimated to be less than ����� An energy resolution of �� is found for electrons with
an energy of ���� GeV as compared to the Spacal design value of ��� The absolute
energy scale for the measurement of the hadronic �nal state in the Spacal is determined
to a precision of ��� It is expected that these values can be improved further using
future data�

The event selection criteria used for the measurement of the structure function F� are
presented� The behavior of each cut is investigated in detail comparing the data with
Monte Carlo simulations� Discrepancies are detected in particular in the description
of the development of electromagnetic showers in the Spacal and of the dead material
in front of the BDC� Problems also arise in the region of very low y � ���� where
the Monte Carlo simulation does not reproduce the vertex reconstruction e�ciency
measured in the data� The sources of the discrepancies as well as the impact on the
measurement of F� are discussed� Corrections are introduced where possible�

A detailed study of the photoproduction background is performed comparing the data
with PHOJET Monte Carlo simulations� It is found that the PHOJET simulation
presently available considerably underestimates the photoproduction background in
DIS events at small values of Q� � � GeV�� A set of corrections is applied in or
der to reduce the in�uence on the result of F�� The uncertainty on the background
determination is estimated to be ����

A �rst investigation of events with QED Final State Radiation in the Spacal shows that
the DJANGO Monte Carlo reproduces the data well within the present experimental
uncertainties�

The structure function F� is measured using two di�erent methods to reconstruct the
kinematic variables x and Q�� namely the electron and the ( method� The results

���



obtained with the two systematically di�erent methods are in good agreement with
each other and with the H� QCD �t to previous data�

The results of the present analysis are compared to previous H� measurements� to �xed
target data as well as data obtained with the Beam Pipe Calorimeter of the ZEUS
Collaboration� showing good overall agreement� The strong rise of F� with decreasing
x observed in the previous HERA measurements is seen to �atten towards the smallest
values of Q� �� ���� GeV�	 but is still signi�cant�

Finally� comparisons of the F� data with model predictions and with photoproduction
measurements are made� It is demonstrated that perturbative QCD �as represented by
the GRV model	 describes the data with Q� � � GeV� but fails towards lower values
of Q�� A Regge type parametrization by Donnachie and Landsho� agrees with the
photoproduction data but does not succeed to describe the data with Q� � �� A model
by Badelek and Kwiecinski� combining perturbative and nonperturbative approaches�
describes all F� data presently available� However� it fails to describe the data in the
photoproduction limit of Q� � �� In conclusion� presently� no model describes the
HERA data in the complete kinematic range��

�After this thesis was completed a parametrization was published ���� which� based on the general�
ized vector dominance model� appears to describe all HERA data between Q� 	 � and Q� � ��� GeV��

���
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